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ABSTRACT
How "Groups With Purpose" Stimulate Spiritual Formation
In A Local Church
The title "Groups With Purpose" engulfs the foundational concepts
underlying this dissertation. A philosophy and methodology is outlined for
small groups based upon the premises that groups in a church are more
effective when formed only in response to a clearly defined need. And
further, that each group is unique in method and format as opposed to one
method or design for all groups. This work endeavours to establish the
fact that such a creative response to need is more productive than placing
many people within the local parish into identical groups. It refutes the
concept that there exists any one "right group" capable of ministering to
all people and to every type of need.
It is argued initially that the basis for such a notion is found in
the biblical record. A survey of the human sciences informs the writer
concerning the value and need for the "Groups With Purpose" method.
Evidence is presented that the church would be more efficient in small
group ministry if it were to engulf many of the principles and methods
employed by modem schools of therapy.
A thorough evaluation of John Wesley's theology and methodology con
cerning the class meeting and the society are a gvdding light to this
endeavour. An attenpt is made to update his method to coincide with the
mique needs in twentieth century society^ I conjecture that were Wesley
alive today he would adjust his method to fit our society and its presenting
needs.
Chapter five tells the story of "Groups With Purpose" in action in
one local church and demonstrates its effectiveness. The working
philosophy and statement of purpose is outlined. Chapter six portrays a
design for establishing and maintaining a "Croups With Purpose" ministry
in a body of believers . Included is a section outlining the total project,
how it works and how to keep it going.
This ministry has its own unique problems and challenges. These
issues are addressed in Chapter seven. Concluding the dissertation is a
discx2ssion of the remaining unresolved questions. The final conjectural
argument is that "Groups With Purpose" could be a viable ministry in a
church of any size if the philosophy was carefully understood and
applied.
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PROJECT DISSERTATION PROPOSAL
I. Nature and Scope
A. Title
How "Groups With Purpose" Stimulate Spiritual Growth in the Local
Church.
B. Statement of the Problem
The major gusstion which this project/dissertation addresses is,
"How can using the 'Groups With Purpose' approach to small group ministry
enhance the spiritual life of a local congregation?" Three methods will
be used to answer this question.
First, the study will examine selected materials , both sacred and
secular, to determine the potential for behavioral change throu^ the
group process. Specific attention will be given to spiritual formation
groups and their ability to stimulate growth and change.
Second, theories and practices from the field of behavioral science
will be applied to the spiritual formation group as outlined in "Groups
With Purpose" .
Third, the dissertation will assess the value in choosing group
style and purpose in response to an understood or expressed need rather
than endeavouring to put an entire congregation into one form of fellow
ship group. To deal directly with this issue, I will use the "Groups
With Purpose" model. Needs in the congregation will be clearly
identified, and ministry groups will be developed to meet those
specific needs.
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Cl) Assumptions
Five assumptions underlie this project/dissertation. They are as
follows :
a) No person needs a group at all times during his lifetime. All persons,
however, need the support of a group at some given point in their
spiritual pilgrimage. Jesus never intended for the Christian life to
be lived out in isolation. Even while being resident in a large
church body one can be living in emotional and spiritual isolation.
Such persons need a small contact circle. Jesus demonstrated by word
and deed that interaction and dialogue must be part of the spiritual
life of any individual . Paul expanded this truth more fully and dealt
with the entire scope of the "one another" relationship we are called
upon to maintain in Christian fellowship. We cannot love and admonish
one another unless we have a setting in which such interaction can
take place.
b) Groups are most effective when formed in response to an identified
need. For a group to reach its optimum potential it must not be formed
to originate a ministry , but only in direct response to an expressed
or visualized need within the body to whom we desire to minister.
Related to this assumption is the belief that one cannot adopt some
super style of group ministry that will meet every kind of need
expressed in a given body of believers .
c) The field of behavioral science engulfs truth valuable to Christian
group ministry. Truth wherever it is found is God's truth. The
behavioral sciences have made it possible for us to see more deeply
into ourselves and have given us tools to assist us in that inner
investigation. They have helped us to realize how deeply inter
action and dialogue affect human nature. And they have substantiated
the fact that humans often need the group experience to fully develop
their potential and to facilitate behavioral change.
These are only a few of the areas in whidi the behavioral
sciences have informed spiritual ministry and aided us in better
understanding our commission in life. However, because the sciences
are not based in a theological mode there is a limit to which we are
able to embrace scientific methods in ministry . A sifting process
based upon divine truth is essential.
d) The fourth assumption is that "Groups With Purpose" stands on a
solid biblical foundation. Biblical research will establish the
fact the early church both tauc^t and demonstrated the concepts that
are basic to "Groups With Purpose" . A study of the teachings and
ministering style of Jesus and the Apostle Paul will form the basis
for this study.
e) Fifth, it is assumed that "Groups With Purpose" could be effective
in any church 2>:^regardless of size. Becavise the "Groups With
Purpose" ministry responds to the identified needs of a given local
body of believers , it follows that it could be effectively applied
in any congregation. I intend to address this assuaption in the
conclJision of this dissertation.
(2) Hypothesis
The foregoing assumptions form the basis for the hypothesis upon
tdiich this dissertation is focused. "If 'Groups With Purpose' is an
effective jnethod of ministerincr to identified needs in a local congrega
tion, spiritual formation will be the direct result of its administration."
(3) Limitations of This Study
a) Basic theological study will focus on two areas:
(i) the biblical basis for the concept of "Groups With Purpose".
(ii) John Wesley's use of small groups for spiritual formation in
early Methodism. Study here will focus on several materials
which reveal Wesley's own formation and an understanding of
his use of small groups. His rationale for small group ministry
will be compared to the rationale for "Groups With Purpose".
b) Study in the behavioral sciences will be limited to a presentation
of the basic concepts and methods known to cause change in people by
group function.
c) The Practical Project element will be tested in one local church
(Lemont Memorial Missionary Church, L.M.M.C.) by identifying its
needs and forming groups to meet those needs. The intention is
to focus primarily on body needs as opposed to community needs.
Also, a limited number of groups outside the local church will be
initiated. A spiritual formation group for young pastors of the
District will be a part of the project. A marriage enrichment
retreat will be conducted to respond to expressed needs in the
church .
C. The Meaning and Rationale Behind "Groups With Purpose"
In order to assist the reader in understanding the concept of "Groups
With Purpose", the following explanation is offered.
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X have coined the term "Groups With purpose" to capture a philosophy
I have developed over several years of thought and experience with small
group ministry in the church and the clinical setting. I contend that
any ministry group in the congregation should be formed in direct response
to an identified need. No two groups will be entirely alike in terms of
ministry , goals, covenant, length of meeting, or style of leadership.
The only planned likeness will be the fact that they are responding to
an identified need.
Further, the title "Groups With Purpose" has been developed to
establish the concept that it is a wiser and more effective method to
develop and design a group ministry in the local church in direct response
to needs found in the local congregation. Rather than impose some "super
program" that has been successfully designed and implemented in another
location, groups will be created in response to specific local needs.
The success of the original program was due to the fact that it was
developed for the needs of that particular locale.
I intend to demonstrate that, with the help of the Congregational
Reflection Group and other leaders, I can identify needs existing within
the church. Having done so, a group with a purpose can be formulated to
meet each need. Such ministry will effectively enhance spiritual forma
tion in the church.
Finally, "Groups With Purpose" is an effort to correct the problems
that often occur when a local congregation endeavours to coerce its
entire populace into one style of group. Not everyone needs the same
type of group. We all are unique in temperament and present need.
Therefore, we must establish several groups, each with its own unique
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design to meet a given need. "Groups Kith Purpose" calls for a creative,
unique, purposeful , group response to identified needs in a given body.
This writer is aware that many churches have initiated small group
ministries. None to my knowledge have developed a plan with a commitment
to the formation of ministry groups only in response to identified needs.
In this regard I see the "Groups With Purpose" model as unique and
signi fi cant .
It must be remembered that "Groups With Purpose" focuses primarily
on the ministry of the body to itself. It is assumed that if the group
is alive and well, it will reach beyond itself to meet identifiable needs
in the larger community. The healthy internal life of the body will
enable it to incorporate the needs of the larger world into its own
ministry. That vision is a second step beyond the scope of this project.
D. Significance of and Rationale for the Choice
of This Project Dissertation
In choosing to study and test the concept of "Groups With Purpose" I
desire to establish two facts: effective spiritual formation takes place
when groups are formed in response to identified needs and second, spiritual
formation also takes place when such groups operate with principles derived
from biblical theology and the behavioral sciences. If I am able to
establish the validity and value of this approach, it will serve the local
church, and the church at large, in conceptualizing a method of group life
that will enhance knowledge and function in the area of small group ministry.
It will broaden the present knowledge the church has concerning groups .
New thinking will be established concerning a diversified small group
system functioning under the umbrella of "Groups With Purpose"
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I feel this study is justified in liyht of oux modern world, with
its vastly diversified society and with, its many subcultures, A multi-
pronged approach, to ministry is best suited to our culture. In the
behavioral sciences and the business world we are seeing the creative use
of small groups which are need oriented. The church should not do less
in responding to the needs of that same world to which if offers spiritual
ministry ,
E. The Contextual Setting
Lemont Memorial Missionary Church of Hoadley , Alberta will become
the setting for this project/research experience. It has a cross section
of most ages with some lack of older youth and a very small nimber in the
yoxmg adult age group. I became pastor of this congregation in September,
1985. I am a newcomer to the present congregation but was also pastor of
the church twenty-two years ago. Some of the same people attend and
several who were young people then are now leaders,
Lemont Memorial has been in existence for fifty years in a rather
stable farming commojnity . Average attendance in the morning worship
service has been approximately 65 to 75 over the past twelve years. Many
of the youth who grew up in the church left for college or to pursue a
career. They married and became somewhat disconnected from the church.
In the past six years six to eight of these couples have returned to the
church and community as farmers or businessmen and have begun to be active
members of the church. These people have been exposed to both the larger
world and to various churches. They have a larger vision of what they
would like the church to be and are pushing for effective and meaningful
change. The result was a growing distance and lack of fellowship between
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the older resident people of the church end the younger and wore exposed
couples. The younger people are in places of leadership and are asking
for guidance in restoring a loving fellowship and enhanced worship style
within the church.
My vision is to develop a program called "Groups With Purpose". The
aim is to use this ministry to:
1) restore fellowship among the saints
2) develop effective church leadership
3) cause growth in lay ministry
4) more effectively meet the total needs represented by this body
5) bring several people to a saving knowledge of Jesvts Christ.
"Groups With Purpose" will, in effect, be an umbrella under which several
types of groups will be developed to accomplish the task of meeting the
above stated needs. Each group will have a defined objective and goal
in mind and will not be related in nature or function to any other group
in the church. Each will have its own "purpose" .
II. Methodology
A. Planning Phase
(1) The concept of "Groups With Purpose" will be presented to the
Christian Education Board and the Church Board. Following the Boards'
approval presentation will be made to the entire congregation to inform
and challenge them regarding this potential ministry.
(2} The Congregational Reflection Group will identify with me the
areas of need within the church for possible spiritual ministry. We will
choose one or two of these areas to begin developing "Groups With Purpose"
to meet the identified needs. Other groups will be formulated as needs
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are presented and as we are able to respond.
We will not, in the initial stages, survey the entire congregation
to identify needs. Three reasons underlie this choice:
a) We do not want to develop wore expectations than we are able to
meet and thus cause disappointment.
b} The desire is to use the enthusiasm engendered by one or two
successful groups to encourage others to reach out for help with a
sense of confidence.
c) We need to develop leadership at the same pace we develop the project.
(3) The people to whom we choose to minister will be drawn in at the
formulation stage of their particular group. This will enhance their
ownership of the group niinistry and also assist the leadership in ascer
taining whether the group focus is correct.
B. Inplementation Phase
(1) Begin two groups as outlined above by September or October, 1986,
and add two or three more in the following twelve months. The number of
groups developed will be dictated by the needs and the capacity to give
leadership.
(2) Endeavour to establish one or two retreats in 1986 and 1987 to
minister to some specialized needs such as a marriage enrichment retreat,
young adult retreat or a leadership retreat.
(3) Establish a spiritual formation group for five or six young
pastors in my conference who feel a need for such a group (to begin
October, 1986} .
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C. Evaluative Phase
(1} Evaluation of the effectiveness of each group will be carried
on while the group is in process and again at the end of each group
experience .
(2} A further final evaluation will be administrated , Selected
individuals will be interviewed for the purpose of assessing the
individual's progress in spiritual formation, and the degree to which
the group experience influenced spiritual formation in the church.
(3) Long term evaluation will be conducted with groups initiated
at the outset of the project. The short term nature of the project
limits this element of the evaluation.
D. Types of Research
(1) A biblical basis for small groups will be developed by research
in the biblical text.
(2) The literature available in the biblical theological field that
is pertinent to this study of small groups will be researched.
(3) A survey of selected materials in the behavioral sciences to
glean insight applicable to the use of small groups for spiritual formation.
(4) John Wesley's use of the small group for spiritual formation
will be studied.
(5) My own understanding and experience with small groups will be
applied along with the study and evaluation of the present practical
project .
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C6) Some research will be done to aid in developing the best use of
surveys and testing tools intended to design and evaluate group performance .
E. Identification of Resources
(1) Persons:
Dr. Steve Harper - Advisor
Dr. Reginald Johnson - Director of D.Min.
Rev. David Crouse - District Superintendent
Dr. Keith Krull - Spiritual Director for project
Congregational Reflection Croup - People with appropriate gifts
and experience will be chosen here to assist in group forma
tion, evaluation, and leadership.
(2) Facilities:
B. L. Fisher Library of Asbury Theological Seminary,
Wilmore, Kentucky
University of Calgary Library, Calgary, Alberta.
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CHAPTER 2
A Biblical and Theological Basis for Small Group Ministry
in the Church ("Groups With Purpose")
The commission of the church is threefold: to bring people to faith
in God through repentance, to disciple the followers in the way of faith,
and to lead the collective body of believers into an ever deepening
fellowship . The history of Christendom illustrates to us how easily the
church becomes unbalanced in her mission. Popular methods or doctrines
often become the hobbyhorse of the day and distracts the church from its
central task. For example, at several stages in the church's development
evangelism became the singular thrust of the church and discipleship
stagnated. Later corporate worship was the only real avenue of ministry
in many cases and body life was an unheard of concept. In the late
seventies the church in many locations swung to a heavy emphasis on body
or group life to compensate for people's unmet need. Often principles
found in the social sciences were the sole guiding light for such group
endeavours . Because such groups had little or no foundation in scripture
the spiritual element was weak or non existent.
In this chapter I outline a biblical and theological basis for the
"Groups With Purpose" (G.W.P.) concept basic to this project-dissertation.
I will establish, with evidence from both the Old and New Testaments,
that a ministry such as G.W.P. is biblically and theologically sound.
G.W.P. reflects a valid response to what Jesus and the early believers
sought to develop within the church. I will establish that our society
needs and desires this kind of ministry.
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The Roots for Small Groups in the Bible
Theologically , small group ministry derives from the notion of a
loving community of believers whose source of love is God. The entire
biblical record points towards the formation of such a collection of
God's people. We encounter the concept early in the Old Testament.
The Roots in the Old Testament
The concept of "group life" or community in the New Testament is
solidly rooted in the Old Testament. The people of Israel conceptualized
themselves as the "people of God". Yahweh chose them to be his possession
(c.f. Exodus 19:5, 23:22; Deuteronomy 7:6, 14:2, 26:18). The Hebrews
perceived themselves as individual people forming a whole, "a corporate
personality - and as such takes part in the events of history so that
the individual is involved in the destiny of the whole" ."^ Jeremias
claims it is more appropriate to translate ekklesia "people of God" than
2
"Church" and encourages us to connect New Testament concepts with Old
Testament understanding. Moses proclaimed to the Israelites that God
had chosen them for Himself as His people and that He would be their
God (Exodus 6:6f).
A number of Old Testament names are comparable to those in the New
Testament and indicate that the community of God existed in Old Testament
times as it does in the New Testament era. Such terms for "Church" in
Old Testament usage are: "assembly of the righteous" (Psalm 1:5) , "the
1 Rudolf Schnachenburg, The Church in the New Testament (New York:
Herder s Herder, 1966), 149.
2 Joachin Jeremias, New Testament Theology (New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1971), 168.
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assembly of the holy ones" CPsalm 89:51, "sons of the most high" CPsalm
82:6). The New Testament uses such terms as "members of God's household"
(Ephesians 2:19), "the family of believers" (Galatians 6:10), "sons of
the most high" (Luke 6:32) , "God's children" (Romans 8:16) , "Sons of God"
(Galatians 3:26), and "the children of God" (I John 5:2). Howard A. Hanke
concludes that regardless of its name or title, this community of God
"has always had the same basic hopes, inspirations and expectations" .
The church is a divine institution which can be referred to as Old
Testament Church or New Testament Church. Thus, "the perspectives of the
4
New Testament are determined by those of the Old". In Christ the two
merge into one divine history. As an interacting and interrelating group
the church finds rootage beyond the twentieth century group movement,
beyond the New Testament era, and into the ancient history of the Old
Testament. All three merge into one continuum in the person and work of
Christ.
The Roots in Jesus' Teaching and Lifestyle
The community concept is central to the work and teaching of Christ.
His teachings concerning the new covenant church are foreseen in the Old
Testament covenants between God and Israel . The covenants contained both
promise and demand obedience . Israel largely failed to measure up to
God's demands for obedience and was punished by God. In the end only a
remnant remained. Finally her mandate was passed on to the New Israel;
3 Howard A. Hanke, Christ and the Church in the Old Testament
(Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 1957), 23.
4 Roger Mehl, "The Biblical Understanding of Community and Person",
Canadian Journal of Theology , V (1959) : 226 .
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the church, of the New Testament, This church of the New Testament became
God's new group Ccommunity) , Christ through His redemptive work
established a new covenant and became the foundation of the church. The
new covenant calls for a new kind of relationship with God and with one's
fellow man - one of caring and loving.
The disciples became what the Jewish nation forfeited. They became
the
embryo of that new community , were intended to be sig
nificantly linked with the Old Israel .. .Since He proclaimed
to them the messianic salvation and commissioned them to
proclaim it to others, it is reasonable to assume that He
saw them as the true successors of the fateful remnant of
Israel
Jesus intended to inplant within His disciples His vision for the
New Testament Church, He stands out as the primary example of one who
imderstood and utilized the small group method in developing the church.
From among His many followers He designated twelve men to become the key
group. They worked, lived and learned with Him and finally became His
bridge to establish the church in the world. "He called His disciples
to Him and chose twelve of them, who He designated apostles" . (Luke 6:13)
His mission was to reach the world, however
we must acknowledge that there was rapidly diminishing
priority given to those outside the twelve .... Jesus
devoted most of His remaining life on earth to these
few disciples . He literally staked His whole ministiy
upon them.^
He illustrated in a graphic way the teaching principle that the more
5 Donald Guthrie, New Testament Theology (Downers Grove: Inter-
Varsity Press, 1981), 707.
6 Robert E. Coleman, Master Plan of Evangelism (New Jersey:
Fleming S Revell, 1963), 25-27.
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consecrated the size of a group being tauc^t the greater the opportunity
for effective instruction.
In fact, in His high priestly prayer in John 17, Jesus implies that
His finished work on earth was in direct relation to the twelve men.
Certainly His main focus here is upon the finished work of redemption
and we must keep that focus. However, as Leroy Elms points out.
When you read the prayer carefully , you'll notice that
He did not mention miracles or multitudes , but four times
He referred to the men God had given Him out of the world.
These men were His work! His ministry touched thousands ,
but He trained twelve men. He gave His life on the cross
for millions , but during the three and one-half years of
His ministry , He gave His life uniquely to these twelve
men.^
Jesus literally poured Himself into these chosen men. He taught
them by work and example. He upbraided them when necessary , He taught
them how to pray and "do" the ministry . In short He instilled into them
His Godly lifestyle and His vision for life and ministry .
It is worthy to note that Jesus also joined with an inner circle of
three men from among the twelve (Peter, James, John). It is evident that
He had special need for this inner group to whom He gave special training
and privilege . He called them to pray in the garden and on the Mount of
Transfiguration . He also walked with Peter on the seashore following His
resurrec:tion, and gave him a personal charge (John 21). Without question
these men were His closest confidants .
The twelve come to their final intimate relationship with Jesus by
degrees. Three stages can be distinguished in the process:
7 Leroy Elms, The Lost Art of Disciple Making (Grand Rapids:
Zondervan Publishing, 1978), 28.
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Cl} They first becane belieyers in Him a,s the Christ and
were only occasional companions at feasts and on special
occasions (John 2:1, 13, 17, 33; John 3:22; John 4:1-27}.
(2) In the second stage, they abandoned their secular occupa
tions and followed Christ without interruption.
(3) Finally, the twelve entered into a special relationship .
They were now called to be Apostles , and Christ
began to train them to be leaders and teachers of
others .
Following His death and resurrection Jesus several times illustrated
the value of small group ministry to a few disciples. He met Mary at the
toni) (Matthew 28:9 S 10}, the disciples at the seeLshore (John 21}, and
most dramatically He met Thomas in the Upper Room (John 20:24-49) . He
walked with the two on the Emmaus Road and sat with them at dinner to
"open their eyes" that they might see Himself and understand new divine
truth. (Luke 24:13-35).
In Jesus we see a beautiful exanple of one who understood the need
to minister not only to the larger group but also was aware of the need
to interrelate with the smaller chosen group for a specific "purpose".
Jesus never technically organized a small group, other than the twelve,
however He did in a charismatic way use the small group approach in
discipling people.
Jesus moved His followers towards a lifestyle of interdependence
by His leadership style and interrelationship with them. By beautiful
imagery He simultaneously taught them how He visualized the new group.
8 A. B. Bruce, The Training of the Twelve (Grand Rapids: Kregel
Publications, 1971), 11 & 12.
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Scripture refers to this new group of people as a flock CLuke 12:32;
Matthew 26:32} which the shepherd gathers together (John 10:1-5, 16,
29-30}; as Cod's planting (Matthew 13:24}; as God's building (Matthew
16:18; cf. Haggai 2:6-9}; as the City of God founded on Mt. Zion
(Matthew 5:4 cf. Isaiah 2:24; Micah 4:1-3}; as weidbers of a New Covenant
(Mark 14:24; I Corinthians 11:25} in whom the promise of the New Covenant
is fulfilled; whose teacher is God (Matthew 23:8) .
We see that Jesus intended that His small collection of believers
would eventually become an established community. Guthrie states that:
there is no solid ground for maintaining (as some do)
that Jesus did not expect that a community of His people
would come into existence following His departure . It
may be said that much of His teaching has relevance only
in view of the later formation of groups of disciples
into Christian churches.^
Jesus used the metaphor of the vine and branches to emphasize the
importance of abiding in Him to maintain a true unity within the group,
and with Him. As unity is present in the flock-one -shepherd concept so
10
continuous union is possible only as the branch abides in the vine. In
a group of Christians the unifying factor is each person's relationship
with the vine-Christ. On two occasions Jesus used the term ekklesia
(Matthew 16:18} 18:17). Here He refers to a group of people who belonged
to Him and of whom the disciples were a partial representation. Although
we cannot see this as the church, it was to develop into the church.
9 Guthrie, op. cit., 287.
10 D. D. Bannerman, The Scripture Doctrine of the Church (Grand
Rapids: Baker Book House, 1976), 708.
11 Guthrie , op. cit. , 712 .
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Jesus took several careful steps to insure the continuance of His
church. He used the small group approach as His basic style. He sent out
the twelve (Mark 3:13-19; 6:6b-13} for practical experience in ministry
and leadership. Later He established the seventy as ministering dis
ciples CLuke 10:1-17} . As well the commission was clearly stated to the
disciples. He commanded them to preach the gospel to all nations. To
teach the new converts to obey His command and to seal their commitment
to discipleship by baptism, Jesus prepared His disciples Cespecially the
twelve) to do such work, and then expected them to continue His work and
establish the church in the world.
Two symbolic spiritual observances were given by Jesus to His
followers to help establish relationships in the small group of believers
and also to be focal points for worship. Baptism became the symbol of
sins forgiven and entrance into the covenant group. At the culmination
of His life and ministry Jesus introduced the Celebration of the Eucharist
to lie a memorial and a focal point for recalling His death, life and
return. This symbolic meal was to be the focus of their praise and worship
as they recalled, and now in reality experienced, Jesus among them -
glorified Saviour present in the Spirit. Not only did this establish a
group feeling among them but gave them an opportunity to reflect on the
purpose for any meeting in Jesus' name. Jesus promised that,
in the future. He will be present at the neals of the
disciples as He has been earlier during His life on
earth . In the breaking of bread the Son of Man will
be the centre of unity in the circle of disciples. He
\dio by His presence binds them to Himself .
12 Stig Hanson, The Unity of the Church in the New Testament
(Lexington: American Theological Library Association, 1967), 33.
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Clearly Jesus' vision for His chosen followers was one where a sense
of community existed and was expressed in their Godward and manward
relationship. He, by example and teaching, laid the basis for one~another-
fellowship. Beyond the fellowship and worship concepts Jesus also left
instructions and exan^les regarding problems in the group. For example.
He confronted Peter on several occasions when he was out of line or needed
correction (John 13:36-38; John 18:11; John 21:15-19). He upbraided the
disciples when their faith wavered or when they were unable to cast out
the demons. His intimate relationships with them demanded and withstood
this type of "carefronting" as David Augsburger calls it.^^ In Matthew 18
He establishes a clear method for resolving conflict within the group.
His instruction is to confront the fellow believer with his fault; if he
will not hear you take another brother along and endeavour to resolve the
difference . Finally, if no resolution is forthcoming, take it before the
entire body of believers for their help. If he still remains unrepentant
cast him out. Jesus intends that the casting out of the unrepentant
brother will ultimately restore him to full fellowship.
In Matthew 7:1-5 Jesus provided guidance in confronting one's fellow
believers . He instructs us to consider the beam or plank in our own eye
before judging our fellow believer in his shortcoming. Jesus always kept
a healthy tension between spiritual fellowship within the group of
believers and the need for growth by discipline and confrontation. We
can do nothing less in fulfilling our commission as a church.
13 David Augsburger, Caring Enough to Confront (Scottdale , PA:
Herald Press, 1973), 3.
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The Roots in Paul's Teaching and Lifestyle
In addition to observing Jesus' example and teaching concerning
small groups, the experience of the early church adds basis for the use
of small groups within the church. Paul becomes our primary source in
this search. His favourite picture of the church is that of the "Body
of Christ". He establishes that ekklesia means the body of Christ.
(Ephesians 1:22 � 23; 4:12, 15 S 16; 5:23; Colossians 1:18, 24) Christ
is the head of the body or the church. (Ephesians 1:22 S 23). He
pc^sesses all authority and power and in Him alone is found the source
for unity and control. He is our fullness in all things- In Him we
individually and collectively find true life.
All parts of the body are closely interrelated. Paul warns that
each has his designated place and one must not down play the importance
of the other (I Corinthians 12 :12-31) . In order for the entire body to
be strong and healthy each individual must be whole. In each local body,
or small group within it, there must exist a bond between the head and
each individual part. We beautifully express this oneness by partaking
of the bread (one loaf) together. Because there is one loaf, we, who
are many, are one body, for we all partake of the one loaf
(I Corinthians 10 :13-17a) .
Paul enlightens us with the metaphor of the church as the bride of
Christ. The notion is introduced in I Corinthians 6:15ff. but later is
more clearly stated when He says the church as the bride must remain pure
and loyal to one husband who is Christ.
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This bride figure is a particularly intimate
illustration of the relationship between Christ and
His church for it presupposes a strong bond of love
between them.^^
In Paul's writings we see another fully developed image; the church
is a building - the building of God. "You yourselves are God's temple"
(I Corinthians 3:9, 16) . He draws here from the Old Testament tabernacle
and temple where God was to dwell. God dwells in the church collectively
and individually. Believers are "God's house" (Hebrews 3:6); "a dwelling
in which God lives by His Spirit" (Ephesians 2:22). Paul asks in
I Corinthians 6:19 "Do you not know that your body is a temple of the Holy
Spirit, who is in you, whom you received from God?" I Corinthians 3:11
presents Christ as the foundation of the building and in Ephesians 2:20
and I Peter 2:6 Jesus is called the cornerstone of the building. Christ
ties or holds together the building of the believer.
In developing his picture of the building, Paul presents each member
of the group as both a stone in the building and as a builder. In
essence, each one is an integral part of this spiritual house, without
whom the building is incomplete ; however at one and the same time each
member is a builder of the house and without each one's help the house
will not be built. What a beautiful picture we have here of the important
place each believer has both in "being the church" and "helping the church
become" what Christ envisioned. In order for this relationship to be
active the church must divide itself in small enough segments or groups
for each person to be actively and meaningfully involved. As a brick as
well as a brick layer.
14 Guthrie, op. cit., 74.
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Oneness in the Holy Spirit
The giving of the Holy Spirit to the church (Acts Chapter 2) is
God's response to the prophet Joel's prophecy in Joel 2:28-29, where he
prophesied that God would pour out His spirit on all people. Sons and
daughters would prophesy, old men would dream, young men would see
visions, and even the servants , both men and women, would be recipients
of this great outpouring. Moses had also expressed a desire to see all
the Lord's people as prophets and dwelt upon by the Holy Spirit
(Nxmbers 11:29). In both cases we see the foreshadow of something new
regarding God's indwelling of men. In the Old Testament the people of
God understood that the giving of power and vision was bestowed in small
measure to selected individuals for a given task. Now, however, in the
New Testament church we see fulfilled at Pentecost the outpouring for
which they longed.
The Holy Spirit given in fulness resulted in a new kind of oneness
and fellowship previously unknown to God's people. The Spirit no longer
was to be selective but came fully upon all of them for the benefit of
the entire community.
The Spirit is given to the community. This fact
differentiates the New Testament belief from that of
Israel and later Judaism, where the Spirit is only
bestowed on certain special individuals ."^^
The presence of the Spirit raised the life of the community to new
levels of fellowship. All things were held in common. Each cared for
the needs of the other, even to the extent of selling all their possessions
15 R. Newton Flew, Jesus and His Church (London: Epworth Press,
1943), 109.
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to give to the common cause. This new presence of the Holy Spirit made
this unusuaJ depth of fellowship possible. Luke clearly expresses this
in Acts 2:42~47a.
Admittedly , because of the humartness of the believers , dissension
and problems scon arose. However, for the first time in history human
beings experienced God's ideal for koinonia. The church is established
with power and begins her trek of becoming God's people on earth. Not
only did they share all things in common but they gathered in worship of
the transcendent God of the universe. They all shared in the ritual acts
of the new community and participated in temple worship, prayed together
and shared in breaking bread together from house to house, and "eating
together with happy and sincere hearts". This new touch of the Spirit
affected every aspect of their lives individually and collectively .
The One-Another Teaching of Paul
The New Testament speaks of a maturing of the new life within the
individual believer (Hebrews 15:11-14), and also a maturing of the body
together (Ephesians 4:12-13). It is clear that the growth of the new
life given by God to the individual interrelates with the growth of the
church body. According to Paul "speaking the truth in love, we will in
all things grow up into Him who is the head, that is Christ. From Him
the whole body, joined and held together by every supporting ligament,
grows and builds itself up in love, as each part does its work."
(Ephesians 4:15-16) .
Lawrence Richards states
Christian education (for him that means all teaching
or learning in the church) then can never deal with the
individual life alone. Christian education has to
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concern itself with the process within the body which
nurture corporate and individual growth in Christ.
The New Testament teaching regarding interrelated growth is simply
outlined below to illustrate that it is a key to understanding body life.
John 13:34&35 - love one another
John 15:12 - love one another as I have loved you
Galatians 5:14 - love neighbour as yourself (also Mark 12:31-33,
Luke 10:27, Galatians 5:14}
Romans 12:9sl0 - brotherly love
Romans 13:8&9 - debt to love one another
Colossians 3:13 - forgive one another as Lord forgave you
Colossians 3:12 - be compassionate
James 5:16 - confess faults one to another
Galatians 6:2 - carry one another's burdens
I Thessalonians 5:11-15 - always be kind one to another (also
I Peter 1:5-8}
Ephesians 4:2 - bearing with one another
II Timothy 4:12 - correct, rebvike , and encourage (also
Titus 2:15 and 1:13}
I Thessalonians 4:18 - encourage one another (also Acts 15:32,
Romans 12:8)
Galatians 13 - serve one another in love
Philippians 2:1-4 - look to the interest of others (v. 2:2}
Hebrews 10:24s24 - spur one another on toward love and good work.
This is not an exhaustive list of this beautiful picture of
spiritual nurture within the body of Christ. However, this list emphasizes
the spiritual growth principle of mutual dependence on one another -
Peter speaks of the priesthood of all believers . Each one is called
upon to be a chosen priest of God. In this divine order individuals are
called to personal holiness in life, and to be ministers or priests to
one another. Each has his own personal relationship to God through the
Spirit. Each also has access to God on behalf of a brother or sister in
the body who needs his or her love and ministry.
16 Lawrence L. Richards , A Theology of Christian Education
(Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing House, 1975), 16.
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Not only is the church a priesthood, she is a gifted priesthood,
Paul clearly states that every individual in the body of Christ is given
a gift for the good of all . In Ephesians 4 he contested that each
individual , from leadership down, is bestowed with a gift, and that each
gift is given, not for personal gain, but for the benefit of the entire
body. No one is to value his own Spirit given gift above that of
17
another. As each exercises his gift the body grows to complete maturity
in faith (Ephesians 2:16). "To each one the manifestation of the Spirit
is given for the common good" (I Corinthians 12:7). Peter stresses that
each one should use whatever gift he has received to serve others,
faithfully administering God's grace in its many forms (I Peter 4:10).
Conclusion
The early church of the New Testament experienced little difficulty
with logistics or size when endeavouring to carry out the above concepts.
Small house fellowships and the common lifestyle of the believers
facilitated the form of corporate life Jesus, Paul, Peter and other
church leaders ascribed to the church. However if we are to accomplish
the same task in our individualistic , industrial , mobile society of the
twentieth century, we must address our vaiique problems.
The basic human needs have not changed to any great degree. Society
in its lifestyle and function have changed drastically , The church today
needs to minister to our society with the same Spirit and with the same
goals for community life within the church as did the early believers .
17 George E. Ladd, A Theology of the New Testament (Grand Rapids:
William B, Erdmans Publishing Company, 1974), 535,
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Dunn points out, in his thorough study of the eaxly church, that the
body of believers developed a strong unity which, was always couched in a
developing diversity . The church absorbed several styles of worship,
incorporated both Jewish and Hellenistic influence , accepted many person
alities in leadership, and adapted to new teaching and kerygma. Through
all this she functioned as the community of believers - the called out
18
ones - the body in action - the household of faith.
In our society the church must also be flexible and selectively
tolerant in her style of meeting people's needs. A ministry which
focuses on individual needs demands a variety of approaches to ministry .
Because the people who make up our society represent a wide range of
personal needs, we must develop a multi faceted approach to meeting those
needs. A single style of small group ministry does not effectively do
the job. While the church has endeavoured to discover the one "perfect"
type of group to meet all needs, the secular world has passed us by. As
I discuss in Chapter 4 psychology and other social sciences have recognized
the diversified needs of our world and responded with a variety of need-
meeting groups. They have paused to ask the probing question, "what are
the expressed needs of our people?" Then they formed a support group to
meet that specific need. A multiplied number of groups resulted.
"Groups With Purpose" also pauses and takes a creative look at the
present needs of our church body. Following the identification of the
various needs, the leadership will formulate the necessary types of
groups to meet those needs. The leadership applies the biblical
18 James D. G. Dunn, Unity and Diversity in the New Testament
(Philadelphia: Westminster Press , 1977), 16.
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principles of love and care for one another exemplified in Jesus' ministry
and in that of the early church. At the same time, the insights gleaned
from the social sciences will inform and guide us in the formation of
caring groups. Through G.W.P. the entire body life that existed in the
early church will be applied in carefully designed groups. Each will
respond to an identified need in its own unigue style based upon biblical
principles and in tension with the insights of the social sciences ,
The results of such a ministry will be spiritual renewal and
increased vitality in the church. Ray Stedman says every spiritual
awakening that has occurred in the past was always accompanied by
restoration, koinonia, the confession of faults, and bearing one another's
burdens. He quotes George Whitefield's words spoken to converts con
cerning the importance of small group fellowship for spiritual awakening.
My brethem. . .let us plainly and fully tell one another
what God has done for our souls. To this end you would do
well, as others have done, to form yourselves into little
companies of four or five each, and meet once a week to
tell each other what is on your hearts; that you may pray
for and comfort each other. None but those who have
experienced it can tell the unspeakable advantages of
such a union and communion of souls.
As we will see in Chapter 3, John Wesley tmderstood this truth very well.
He applied it effectively in his day and helped advance a great awakening
in Great Britain.
The thrust for any group must be to develop Christian intimacy and
a spirit of caring community. In effect the small group will endeavour
to accomplish what the church in its larger context is unable to do,
19 Ray C, Stedman, Body Life (California: Regal Books, 1972),
111 S 112,
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Because one individual cannot relate effectively or intimately to more
than ten to twelve people groups should not be larger than this. Jesus
seemed to understand this concept when He chose the twelve disciples .
Intimacy for Him was established among the twelve, while an even deeper
relationship with Peter, James and John was evident.
It is clear that the relationships which the Bible
describes as appropriate between Christians are
extremely self-revealing. We are to share and bear each
other's burdens (Galatians 6:1). We are at times going
to be angry - we must deal with it (Ephesians 4:26) .
Both depressed and joyful states are to be shared
(I Corinthians 12:26) . We are going to hurt each other
...restoration is needed through forgiveness
(Ephesians 4:32, Colossians 3:13)... it is possible to
admit our sins to one another to join in prayer for
wholeness (Jamas 5:15).
In a small caring group this type of interaction and priestly ministry to
one another will be developed. True church leaders provide powerful
models (I Timothy and Titus) , but many models of the life and faith exist
according to the doctrine of the priesthood of all believers , and the
parallel teaching that each in the body has spiritual gifts to be used
21
in edifying others. Therefore , leader-models will be drawn from within
the body to facilitate diversified small teaching and support groups.
Creativity and flexibility must be guiding factors in establishing
caring groups within the body . A clearly defined need must be established
and a group formed to minister to that need. Reid, in Group Alive - Church
Alive asks why small groups are becoming so important in our society.
He concluded,
20 Ri chards , op. cit., 45 .
21 Ibid., 46.
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X ajn convinced that one key reason is the deep hunger
that exists in modem society. People everywhere are
hungry for depth relationships . They need such relation
ships to give them a point of security and belonging in
a world of rapid change and mass society. Small groups
can also supply the deep needs of human beings for love
and acceptance .^^
There is a vast amount of loneliness , and a constant
desire to belong to something. . .Real fellowship is so
rare and so precious .. .any group that will find a way
to the actual sharing of human lives will make a
difference .
Robert Leslie states.
The strategy of the small group was well known to
the author of Hebrews; let us consider how to stir up
one another to love and good work, not neglecting to
meet together .. .but to encourage one another.
(Hebrews 10 :2 4-25a) .^"^
Society demonstrates the need for the small group contact in
ministry . Historical experience teaches regarding its usefulness in
bringing renewal to the church. The scriptures indicate Jesus, Paul,
and the entire early church built their lives around this ministry
principle. Our task now is to teach the church the value of this
concept and to raise up leadership to develop small group ministry
that is based on biblical concepts .
22 Clyde Reid, Group Alive - Church Alive (New York: Harper & Row,
1969, 100-101.
23 Elton Trueblood, The Predicament of Modern Man (New York:
Harper S Row, 1944), 100-101.
24 Robert C. Leslie, Sharing Groups In The Church (New York:
Abingdon Press, 1970), 188.
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CHAPTER 3
John Wesley's Theology and Methodology Concerning
the Class Meeting and the Society
The scope of this chapter is confined to the study of Wesley's
theology and wethodology as it relates to the society and class meeting.
The intention is to discover how the ever practical Wesley expressed his
theology in ministry to his followers through the avenue of small groups.
To a great extent Wesley's practical theology can be summarized as doing
the will of God by becoming holy within the church commimity .
First I will reveal that Wesley's early spiritual formation effectively
prepared him to become a leader in renewal in the church of his day. God
laid His hand strongly on this man from his birth in preparation for his
life task. There is evidence that his early spiritual formation sub
sequently influenced his theology and methodology in ministry . Observation
of this phenomenon is the focus of this chapter.
Further I will attenpt to make some theoretical application of
Wesley's theology and methodology to the church of our day. However, the
actual application of such interpretation will be reserved for the
following chapters of the project/dissertation. In concluding this
chapter a brief attempt will be made to speculate what Wesley's response
would be to the needs of the church if he were here today.
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spiritual Formation of the Man John Wesley
Early Methodism and John Wesley are inseparable . He was the guiding
light and strongest leader in the early formation of the movement, John
Wesley's early spiritual formation had a profound impact upon his own
life and in a unique way influenced the formation of the Methodist move
ment. An understanding of the "making" of this man aids one in fully
grasping his profound influence on the church.
We shall discover scholars , both secular and religious , have
increasingly pointed to the large spiritual mark Wesley left on British
and American history. At the core of this impact was his development of
societies and class meetings designed to complement his anointed preaching.
The class meetings preserved the spiritual results of his preaching.
Wesley, born in 1703 and the son of an Anglican minister, was
venerated in his own lifetime as a great preacher and organizer of the
masses for spiritual renewal. The legacy of his prolific writing and
journalizing continues to influence the spiritual pilgrimage of many
today. A careful study of Wesley's life leads one to discover the
significance of his home and parents on his early spiritual development.
What then are the "roots" from which this man and his ministry grew?
How did Wesley himself understand his spiritual heritage?
Wesley's Heritage
Jchn Wesley was the product of a very godly home. Being one of two
sons to reach adulthood from among nineteen siblings , he was born into a
"small group" and quickly learned the value of give and take in honest
relationships . His mother, herself the daughter of a Puritan minister,
was a meticulously disciplined person. Her unusual discipline regulated
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her own life, and the life of her entire family in all aspects, including
spiritual and moral conduct.
'The Wesley children' , wrote their mother, 'were from
the cradle put into a regular method of living. A regular
method of living, in such things as they were capable of,
from their birth. . .tdien turned a year old (and some
before) , they were taught to fear the rod, and to cry
softly .. .In order to form the minds of children, the first
thing to be done is to conquer their will, and bring them
to an obedient temper .. .whenever a child is corrected, it
must be conquered; and this will be no hard matter to do,
if it be not grown headstrong by too much indulgence. I
insist upon conquering the will of children betimes,
because this is the only strong and rational foundation
of a religious education; without which precepts and
exainple will be ineffectual .. .The children of this
family were taught, as soon as they could speak, the
Lord's Prayer, which they were made to say at rising
and bedtime constantly .. .they were made to distinguish
the Sabbath from other days .. .they were as soon tau^t
to be still at family prayer .. .no sinful action, as
lying, pilfering, playing at churc�, or on the Lord's
day, disobedience , quarrelling, etc. should ever pass
unpunished.
Susannah Wesley regularly spent time with each of her children
fellowshipping, conversing and inquiring concerning their spiritual
pilgrimage . John in writing his mother at the age of thirty, while a
student at Oxford, recalls the values of those special Thursday meetings
with his mother.
If you can spare me only that little part of Thursday
evening which you formally bestowed upon ne in another
manner, I doubt not but it would be as useful now for
correcting my heart as it was then for forming my
judgment.
On two separate occasions Wesley illustrates his own deep sense of
commitment to the early training of children by entries in his journal.
1 Wesley, Works , Vol. I, Grand Rapids: Zondervan) 387-392. n.d.
Photo offset of authorized edition published Wesleyan Conference, Encrland.
1872.
2 Ibid., Vol. XII, 14.
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Most of the week I spent at Lewisham in writing
'Lessons for children. ' designed to aid parents in
instructing their children in an orderly fashion con
cerning the things of God, and, ...I spent the remainder
of the week partly in prayer, reading, and conversation,
partly in writing on 'Hebrew Grammar' and 'Lessons for
Children' .
The discipline and personal tutoring John Wesley received at the
hand of his mother laid the foundations for his incorporation of the con
cepts and disciplines of the class neeting. She had laid the foundation
for his readiness to have his spiritual well being guided by another.
Long before Wesley began leading others in such spiritual discipline he
subjected himself to the oversight of fellow students at Oxford. As an
adult he continued to seek out both his father's and his mother's counsel.
Later when Bands were formed Wesley said they were formed not only to
direct others "but also to have a select company to whom I could imbosom
myself on all occasions without reserve" He had also learned by his
mother's example the art of inquiring concerning others' spiritual state.
Only eternity will reveal the influence his mother had, through John, on
the eventual formation of the disciplines of the class meeting.
Wesley's mother also possessed a sense of mission concerning her
son John. At the age of five John was rescued in a miraculous way from
the upstairs window of the burning parsonage set aflame by discontented
parishioners- Following this divine intervention Susannah Wesley was
convinced that John needed special care to ready him for what God had in
store for his life.
3 Ibid., Vol. II, 39 & 223.
4 Ibid., Vol. VIII, 260.
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From this time on she resolved to be more particularly
careful of the soul of this child which God has so
mercifully provided for.^
On several occasions John spcke of himself as one plucked from the fire.
He shared his mother's sense of providence about his life.
This special vision and the care he received at the hand of Susannah
Wesley no doubt placed a confidence within John that in later life pro
duced a diligence , a deep spirituality , and sense of divine mission about
his life and work. Dr Potts in a beautiful portrait of John Wesley and
his mother says:
'If God ever prepared a handmaid of his to be the
mother of one specially commissioned and qualified to
revive his Church, God surely raised up Susanna Wesley
to be the mother and spiritual guide of the great
reformer of the churches in the ei^teenth century.'
While much may perhaps be ascribed to the providence
of God in his remoter ancestry , more, far more, is due
to that providence which gave him such a mother. As
God's instrument , she watched over his infancy, gave
direction to the inpulses and aims of his young life,
chose for him and aided him in his studies, blessed
him with her sympathies , prayers, and judicious
counsels, and, more than all other hxman agencies
combined, 'helped to fit him for his wonderful destiny.
She not only influenced her honored son as to his own
character, but also stamped the impress of her dis- ^
cipline and doctrinal views upon the Methodist system. '
Wesley's aptitude to be both a scholar and a determined leader in
the face of opposition no doubt was an inheritance at the hand of his
godly father. He was an Anglican pastor with whom, John, in adult life,
discvssed at length such things as Latin and theology. The problems
5 Stanley Ayling, John Wesley (Nashville: Abingdon, 1979), 20.
6 Methodist Quarterly Review, Vol. LXIII, Fourth Series, Vol. XXXIII,
501.
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incurred when he began leading the Oxford group were explored at length
with his father, whose counsel he seems to have followed with some
7
diligence. For two years following graduation from college Wesley
pastored alongside his father at Epworth. His father was a decidedly
8
loyal Anglican rector.
No doubt this clerical pastor/father implanted in his son a lifelong
loyalty and appreciation for the Anglican church. Wesley refused to
separate himself from the church of his heritage ; though many of his
co-workers and friends endeavoured to bring him to that decision. He
waged a defense against such a move until his death. Wesley's father
was also a rather prolific poet, writer and controversialist, all of
9
which his son seemed to acquire to a greater degree than his father.
Wesley's loyalty to the church and to his father was expressed in a
rather concrete way one day at Epworth. When refused permission to preach
in the local church of his father's Epworth parish he defiantly moved
outside and preached standing upon the grave of his father. Says Wesley
of that occasion,
I came and found such a congregation as I believe
Epworth had never saw before. I stood. . .upon my
father's tombstone and cried... as I did every evening
this week.^^
The spiritual and psychological formation of John Wesley was pro
foundly influenced by his gifted parents and set the stage for his life
7 Wesley, Works , Vol. I, 7-9.
8 Ayling, 15-17-
9 Ibid., 17-18.
10 Wesley, Works, Vol. 1, 377.
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and ministry. He never moved out from under that influence - nor did
he desire to do so. In the words of Dr. Steve Harper and others "John
Wesley's life, at Epworth is rightly considered the 'cradle of Methodism' .
One must however not be over idealistic in this view. Many would argue
that the strong tie Wesley had with his mother caused him some difficulty .
This fact reveals itself most clearly in his troubled relationships with
women. Wesley had several meaningful love affairs, however, was unable
to move them into marriage . When he did marry the marriage was wraught
with a great deal of turmoil and conflict.
The spiritual pilgrimage of a man can never be totally researched
nor fully understood - not by the man himself or his would be student.
However, one is able to discover significant rootage and turning points
which seem to bring spiritual formation to that person. In addition to
his strong home and parental influence two other significant factors were
his Oxford days with the "Holy Club" and the now historical experience at
Aldersgate Street London where he met God in a new way.
The Oxford Days and Following
Garth Leon writes, "Oxford, during the first half of the 18th Century
was in a period of decline" . Most authors commenting on this period con
cur that the spiritual tenor of this great institution was anything but
12
good. Wesley entered this spiritual vacuum when he enrolled at Oxford.
After several years of spiritual frustration he made a personal vow. His
vow, made at the time of commencing upon ordination studies was to attain
to holiness .
11 Steve Harper, John Wesl&y's Message for Today (Grand Rapids:
Zondervan Publishers, 1983), 16.
12 Garth Leon, Strangely Warmed: The Amazing Life of John Wesley
(Illinois: Tyndale, 1979) 25-26.
I began to aim at, and pray for, inward holiness..
and to seek holiness in every area of life and began
to receive communion on a weekly basis.^-^
The reading of William Law's "A Serious Call to a Devout and Holy Life"
profoundly influenced Wesley while attending Oxford. It played a strong
role in confirming his habits of struct personal discipline and a tendency
14
towards mystical religious experience.
The greatest influence on Wesley however was his becoming a member
of the so called "Holy Club"-
The Holy Club was simply a society of very young and
earnest high churchmen, with evangelistic views and a
true desire to lead the lives of exemplary Christians.
Its primary aim was the spiritual development of its
members .
They endeavoured to watch over one another in love and encouragement.
The members of the Club spent an hour, morning and
evening, in private prayer. At nine, twelve and three
o'clock they recited a collect, and at all times they
examined themselves closely, watching for signs of
grace, and trying to preserve a high degree of religious
fervour. They made use of pious ejaculations, they
frequently consulted their Bibles, and they noted, in
cipher (that is, coded) diaries, all the particulars
of their daily employment. One hour each day was set
apart for meditation. . .They fasted twice a week, observed
all the feasts of the Church, and received the Sacraments
every Sunday. Before going into company they prepared
their conversation, so that words might not be spoken
without purpose. The Primitive Church, in so far as they
had knowledge of it, was to be taken as their pattern.
John Wesley soon became the leader and most aggressive promoter of
the society, though his brother Charles had been the originator of the
group. During these days Wesley developed many traits and disciplines
13 Howard A. Snyder, Radical Wesley (Downers Grove, InterVarsity ,
1980) 13.
14 Ibid. , 14.
15 Ibid.
16 Ibid., 18.
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which he kept through his life. The strict regulations and vigorous
spiritual disciplines however did not bring peace of mind and heart to
young Wesley.
The next 13 years were an agonizing attempt to work out
the implications of that resolution (to dedicate his life
to God) . However it all came together in the now famous
Aldersgate experience on 24 May, 1738. There Wesley found
the personal assurance necessary to give life and power to
his faith. ^"^
As we shall discover later in our quest to understand the societies
of Wesley, the society concept was not new to the culture of his day.
They were an established part of both the church and secular segment of
England. However the Holy Club, or soon to be derogatorily called
"Methodists" , was an attempt at holy living far beyond the norm of the
day. The Holy Club had a profound effect on Wesley's spiritual life.
It set the stage for his use and advocacy of the class meeting as a
necessary ingredient in living the disciplined life. Soon he was to
demand it of all his followers.
Aldersgate Experience
In the evening I went very unwillingly to a society in
Aldersgate Street, where one was reading Luther's preface
to the Epistle to the Romans. About a quarter before nine,
while he was describing the change which God works in the
heart through faith in Christ, I felt strangely warmed.
I felt I did trust in Christ, Christ alone for salvation:
and an assurance was given me, that He had taken away my
sins, even mine, and saved me from the law of sin and
death... I then testified openly to all there, what I had
first felt in my heart.
17 Harper, 17.
18 Wesley, Works, Vol. I, 103.
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Thus wrote Wesley in his Journal May 14, 1738 explaining his life-changing
experience. Wesley's long search and strict spiritual discipline came
into focus much as Luther's had as he was able to appreciate simple faith
in a sovereign God to accomplish forgiveness . From this point on a new
power came into his life resulting in personal daily victory and fruitful
ministry not before known to him.
The experiences which followed motivated Wesley to form some method
to conserve the results of his preaching. He needed a way to discipline
and disciple belivers. In searching for such a tool he eventually formed
societies and class meetings which became the bedrock of his life-long
ministry.
From this point onward Wesley became England 's greatest
preacher and organizer; multitudes responded to his
preaching and he sought to nurture them through the United
Societies, which he organized.
Wesley first began a systematic approach to the society at the
Foundery. Here he laid the groundwork for both his methodology and
practical theology which would become his life-long response to ministry.
Because Wesley was not allowed in the churches he preached in the
open field. Scores of people were inquiring concerning salvation. In
order to deal with the demand he began to call seekers to gather at a
scheduled time. A large commercial building called the Foundery was
offered to him for meetings. To raise the purchase price he formed
people into small groups (classes) of about twelve people with an
appointed leadership. Each member was to give one penny a week toward
the Foundery.
19 Harper, 17.
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The second step towards formal organization came when one of the
leaders who visited in a member's home reported the husband and wife
fighting. Another leader discovered someone was drunk.
It immediately struck into Mr. Wesley 's mind. This is
the very thing we wanted. The leaders are the persons who
may not only receive the contributions, but also watch
over the souls of the brothern . . . By this means it was
easily found if any grew weary or faint, and help was
speedily administered. And if any walked disorderly, they
were quickly discovered, and either amended or dismissed.^^
For those who sought to go on to perfection the smaller classes were
formed to enable them to confess their faults one to another and pray for
one another. This spontaneous response to the needs of the people at the
London Foundery was the beginning of all societies and class meetings in
both England and America.
Wesley's early ministry demonstrates his imusual ability to identify
the needs of people and to wisely and creatively respond with ministry.
He was not tied to the usual or tried ways but felt comfortable testing
the waters with innovative ideas. This was the key to his effectiveness.
Wesley's Theological Basis for Societies
and Class Meetings
John Wesley's theology was no ivory tower concoction compiled and
written in books for mere intellectual stimulation. It was hammered out
in response to the stuff of life; a doctrine faithful to the divine
writings which he made extremely workable and applicable to the preser
vation of the spiritual well-being of the pilgrim's daily life.
20 Wesley, Works, Vol. XIII, 258.
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Wesley 's Understanding of the Church
The Hebrew people of Old Testament times formed their concept of
God, and their subsequent walk with God, in response to the way they
experienced and heard from God. So did Wesley. He molded his practical
theology from what he heard from God and what he learned from God's
"doing" in his life and the life of fellow Christians. "Mr. Wesley was
21
to be the apostle, not of a new theology, but of a new life. " Because
of this mindset his concept of the church was always practical and life
transforming.
Wesley's passion was to conserve the spiritual children God was
calling unto himself by establishing them in the faith. A faith that
expressed itself in daily life and in community interaction.
Wesley believed the Christian faith was never meant to be lived out
in a vacuum, nor that it could ever reach its full bloom outside the
community of believers . He envisioned the church as a caring community
of believers. He saw believers as people who cared for one another in
love, who spurred one another on to good works, and who admonished one
another towards perfection of heart and life. He believed in an account
ability to God and to one's fellow man.
It can scarce be conceived what advantages have been
reaped from this little prudential regulation. Many now
happily experienced that Christian fellowship of which
they had not so much as an idea before. They began to
'bear one another's burdens', and naturally to 'care for
each other'. As they had daily a more intimate acquain
tance with, so they had a more endeared affection for,
each other. And 'speaking the truth in love, they grew
up into Him in all things, who is the Head, even Christ;
21 Methodist Quarterly Review, 509.
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from whom the whole body, fitly joined together and
compacted by that which every joint supplied , according
to the effectual working in the measure of every part
increased unto the edifying itself in love. '^^
Wesley's passion for conserving the fruits of evangelism paralleled
his concern that people experience a personal encounter with the living
God. His sermons and Journal witness to the fact that conversion pre-
23
sented itself always as a prerequisite to discipleship. Repentance
and change of life through an encounter with God's acceptance and forgive
ness were his ever present themes.
Wesley could not conceive the church as being a formalistic response
to the grace of God. His years of searching for a personal meaning in
his faith, and the frustration of not finding it within the structure of
the Anglican Church of his day, no doubt prepared him for accepting a new
understanding of the church. His search also prepared him for a new
revelation concerning the functioning of the church. Dr. Dobbin of the
Church of England substantiates this opinion when he states three of
Wesley's great contributions result from such a background.
(1) The absolute necessity of personal and individual
religion,
(2) The absolute need of spiritual influence to secure
the conversion of the soul, and
(3) That the Church of Jesus Christ is a spiritual
organization, consisting of spiritual men
associated for spiritual purposes.
He also states that only because of Wesley's personal experience
23 Such sermons as Salvation by Faith, Ephesians 11:8, The Almost
Christian, Acts 26:28, The Righteousness of Faith, Romans 10:5-8, See
Standard Sermons of John Wesley, Epworth Press.
24 Methodist Quarterly Review, 509.
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with formalness could he be such an able advocate, as was Paul, of a new
form of "churchmanship".
In order to the most effective enforcement of these
great truths an experience of the insufficiency of
formalism is an important prerequisite. Paul was a
more powerful preacher of the righteousness of faith
for having been 'after the straitest sect a Pharisee' .
And Wesley was only the more thoroughly prepared for
his spiritual mission by his realization of the worth-
lessness of mere legalism, however comprehensive its
exactions or absolute his compliance with them. The
trials, persecutions, vigils, fastings , and perils in
the solitudes of the wilderness , were necessary to form
and develop the future revivalist and reformer for the
great work to which God had called him. By the fearful
bondage of the letter he is prepared to witness with
the greater power for the freedom of the Spirit.
The church cannot function as an authentic community of believers
without a vehicle for the care and discipline of one another. Concerning
the value of the class meeting for conserving the fruits of evangelism
Wesley made a comparison of his own ministry with that of his contem
porary George Whitefield. Thousands turned to Christ under his own
ministry as well as that of Whitefield's. However, while Wesley left an
organized church as a legacy, Whitefield left no established church and
few established believers. Wesley attributed this mainly to the
organizing of Christians into societies designed to nurture their faith.
This to Wesley was the church in New Testament terms.
Those who were more or less affected by Whitefield's
preaching had no discipline at all. They had no shadow
of discipline; nothing of the kind. They were formed
into no societies. They had no Christian connection
with each other, nor were ever taught to watch over each
other's souls. So that if any fell into lukewarmness ,
or even into sin, he had none to lift him up.^^
25 Ibid. , 509.
26 Wesley, Works, Vol, II, 411.
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Whitefield hiwself made a similar evaluation concerning the
importance of class meetings.
My brother Wesley acted wisely. The souls that were
awakened under his ministry he joined in class, and thus
preserved the fruit of his labours. This I neglected,
and my people are a rope of sand.^^
Wesley believed as well the church should be both spontaneous and creative
in its response to the needs of people. The formation of the society and
later the class meeting illustrate his creative leadership. They began
"not by design or plan" , he says, but in response to an identified need.
New converts were finding it difficult to become established in their
faith and many were succumbing to temptation. Some begged Wesley to meet
together with them, others he learned were coming together spontaneously
for fellowship and encouragement of one another. He encouraged them to
continue doing so. As this need grew Wesley responded by formalizing
what was already naturally happening - he created the society and class
meeting in response to the demonstrated need.
I was informed that several persons in Kingswood fre
quently met together at the school; and, when they could
spare the time, spent the greater part of the night in
prayer, and praise, and thanksgiving. Some advised me
to put an end to this; but, upon weighing the thing
thoroughly , and comparing it with the practice of the
ancient Christians , I could see no cause to forbid it.
Rather, I believed it might be made of more general
use.^^
"In compliance with their desire" Wesley says, "I divided them into
29
smaller companies."
27 George G. Hunter III, To Spread the Power (Nashville: Abingdon,
1987), 126.
28 Wesley, Works, Vol. VIII, 255.
29 Ibid., Vol. VIII, 258.
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Today we need to be as creative and spontaneous as we work out
what "being the church" means to our people, in our culture. It is
interesting to note that when Wesley first formed small groups he was
challenged concerning the biblical basis for such a move. To those
opposed to this "new thing" called class meetings he simply replied,
"I see no scripture against it". He further challenged that newness
and change should be the spirit of the church today as it was in the
early church. I love this spirit in Wesley.
Loyalty to the Sacraments and the Church
Wesley , from his Oxford days on, endeavoured to partake of Holy
Communion on a weekly basis. This devout practice was a simple expression
of the high regard with which he held this practice of the church. Wesley
in fact could not visualize church outside of sacrament , a reflection of
his Anglican heritage.
Wesley referred to II Corinthians 11:28 in supporting the necessity
of regularly receiving communion. The words "let him drink, let him eat"
are in the imperative mood and do not imply a base permission but an
explicit command. Paul states in I Corinthians 10:16 that "the cup of
blessing which we bless is it not the commimion (or communication) of the
blood of Christ" and the bread the "communion of the body of Christ"
Let all therefore who truly desire the grace of God, eat of that bread,
30
and drink of that cup. Wesley taught and preached the importance of
regularly receiving the sacraments.
30 Ibid., Vol. V, 195.
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Wesley admonished that the administration of the sacraments of
Baptism and Communion be performed only by pastors of the Anglican Church.
(He made exception to this rule only after being forced to ordain Asbury
and his aides for their mission to America and upon the expulsion of the
Methodists from the Anglican churches.) In his writings he pled with his
pastors to not overstep these bounds. He defended at length his stand on
remaining part of the Anglican Church and receiving the sacraments only
under its leadership. One case in point,
I hold to all the doctrines of the Church of England.
I love her liturgy. I approve her plan of discipline. . .
I do not knowingly vary from any rule of the church
unless in those few instances where I judge. . .there is
an absolute necessity .. .Methodists are no sect or party;
they do not separate from the religious community to
which they at first belonged, they are still members
of the Church; such they^esire to live and die. And
I believe one reason why God is pleased to continue my
life so long is, to confirm them in their present pur
pose, not to separate from the church. �^^
History proves Wesley's hopes and aspirations wrong. Soon after
his death a new denomination was born. However this does not negate his
own aspirations for the church. Let the spirit of Wesley be a guiding
light for those today who would seek renewal within the established
church. Loyalty to the body and its doctrines and practices is basic,
necessary, and scriptural.
Wesley's ecclesiology was essentially 17th Century Anglican in its
rootage. However, his personal interpretation tended to conform to the
believer's church understanding and practice of Christian community.
Because of his deep understandings of reform he recognized early in his
31 Ibid. , Vol. VII, 277-8.
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ministry the potential for a schism from the mother body . Though he
strove desperately to circumvent it his efforts failed in the end.
Possibly this is a lesson Paul learned in the early church when he
expressed the fact that new wine cannot be put into old wineskins . It
is likewise a question every person involved in the renewal movement of
our day must consider. The dilemma of "loyalty to" and "separation from"
will always necessitate special direction from our Lord.
In the context of this dissertation-project I must ask a question.
Can one develop safely within the community of believers a series of
intimate groups without setting up the potential for dissension? This
is one of the deep questions Wesley's teaching and experience forces us
to consider. Keeping a view of loyalty to the church, her sacraments
and ministry , will be a crucial factor in successfully coping with such
potential problems. On the local church level the small group must always
be viewed as an intimate part of the whole and be held clearly account
able to the body. We must be effectively in touch with leadership and
be as ready as Wesley was to weed out those who are not loyal. Loyalty
to Christ and His church will express itself in faithfulness to the body -
How then did Wesley conceptualize the church?
In the meantime, let all those who are real members of
the Church, see that they walk holy and unblamable in all
things. 'Ye are the light of the world!' Ye are a 'city
set upon a hill' and 'cannot be hid.' O 'let your light
shine before men!' Show them your faith by your works.
Let them see, by the whole tenor of your conversation,
that your hope is all laid up above! Let all your words
and actions evidence the spirit whereby you are animated!
Tibove all things, let your love abound. Let it extend to
every child of man: Let it overflow to every child of God.
By this let all men know whose disciples ye are, because
you 'love one another' .^^
32 Ibid. , Vol . VI, 401 .
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Because the high calling of the church is to minister to broken
humanity, and because most men are unable to go it alone, spiritually ,
Wesley who was an astute student of the Primitive Church found the secret
they had found. Spirituality must be nurtured in caring groups.
Wesley also observed that certain normative behaviours
were characteristic of life in the Primitive Church.
They met together 'to stir up one another to love and
good works encouraging one another.' (Hebrews 10:24-25).
They seem to have taught, admonished, exhorted, and prayed
for one another. They rejoiced with those who rejoiced,
and wept with those who wept (Romans 12:15). Their
behaviours toward one another ranged from telling one 's
sins to another (Matthew 18:15-18) to building one another
up (I Thessalonians 5:11). And Wesley believed the
earliest churches followed the script of James (5:16) to
'Confess your sins to one another, and pray for one another,
that you may be healed.
' With regret Wesley did not see
such behaviour in his Anglican Church. One of the causes
of this, he believed, was the lack of small groups, a
deficiency not present in the early church house churches.
Wesley ventured a revolutionary hypothesis: that the
occurrence of the first phenomenon (the faith, hope,
power, etc.) depends upon the second. That is, as you
gather Christians and seekers together to confess their
sins, encourage one another, rejoice together, so forth,
the life, love, faith, hope, and power of the Apostolic
Church emerges. He sensed that if he drew people together
in cells to encourage each other to live daily as Christians,
that, through their protracted experiences, the contagion
and power of the Apostolic Church would move in human
history once again. And it happened 1"^^
Ultimately then, John Wesley's view of the church, as he understood
it from the New Testament, compelled him to form small groups of believers
to nurture one another in loving discipline. This he did in societies
and class meetings. The methods he employed in these small groups, as
I discuss below, were his interpretation of New Testament Christianity
in action.
33 Hunter, 125.
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Wesley 's Methodology for the Society
and Class Meeting
For Wesley community discipline and accountability were the necessary
followup for establishing a basic faith in God. His anointed preaching
called men into the Kingdom. His organized community life brought them
to maturity in Christ. Disciplined group life was not regementation but
"caring for one another in love".
Basic Principles Governing Group Life
For a proper interpretation of Wesley's concepts concerning dis
cipline one must be guided by three facts:
(1) Discipline is essential because of humanity's 'bent to
sinning' .. .Christian maturity is not automatic, it
must be cultivated. Discipline is the means of that
cultivation.
(2) Second, Wesley's insistence on discipline must not be
viewed in a narrow, legalistic, or even cultic sense
...Wesley spoke of discipline first in terms of
principles. The rules for the United Societies are
based upon principles that Wesley believed to be
scriptural and in keeping with the practices of the
early church. To a large extent, he left the par-
ticularization of those principles up to various
societies ... It is important to see Wesley's views
as those of a benevolent spiritual director who knew
the basic principles and best expressions of the
disciplined life.
(3 ) Third, Wesley 's discipline was all encompassing. . .
The goal for Wesley was holiness , which he called
'the fullness of faith'. The outcome was not this
or that particular expression, but rather the
renewal of the image of God. In order for this
transformation to take place, Wesley knew that
nothing less than the consecration of one 's entire
self to God would suffice. He trusted the individual,
in cooperation with the Holy Spirit, to work out the
specifics of that consecration.^^
34 Harper, 134-5.
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The very words "discipline" or "accountability" in our day, for
many conjures up all kinds of negative reactions. Wesley formed groups
for people who attended voluntarily. He emphasized positive affirmation
towards spiritual growth by common support. Hunter says,
what is involved in Wesley's cells is not as legalistic
as the word accountability connotes..., and is not the
stoic British slug-it-out kind of discipline. . .Rather ,
the interaction within such cells, based on common clear
objectives for members lives and group support in pursuit
of them, is energizing and is not so much a discipline as
a liberation
Only when we comprehend this concept of voluntary spiritual discipline
will we be able to understand the dynamics of a Wesleyan group, or of any
other group designed for such a purpose. Perhaps the one great failure
as the church today pursues meaningful group life is its lack of under
standing concerning discipline. As a result, the positive growth value
does not materialize.
Methods Governing the Society and Class Meeting
While the initial formation of groups was in response to a perceived
need to support those experiencing difficulty in maintaining their new
found faith, Wesley soon realized an organized method of supportive dis
cipline must be established. The initial response was to form societies
in London. These were made of many smaller groups called class meetings.
It was in the class meeting where the most fruitful action took place.
With Wesley, it is often difficult to determine where theology and
methodology converge. Indeed, it is virtually impossible because his
perception of human need and the meeting of that need were so intertwined
35 Hunter, 123.
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as to be one. His method expresses his theology. He never seems to feel
it necessary to bring theological "proof" to defend his methods. In fact
this is part of Wesley's genius. He synthesized this theology and
methodology into a powerful blend.
Hunter established four underlying principles governing group life
which are evident in Wesley 's method for group function that reflect his
theology in action.
Wesley understood Christianity as 'no solitary religion '
but 'a social religion ' in which the reality and 'power of
Jesus ' name ' were especially present wi thin the fellowship
of people pulling together to live as Christians.
Four principles are involved in this affirmation:
(1) The power is available to awaken people in any setting;
to awaken people and enroll them in classes where the
two objectives in field preaching and the witness of
laity.
(2) Awakened people experience grace and faith from the
ministry of the cells�sometimes in a class meeting
or society worship, but more usually in their solitude
in the hours following a meeting.
(3) Once gained, faith is maintained within the fellowship
of class and society. Wesley observed that people who,
for whatever reasons, disengaged from the fellowship
typically, in time, experienced the erosion of faith.
(4) People also grow toward their completion in Christian
love within the fellowships, especially a second type
of cell called the 'Bands' which Wesley created for
people serious about 'moving on toward perfection' ."^^
The Methodist Society formed first in 1739 were simply
a continuation of the religious societies which the records
indicate has been operating since 1678. . .However they were
more dynamic, more creative, more fluid in their adaptation
to human need. . .the class meeting became generally accept
able in a short time. . .within the year the London Society
36 Ibid. , 64.
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at the Foundery had organized with 66 leaders. In 1743
reference was made to it in the General Rules as a dis
tinctive feature of Methodism, and by 1746 it had become
'the settled usage' --^^
Methods Governing Group Life
The Society functioned as the overall organization in a given
district. Leadership was appointed by Wesley and was directly responsible
to him. Each Society was divided into Bands or class meetings composed
of about twelve individuals . These twelve souls came together weekly for
meetings .
Bands were not replaced by class meetings but con
tinued to be a place where those who needed a more
intensive and searching process and mutual confession met
separately . Bands were organized along Moravian style,
according to sex and age and marital status while the
classes were divided sinply according to the individual's
locale. Old and young, married or single all belonged
to the class closest to their home.^^
These men were chosen by Wesley himself and were
given a very specific set of duties in the General
Rules. Wesley looked for a combination of dis
ciplinary and spiritual discernment in these leaders -
they were expected to be a source of strengthening
the discipleship of the members .^^
Wesley himself examined the classes once per quarter. If any member
was discerned to be "disorderly" he removed them. Each member was given
a class ticket which was designed to develop a sense of personal identity
with the group. The ticket could also be revcJced as a means of removing
disorderly people from attendance. Wesley kept a close check on his
leaders - often in his Journal he speaks of "visitations" or conversations
37 Samuel Ernerick , Spiritual Renewal for Methodism (Nashville:
Methodist Evangelistic Materials , 1958} , 15-17.
38 David Lowes Watson, Accountable Discipleship (Nashville :
Discipleship Resources, 1984}, 37-
39 Ibid., 38.
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with the leaders. If they were not doing the job and didn't respond to
counsel he had no qualms about replacing them.
Eventually the class meeting became the sole source of fellowship
for many. Continued membership in the class required disciplined atten
dance. Early in the history of the movement explicit rules for conducting
the class were established.
Entrance into the Methodist Society was only pcxssible through the
class and could only be maintained by regular attendance. The one simple
rule for entrance into the class was "a desire for salvation" , thereby
opening the class to anyone regardless of their spiritual state. Wesley
stated there is only one condition previously required in those who
desire admission into the societies, a desire to flee the wrath to come,
and to be saved from their sins. It was generally understood (though not
required) that one who moved into class membership, was already a believer
However it must be noted that true salvation came to many in the class
meeting setting.
To remain a part of the class the member must demonstrate evidence
of a sincere desire for salvation by visible good works. Good works for
Wesley not only meant charity but spiritual works pertaining to the soul.
His Rules illustrate the extent to which early Methodists strove to live
a spiritually acceptable life.
It is important to recall that Wesley expected his followers to
regularly attend the local parish Church of England, to receive the
sacraments there, and to be an effective part of that body. Identical
requirements were made of those who attended class meetings from other
denominations . The small group was never intended to be a separate entity
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in itself but was to maintain itself as an effective part of the mother
body. Larger gatherings for preaching/evangelizing and worship were an
intimate part of the believer's church life. Today we must be diligent
in maintaining the same interrelationship of the small group with the
whole body regardless of the name we give the group.
A study of the Rules (see Appendix "A") vdiich were formed for these
first societies and class meetings will reveal the extent to which those
early Methodists went to live a disciplined life. Godliness was meant
to invade every facit of their lives. Accountability was required of
both leaders and class members and the regulations were in place to weed
out those who did not conform. While the Rules are son^what amusing they
represent a deep sincerity to become godly people.
Conclusion
John Wesley discovered by careful observation and experience that
the class meeting was the key to the preservation of his followers . His
claim (cf. footnote 26 and 27 of this chapter) that it was the only means
by which the church could grow and "stay holy" was proven in two ways:
first, the vast spiritually active church that developed under the
Methodist movement was ample evidence that John Wesley's methods worked.
Second, in later years history demonstrated that when the loyalty to the
class meeting began to taper off so did the church, both numerically and
40
in holy zeal.
40 Samuel Emerick, Spiritual Renewal for Methodism
See 18 and 39-48 for additional comment.
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For the purposes of this project/dissertation I ask: first, would
it be possible in our present society to derive a method of disciplined
covenant groups, based on the principles of Wesley, that would again
produce renewal in the church? My calculated response is, "yes". We
must vary some of the detailed rules to fit the needs and the psycho
logical and cultural mood of the day, much as Wesley had to do in his
time. However, human need remains the same and therefore the same
principles apply .
Second, I must ask this question. To what degree did the mood of the
day and the condition of society in general affect the ready responses of
the masses? No doubt it was a very large factor- The crucial fact is
that Wesley was discerning enough under the anointing of the Spirit to
understand the spiritual , cultural and psychological needs of the people
and to meet them in a spirit directed method.
Third, strong leadership in general organization and in anointed
preaching coupled with carefully designed covenant groups will lead to
a large scale renewal in our day just as it did in John Wesley's time.
We live in a society searching desperately for a sense of direction. Our
society hungers for deeper spiritual guidelines and meaningful fellowship.
Many lonely and confused people are floundering in their faith. Multi
tudes begin and never mature in their spirituality . Scores know nothing
of personal care from anyone within the church or outside the church. A
vast number of people wait for some type of structure to bring stability
and direction to their spiritual life. Many search but do not find.
We live in a much more diversified and complex society than that
which existed in Wesley's time. Even though the most basic needs are
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the same, they express themselves in a multitude of forms. Our secular
society is filled with a thousand types of groups each endeavouring to
meet some need in the lives of people. For the church to be part of the
answer she must devise several types of groups designed to meet the
various needs of the searching people in our broken society.
If he were here today Wesley would be in the forefront of the current
renewal movement. He would demand that we bring discipline and structure
into the church community by some sort of covenant group. He would argue
this is the only way to build the church of Jesus Christ and to bring her
to maturity. In fact he would admonish us that the church without such a
vehicle is not the church at all. I believe he would then form a host of
groups designed to meet the various needs of the church. He would do so
because of his perception of the Primitive Church, his understanding of
people, and his comprehension of what the church truly is - a caring,
disciplined community of believers .
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CHAPTER 4
Discoveries From the Behavioral Sciences Concerning
Spiritual Formation by Small Groups
In Chapter 2 I established the biblical basis for G.W.P. I noted
that Jesus continued, and indeed strengthened, the Old Testament concept
of community by His teaching and lifestyle. He set the stage for the
emergence of the church under the teaching and leadership of the Apostles.
That fledgling church engulfed His ideal of a caring community. The
Apostle Paul continued the teaching and practice of the divine principles
of a loving community. I concluded that even though we live in a vastly
different world than that of the early church the need for intimate
relationships among Christians and in our society has not changed. In
fact, our contemporary emphasis on individualism and accelerated pace of
life, has created a more pronounced need for the caring community.
The behavioral sciences emerged in response to this expressed need
for intimacy and interpersonal relationships. They developed extensive
insight into human behavior. The church can benefit by incorporating
this scientific knowledge into its biblical basis for ministry. This
chapter presents insight discovered by the behavioral sciences which
apply to the ministry of G.W.P. My intent is to establish an understanding
of what makes a small group effective in spiritual formation. Also I
will investigate the dynamics in the small group that produce change.
The chapter will study the importance of forming meaningful relationships
within a group to aid in spiritual formation.
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Row the Behavioral Sciences Have Responded
to the Need in Society
The field of behavioral sciences is extensive , making it virtually
impossible to treat in its entirety . Therefore, I limit this study to
three basic therapeutic approaches: psychoanalysis , client-centered
therapy, and behavior therapies . I include reflections on the inter
relationships of group therapy with each of the scientific approaches.
The Need for Intimacy in a
Decadent Society
Modern man has developed a dehumanized and demoralized society with
few abiding interpersonal relationships . The promise of peace and human
freedom have not materialized and many have developed a deep inner sense
of failure. Large numbers have turned to the therapist for help. Dr.
J. Frank proposes that,
persons seeking therapeutic help are all suffering from
demoralization: they are conscious of having failed to
meet their own needs or the expectation of others, and
they feel powerless to change either the situation or
themselves .-^
Dr. Thomas C. Oden comments:
when I listen carefully to persons around me , I hear
a hunger, a cry, and an outrage - a quiet hunger for
inter-personal accountability , and an outrage against
the depersonalization so familiar to us all. Much
social momentimi resists the formation of abiding,
personal friendships. We find outselves pitted
against each other in competition power struggles ,
deceptive games and manipulative plays. The
environment of post industrial man seems expecially
poorly designed for personal intimacy.^
1 Elton B. McNeil, The Psychology of Being Human (New York: Canfield
Press, 1977} , 626.
2 Thomas E. Oden, Game Free (New York: Harper S Row, 1974), 131.
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The encoimtex group movement (or encounter culture, as some call
it because of its magnitude) evolved due to the driving thrust in our
emerging coZtuzie for interpersonal authenticity - being one's self in
3
the presence of others. This encounter culture is one of the creative
therapeutic mechcinisisms which evolved to meet society ' s needs. For
many people small group encounter works. Many who have once been
involved in such groups in the industrial setting, clinical setting, or
the informal setting are searching for a similar group to meet their
needs in other areas of their lives. Oden again notes.
The evidence that is most persuasive to me is not
merely the flourishing of small groups processes for
personal honesty and closeness but that precisely the
persons who have experienced such groups on a short
term beisis now find themselves searching for more
sustained relationships of interpersonal authenticity
in their daily lives, their vocational spheres, their
marriage relationship and their families and friends.^
The wide spread use of encounter groups in almost every segment of our
society, including the church, is one evidence that we need such
encounters on a continuing basis if we are to be a healthy people.
Society's Response to the Need
for Intimacy
The upheaval in our contemporary society over the past several
decades produced a flood of therapeutic schools. These schools of
thought moved beyond the encounter culture movement to a more organized
and professional response to the intimacy needs of people. Rollo May
observes that:
3 Oden, op. cit., 130.
4 Oden, op. cit.
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when traditional values and institutions becowe dis
credited they lose their power to unite meirhers of
society and to provide a meaningful view of the world.
As a result members of society cast about for new ways
of preserving a sense of security and significance .
One of these ways is psychotherapy - If the quest for
help is intense then any number of methods may work.^
In casting around for new methods to express intimacy and a sense of
belonging people have turned by the thousands to the therapist. For
many a searching person in the last two decades the therapist has become
"god"; it has become popular to be "in therapy".
The Common Threads Found in
Various Therapies
Immense variations in technique exist in the schools of therapy.
Therapy may be conducted in a group or individually ; it may be administered
by a medical doctor, a psychologist, a social worker or a clergyman .
Increasingly , community health centers exist where non-professionals are
trained as effective people helpers in a therapeutic setting.
Dr. J. D. Frank states.
The current psychotherapeutic scene is a bewildering
panorama of schools, methods and practitioners with all
sorts of backgrounds .. .no single therapy holds a monopoly.
Paraprofessionals, subprofessionals and nonprofessionals ,
some with no training at all, compete with orthodox
psychologists
Despite this bewildering array of approaches to psychotherapy all have
certain features in common which can also be applied to group ministry
as follows:
5 Rollo May, "The Therapeutic Process in Cross -Cultural Perspective" ,
American Journal of Psychiatry , (1968): 124.
6 J- D. Frank, "The Bewildering World of Psychotherapy" , Journal of
Social Issues, (1972): 28.
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(1) Every successful therapy establishes a relationship in
which the client has a confidence in the therapist 's
competence and desire to help.
(2) The setting in which the therapy takes place... is a
sanctuary where clients are encouraged to let themselves
go, release pent-up emotion, and try out new ways of
behavior.
(3) Each type of psychotherapy is based on a theory that
explains the causes of distress, specifies goals, and
prescribes procedures for attaining the goals.
McNeil continues by declaring that all systems of psychotherapy indeed
share the following basic goals:
(1) Relief from anxiety, symptoms, and conflict.
(2) Establishment of personal maturity, feeling adequacy,
and integration of the different parts of the self.
(3) Improvement of interpersonal relationships, and
g
(4) A satisfactory adjustment to the culture and society.
While similarities and common basic goals exist, the approach to
treatment will vary. Different therapies emphasize one or more goals
to the near exclusion of others. Similarly , they will differ in their
definitions of such key concepts as "maturity" and "adjustment". All of
the present day therapies utilize the one-on-one and the group approach
to one degree or another. In some cases, such as in psychoanalysis , most
sessions will be carried out in solo, but the application is expected to
be made in the larger world of relationships . In some cases the solo
sessions prepare for involvement in a support group for continuing
insight and growth. Many centres, such as the Oaklawn Psychiatric
7 McNeil, op. cit., 509.
8 McNeil, op. cit., 510.
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Center In Michigan and the Menninger Foundation , are programmed totally
around an integration of group and individual therapy.
In reality a "small group" does exist in a one-to-one session. The
results, according to Rogers, as seen below, are relative to the depth of
relationships created in the counselling session. Understandably, the
dynamics are increased as the group is enlarged. To increase the dynamics
too rapidly for the individual could be disastrous to the growth process.
Therefore, I contend that the one-to-one group may be necessary to prepare
some participants for the larger and more dynamic group.
Group therapy is commonly combined with individual therapy,
and is usually begun after some prior experience in individual
therapy ... For example a fairly orthodox psychoanalytic
orientation provides the foundation for Samuel R. Llavson 's
group therapy (the oldest systematic approach to treatment
of people in groups - 1943). Typically patient and one or
more therapists sit in a circle and discuss their own and
each other's problems, .. .often people in such groups dis
cover they are not so peculiar or different as they feared,
and that other people have the same or similar conflicts,
anxieties and misery.^
A Look at Three Representative
Schools of Therapy
Two main varieties of talking therapies exist: psychoanalysis and
client-centered therapy. Although both emphasize self-disclosure , they
differ in their theoretical basis and approach to client-therapist
interpersonal relationships. These two therapies, from which all other
therapies have sprung, will give us a basic understanding of the overall
therapeutic approach.
9 Otello Desederato, D. B. Howieson, Joseph H. Jackson, Investigating
Behavior - Principles of Psychology (New York: Harper & Row, 1976), 463.
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Psychoanalysis . Sigmvnd Freud, the father of psychoanalysis
theorized in the late 1800 's that,
painful thoughts and emotions are often thrust into the
unconscious mind. Unable to achieve direct expression ,
these feelings seek indirect release, thereby producing
hysterical symptoms, neurotic activities , and distortions
of reality. The goal of psychoanalysis is to open the
dcx>rs to the unconscious and release these pent-up
emotions .^^
In endeavouring to bring the patient to the state of "catharsis"
(the ultimate emotional release) Freud used the technique of free
association; a free flew of thought and expression in an accepting
environment. To his patient Freud would say:
you will notice that as you relate things various thoughts
will occur to you which you would like to put aside on the
ground of certain criticism and objections .. .you must
never give in to these criticisms , but must say it pre
cisely BECAUSE you feel an aversion to doing so.^^
Freud's second basic technique was interpretation. The therapist
was trained to make no value judgments but simply to point out areas of
resistance in the patient and offer some interpretation and method for
working through them. The entire method of psychoanalysis may be suimned
tp as a process of free association, interpretation and overcoming of
resistance. This approach is understood as a process of "working
through". This usually involves long-term (often years) of therapy.
Freud believed the therapist should remain aloof, nonjudgmental , with
little eye contact and function primarily as a sounding board. His
primary role is that of a listener who offers interpretations and acts
10 McNeil, op. cit., 511.
11 McNeil, op. cit.
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as a nonjudgmental sounding board. The Freudian therapist would go to
great lengths to avoid any personal involvement, warmth or interpersonal
reaction. Freud believed this would sinply hinder the therapeutic
process .
Client-centered therapy . Dr. Carl Rogers developed client-centered
therapy which, unlike psychoanalysis , stresses the warmth and empathy of
the therapist as major factors in the success of therapy. In Rogerian
thought, a cold, aloof person, regardless of credentials or background,
would not make an effective client-centered therapist . The genuineness
and transparency of the therapist are cardinal truths in Rogerian therapy .
He believes the patient will quickly sense the difference between honest
caring and professionalism.
Throughout, therapists strive to maintain and display
complete acceptance of their clients, an approach Rogers
calls unconditional positive regard, neither approving or
disapproving of what they say, but accepting as wholly
valid and inportant the feelings the clients show towards
themselves and others .^^
The client-centered therapist does not try to probe or interpret
as does the psychoanalyst. This is the responsibility of the client.
The therapist provides the supportive and respectful attitudes the
clients need in order to begin confronting and dealing with their
problems. The therapist skillfully rephrases the client's statements
or heightens the feelings related to a client's observation in a trial-
error method of discovering the real problem.
12 Desederato, op. cit., 458.
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Elton B. McNeil summarizes Rogerian thought and structure as
follows:
According to Carl Rogers, who developed client -centered
therapy, the aim of therapy is to help clients realize and
become their true selves by allowing them to test out the
feelings that, until now, they have refused to admit are
part of their life, Rogers is among the humanistic
theorists who believe that maladjustment is a result of
denying those feelings and behaviors that do not conform
to one's image of oneself, even when that image is false.
Rather than correcting the self-image, the individual con
tinues to evade the contradictory experiences. When these
attempts fail, the inconsistency brings intense anxiety
and this anxiety becomes increasingly difficult to resolve.
Client-centered therapists help individuals express and
experience their true feelings by providing unconditional
positive regard. 13
Further, changes in self-concept are considered to be a paramount
goal in Rogerian therapy. The intention is to divulge a closer correlation
between the perceived self and the ideal self. Extensive research, says
Rogers, has shown that in many cases therapy has accomplished this goal.
Client-centered therapy continues to be the dominant approach employed in
college and university services and in many child-guidance clinics, and
14
is used mainly with mildly disturbed people.
The behavior therapies. In the late forties and early fifties the
broad field of behavior therapies emerged. Many variations of behavior
therapy evolved. Various forms of application are found in such diverse
places as the classroom, the prison and in large corporations. In fact,
many well read parents would classify themselves as behavior therapists
13 McNeil, op. cit., 513.
14 Desederato, op. cit., 459-60.
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in their parental role. In this overview of the behavior therapies I
limit my study to the concepts and practices foundational to the whole
behavioral therapy field.
Behavior therapists do not visualize therapy as a process of drawing
out buried emotions or hidden thought. They do not look for deep under
lying causes for psychological problems. Behavior therapies are based
upon principles of learning. Therapists "see abnormal behavior as a
problem of social learning: the troubled individual is one who has been
reinforced for an inappropriate way of coping with environmental demands."^
The task of the behavior therapist then is to aid the patient in
"xmlearning" inappropriate behavior. The patient must be assisted in
being "deprogrammed" from faulty behavior and aided in learning appropriate
behavior.
Within the field of behavior therapies, group therapy is a widely
used approach. Because the behaviorist does not conceptualize behavior
problems as illness but contends that
behavior disorders are essentially problems in living
(Szasz, 1960) and rooted in the history of the person's
interpersonal transactions (Sullivan, 1953), it follows
that therapeutic change might well occur most rapidly
in a social context. In group therapy, people have a
chance to learn, quickly and decisevely how their behavior
effects them, and whether their perception of themselves
and of the world coincide with those of others or are
idiosycrathe and distorted.
Three techniques employed by the behaviorist illustrate the approach
used in therapy: operant conditioning, desensitization and role playing.
15 A. Bandura, "Behavioral Psychotherapy", Scientific America,
(1967): 15ff.
16 Desederato, op. cit., 463.
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In each case the therapist endeavours to aid the clients to take
responsibility for their own behavior with the intention of developing a
more favourable behavior pattern.
First, in operant therapy the therapist utilizes positive reinforce
ment and relies heavily upon the conditioning procedures developed by
B. F. Shinner. This type of therapy must meet three basic requirements
to be successful:
(1) The reward must be geared to motivate the specific
client.
(2) The reward must be contingent on performance of the
desired behavior; and
(3) There must be a method for gradually molding existing
behavior into more complex behaviors not yet in the
person
'
s repertoire . 1 ^
Training is not essential to the employment of such method. School
teachers and parents both frequently use these techniques. In the home
behavior is often controlled by reward for proper behavior. This can be
verbal, physical touch, or a tangible gift. In the school system reward
for the appropriate behavior or production is often used; an A for a well
written essay or an early dismissal from class for a productive discussion,
or public praise for a student who demonstrated care for a fellow student
in difficulty. The conscious use of such simple yet powerful rewards is
also used effectively throughout the business world: a pay raise for
production, the employee of the month, or a private parking stall for the
salesman of the month. For each of these applications of operant therapy
the group is endeavouring by such a reward system to change ill-advised
18
behavior to acceptable behavxor.
17 McNeil, op. cit., 515.
18 McNeil, op. cit., 515ff.
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Second, desensitization therapy is based on the theory of Joseph
Wolpe. He believes that the goal of therapy is to recondition the client
to associate relaxation rather than anxiety with certain feared objects
or events. Essentially it is an "unconditioning" process, in which the
client learns to substitute a new response (relaxation) for the old one
19
(anxiety) to a particular stimulus .
The therapy begins with the patient concentrating on something
which causes mild anxiety. The therapist instructs the patients in
relaxation technique during this time until they are able to relax. A
more intense form of anxiety producing situation is progressively dealt
with until the patient is able to relax in each situation. At a time
when the anxiety level becomes out of control the treatment begins again
at the mild point and progresses to the more difficult issue. Each time
the group meets for therapy the client is expected to be able to handle
situations causing increasing anxiety. Eventually the client will learn
the relaxation technique well enough to be able to apply it in the every
day experience of life outside the group. Desensitization techniques
have been used to help treat a variety of problems including fear of
animals, claustrophobia, fear of heights, impotence, driving a car after
an accident, or meeting strange people in a group.
Third, in role playing therapy the individual tries out new methods
of acceptable behavior in a safe environment such a group session or
a classroom. In this safe setting there is no need to worry about the
consequences of their behavior. The setting may be as sinple as trying
19 McNeil, op. cit., 516.
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out a new dance step in private before attempting it in public, or as
complex as endeavouring to role play my verbal response to someone who
calls ms derogatory names or falsely accuses me in front of my peers.
In one case a group of teenagers fearful of dating were organized to
go on several "practice" dates after which the group evaluated their per
formance and advised tdiere improvement was necessary . Possibly the most
effective use of this therapeutic technique has been in the field of
family therapy, including marriage enrichment. Also school systems have
successfully used such technique for behavior modification and personal
growth classes. Role playing is often used in assertiveness training to
ai d timi d people in learning to be more aggressi ve .
Many colleges , seminaries, and universities successfully use the
role playing technique in their counselor training courses . This therapy
is effectively utilized for training professionals in many fields of
expertise and also in numerous nonprofessional life situations. The
transference from the professional setting to the life situation is
easily accomplished. As McNeil notes,
many of these behavioral techniques can be learned
and used by teachers , parents, spouses, police and
other people whose professions involve influencing
behavior. With the aid of a professional consultant,
paraprofessionals can make extensive use of behavior
therapies . In fact, with the aid of a consultant
you can become your own therapist. Self-modification
of behavior is a promising new use of the behavior
therapies .^^
The behavior therapies hold great potential for the church in small
group ministry . They teach us that wrong behavior can be "unlearned" in
20 McNeil, op. cit., 518.
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small group participation and be replaced with acceptable behavior.
They demonstrate that behavioral problems are not an illness and that
a small group is the most natural and influencial method for influencing
behavior change. Some specific methods suggested are:
(1) Positive reinforcement for proper conduct within the group.
(2) Role playing for learning new life skills.
(3) The development of safe and meaningful relationships within
the small group.
(4) Developing a degree of trust wherein the group members can
freely express feelings.
(5) Giving interpretative feedback to aid the person in hearing
more clearly what they are saying.
(6) The confrontation of poor behavior to aid in behavior
modification .
The Factors Which Influence Small
Group Effectiveness
Effective small group ministry doesn't just happen. The following
section identifies tools utilized by the behavioral sciences to facilitate
effective group experience. I will discuss three therapeutic techniques
basic to most therapeutic schools; covenant, group size, and termination.
The Covenant
As I indicated in Chapter 1, the concept of covenant is as ancient
as the Hebrew people who established a covenant with their God. The
covenant was to aid them in developing their desired relationships with
God. The religious/moral dynamics inherent in the term covenant placed
a unique pressure on these people to fulfill their part of the covenant.
There also existed the added dynamic of punishment for not measuring up.
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I use the terms covenant, goals, and contract interchangably and
within the context of the behavioral sciences rather than with biblical
implications. The covenant, goal, or contract is an agreement between
two or more people in the clinical /group setting designed to produce
growth or change in a person or group. The covenant is a statement of
the purpose for existence . Almost all schools of therapy use goals in
some form or another to facilitate moving towards a desired result.
Most schools believe that
no productive outcome arises from therapy that does not
work towards specific goals, therapists of several
different theoretical orientations employ treatment
goals as a contract for therapy,,,,a stateicent of
mnitually acceptable goals is the most common ingredient
...some also utilize homework and other structured
9 7
assJ. gnmen ts .
The behaviorist often uses the contract to outline acceptable behavior
of both client and therapist . These contracts, unwritten or written,
are always explicit.
Carl Menninger argues that from the psychoanalytic' s point of view
the bottom line is in fact a contract of relationship. A relationship
existing not simply between the client and therapist, but equally
important is the client's relationship with his family and friends. In
those broader relationships he puts into practice the growing insight he
22
gains in therapy.
Psychologist Gary Collins points out that goals are important to
initiate effective groups but emphasizes the fact that to prevent a group
21 David G. Benner, ed.. Baker Encyclopedia of Psychology (Grand
Rapids: Baker Bookhouse, 1985), 231.
22 Carl Menninger, Theory of Psychoanalytic Technique (New York:
Harper S Row, 1958), 22 & 23,
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from breaking down there must be a continual dedication to the group
23
goals. He outlines the principles under which his marriage counselling
group operates. In essence they become the covenant of membership.
(1) We are gathered under a covenant of confidentiality.
(2) There are no spectators ~ only participators.
(3) There are no perfect people - we don't discuss our
strong points - we speak about our weaknesses.
(4) Before we tell anybody what he should do in his
situation we earn the right by admitting our own
failures .
(5) Because of confidentiality we use first names only.
24
(6) Our group will run for two hours.
Johnson states emphatically that "in order for a growth group to be
successful, the leader and participants need to negotiate a set of
cooperatively structured goals. " He also lists some of the common goals
used in growth groups:
(1) To facilitate participants psychological health.
(2) To facilitate participants acquisition of self-
enhancing patterns.
(3) To increase participants skills and competence for
creating humanizing relationships.
(4) To increase participants interpersonal effectiveness.
25
(5) To promote participants self actualization.
23 Gary R. Collins, Man In Transition (Illinois: Creation House,
(1971), 172.
24 Gary R. Collins, ed.. Helping People Grow (California: Vision
House, 1980), 256-7.
25 D. W. Johnson, F. P. Johnson, Joining Together - Group Therapy
and Group Skills (New Jersey: Prince Hall Inc., 1982), 446.
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The evidence is clear that effective groups, regardless of their
nature, demand clearly defined purpose. These goals will differ widely.
However, in the final analysis they are a covenant or contract between
two or more people designed to give guidance and credibility to the
relationship. When the purpose is clear the probability of accomplishing
that purpose is accentuated. The purpose must be articulated at the
outset and be kept in focus throughout the duration of the group's life.
"Groups With Purpose" engulfs this concept.
Termination - a Learning Component
Dealing with termination of any significant relationship has
important implications and should be a concern of the therapist or group
leader. In reality the group participant begins to deal with termination
from the time a contract is first developed. His subsequent awareness of
the planned termination date lays the continuing groundwork for termination.
Strangely enough, as Carl Menninger points out, this important
subject is dealt with very little in the literature. He believes that
the time for termination in psychoanalysis is open ended and should only
be dealt with as the time approaches. He feels that the client will begin
to realize his goals for therapy have been reached and will begin to ask
for termination. At the same time a good therapist will begin to sense
the same fact and prepare the patient for termination by open discussion
26
of the matter.
In client-centered and group therapies, termination is more con
trolled because time lines are established at the outset. According to
26 Menninger, op. cit., ISSff.
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Howard Clinebell , the most productive groups decide upon a termination
date at the outset. He maintains a closing date motivates earlier and
more persistent growth work. A "finis" in the future promotes growth
in coping with feelings about termination. He observes that there are
cases when a group mag effectively renegotiate their contract and become
a long standing and valuable group. A family growth group or marriage
growth group may succeed in such a negotiation.
Terminating a group should be a gradual growth producing process.
To stimulate growth work the question and feelings about termination
should be raised in several sessions. A group where caring and community
has been established approaches termination with a sense of grief. As
the group copes with these feelings an ability to cope with other
28
inescapable loss in life is established . One very useful sign
suggesting readiness for termination is that the group becomes less
29
important to the patient. A group which I am presently involved in
discussed the question of terminating the group. One member stated that
"he felt he still had more of himself he wanted to reveal to the group",
another said he "continued to sense the value and need for community
that this group provided" , the third related that he "was not ready to
give up the positive influence for growth in his life this group afforded
him". A collective decision was made to continue the group for one more
year.
27 Howard Clinebell, Jr., The People Dynamic CNew York: Harper S Row,
1972), 19.
28 Clinebell, op. cit., 20.
29 irvin D. Yalom, The Theory and Practice of Group Psychotherapy
New York: Basic Books, Inc., 1931), 372.
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I agree with Clinebell that a termination date is valuable. The
regular review of the purpose and value of the group will include a
consideration of the question of termination. If termination is forth
coming it should be used as an experience in growth. Terminations come
often in one's life. The group's closure is an opportune time to learn
the art of graceful termination and to claim positive growth.
Group Size
It has been observed in the study of small group effectiveness in
the educational setting that the size of the group affects the group
dynamic a great deal. Smallness always seems to have a positive
influence. The studies show six ways individual participation is
enhanced by the smaller group.
(1) The smaller the learning committee, the more time
is available for each person to test his ideas
directly through overt participation.
(2) The smaller the learning comanittee the less clearly
defined the problem has to be for them to be able
to work on it.
(3) The smaller the working committees, the greater
pressure the individual feels to participate and
the more visible is his nonparticipation .
(4) The smaller the work committee, the easier it is
to express thoughts and feelings.
(5) The smaller the work committee, the less are its
potential resources , but the greater is its
motivation.
(6) The smaller the working committee the greater the
influence of each individual .30
30 Herbert A. Thelen, Dynamics of Groups At Work (Chicago: University
Press, 1954), 63.
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These principles will transfer to any group experience in therapy or
growth groups.
The principle of Least Group Size, states that the
smallest group in which it is possible to have represented
at a functional level all social and achievement skills
required for that particular activity, are the groups with
the highest motivation factor .31
Group psychotherapist Irvin Yalom claims his own experience and a consensus
of the clinical literature suggests that the ideal size of an interactional
therapy group is approximately seven, with an acceptable range of 5 to
10 members. He also relates that sensitivity training groups generally
include 12 to 16 people. In such cases, he states, the effective
in-depth therapy experience is lost. Alcoholics Anonymous and Recovery
Inc. at times have groups ranging from 20 to 80, but they utilize totally
different treatment than those employed by therapy groups. They use
group inspectors, guidance, and supression to overcome size barriers.
Yalom claims studies show a decline in interpersonal exchange if the
group size reached 9 members and a marked decline if the size reached 17
or more. A group of 5 to 8 offers the greatest opportunity for total
.32
individual participation.
Research demonstrates that whenever a group increases beyond a given
point only the more aggressive and forceful members will be actively
involved. Likewise the less forceful person will tend to be hindered in
33
the free expression of their ideas and abilities in the larger group.
31 Thelen, op. cit., 187.
32 Yalom, op. cit., 285.
33 L. F. Carter, "The Behavior of the Leaders and Other Group Member",
Journal of Abnormal Social Psychology, 46, (1958): 256.
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When applying the above principles to church group life one must
recognize that the church needs many sizes of groups for its multi ministry.
Howard Clinebell advises that it is only when a variety of groups exist
within the church that a true sense of community can blossom. Numerous
sizes and types of groups are an invaluable asset in fulfilling the
church's ministry of growth, healing, service and reconciliation. The
spiritual vitality of a local church is directly correlated with the
health of its groups. This is true in particular where small groups are
effective in meeting the heart felt needs of the people. "Many church
groups, large and small are the fabric from which a church 's program is
shaped. They provide a rich opportunity for developing leadership
34
abilities , spiritual depth and intellectual discipline. "
The purpose of the group will dictate its size. If the purpose is
therapeutic, intimate fellowship, or individual growth, then the 5 to 10
rule would apply. However when a less intimate ministry is desired, such
as in Alcoholics Anonymous, where the dynamics of a larger group with
external support mechanisms is utilized, a much larger group is possible.
The church must be constantly identifying the many needs present and
establishing groups of an appropriate size and nature to effectively
minister to those needs.
Dynamics in a Small Group That
Promote Personal Growth
The ultimate goal of any therapy, group experience, or counselling
session is personal growth of the person or persons involved. Each group
34 Howard J. Clinebell, Jr., The Mental Health Ministry of the Local
Church (New York: Abingdon Press, 1972), 149.
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has its own set of dynamics regulated by the persons involved, and by the
expressed purpose of the group. Not all the dynamics are conscious and
identifiable. I will identify those that are common and reproducible in
35
a given group.
Basic Dimensicns of Psychological
Change
Although numerous benefits may result from psychological services
there are six main areas in which they are evident. These have been
summed up very succinctly by C. W. McLemore in the following six statements i
(1) Actions. As a result of professional services people
may learn to behave in new ways, or learn not to
behave in old, dysfunctional ways.
(2) Feelings. As a result of psychological assistance
people can dsvelqp new emotional reactions or learn
better ways of handling already existing feelings.
(3) Perceptions . Some individuals , as a direct result
of help, gradually see things in a new light.
(4) Physiology . Many persons respons to psychological
help with an iirprovement in physiological functioning.
(5) Thoughts. In response to psychological services
people often undergo changes in how they think.
(6) Values. Some people, as a result of psychological
interventions, undergo a change in values .^^
35 Because of the limits of this chapter I am unable to discuss two
other disciplines vdiere these same dynamics are being applied in an
effective manner. Organizational Developnent (O.D.) , a relatively new
discipline, has made a valuable contribution to the understanding and
use of small groups for planned change. O.D. is also rooted in the
behavioral and social sciences and has made a tremendous impact on the
entire business world. Likewise the Church Growth Movement has begun
to incorporate the principles of O.D. into its concepts and methodology.
36 Benner, op. cit. , 246.
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Each of these areas of adjustment in psychological behavior apply
in some degree to all types of therapy groups. The depth to which this
development is accomplished will be in direct relation to the extent to
which community has developed in any group. G.W.P. will accomplish such
growth with an even greater dynamic because of the active function of the
spiritual dimension within the group. This claim is substantiated in
Chapter 5 where we illustrate G.W.P. in action. Effective ministry
groups do facilitate growth and change in a person 's actions, feelings ,
perceptions , physiology , thoughts and values. The purpose of the group
will influence the degree to which each is evident.
The Quality of Relationships
A group is more than a collection of individuals. The quality of
interpersonal relationships within the group deeply affects the degree
of change or growth. "The most widely accepted definition of a group is
that a group consists of two or more persons who interact with and
influence one another.' The key word is "influence". A group is
truly a group only when influence is exchanged among its participants.
The quality and depth of that exchange will dictate the degree of
personal growth or change that occurs.
The quality of relationships is central to growth and change because
most people are drawn to a group through a deep longing for such relation
ships. Carl Rogers attributes the growing demand for groups to the
increasing dehumanization of our culture, where the
person does not count
- only his I.B.M. counts. . .This
37 Benner, op. cit. , 474.
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impersonal quality runs through all the institutions
in our land... the psychological need that draws people
into encounter groups is a hunger for something the
person does not find in his work environment, in his
church, certainly not in his school or college and
sadly enough not even in modern family life . It is a
hunger for relationships vSiich are close and real . . .
where, in a word, he approaches the state where all is
known and all accepted, and thus further growth is
possible .
As stated earlier the entire behaviorist school of therapy claims
the quality of relationships between therapist and client will greatly
influence the depth and rapidity of behavior change. This potential
for change is simply multiplied by the number of people involved in the
group. In his studies of events that promote change in group participants
39
M, A. Leiberman (1960) discovered nine. Each one rises out of a
meaningful relationship within the group. I review his findings as
evidence of the power and exciting possibility for change within a
group where meaningful relationships exist.
(1) Change is promoted where group bonding is strong
enough to allow for the free expression of positive
and negative feelings towards other group members
and about important life events .
(2) A degree of change may be effected even when strong
emotions are not expressed. Being present in the
group while experiencing such emotions may aid the
person in the acceptance of feelings of which they
were previously afraid.
(3) Change often occurs while observing the emotional
experiences of other group members. Often observa
tion clarifies the issues in the observer' s mind
and aids in personal change.
36 Carl R. Rogers, Carl Rogers on Encounter Groups (New York:
Harper & Row, 1970), 10-11.
39 Johnson, op. cit., 443.
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(4) Change is promoted by the inculcation of hope and a
decrease of demoralization which causes the person
to be disheartened, bewildered and discouraged.
Positive group events generate new hope, change
feelings and cause one to believe they can indeed
influence their own destiny.
(5) In a context where participants feel accepted and
understood they will be more open to and aware of
other perspectives. Change will result as egocentrism
diminishes and freedom of expression is experienced.
(6) Change is proiK}ted more readily where self exposure
takes place in the group rather than to one person.
The group exerts additional support and potential
insight. Often participants discover their problems
are not unique and that no one is shocked or horrified
and that they are understood as they are. The result
is their sense of personal well-being is enhanced.
(7) The opportunity for change is enhanced as experi
mentation with new behavior and group feedback is
experienced. The unique ability of a group to give
immediate feedback responds to the inherent need for
all persons to know how they are perceived by their
peers .
(8) Change is promoted as other group members model con
structive behavior and attitude changes. Change is
also promoted by the observing of the beneficial
results within the group as interpersonal relation
ships are inproved by the behavior change of individuals
within the group.
(9) Change is accomplished through cognitive insight into
one's problems, behavior and attitude patterns. Self
understanding and the effective implementation of new
personal skills depends on cognitive learning. Growth
groups do well to recognize this fact and incorporate
teaching as a conscious element in their group life.
Growth potential within the group becomes an exciting possibility as
one grasps the powerful dynamics existent in a well ordered group. The
Christian community is infused with the necessary commodities to produce
the most effective groups possible. The "one another" teaching of
scripture and the community feeling present in the church is a natural
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setting for the change illustrated in the above discussion. Here too
we find clearly illustrated the blending of our earlier presentation of
the biblical foundation for group life and the insights from the behavioral
sciences .
Carl Menninger supports our argument where he states that "love is
40
the medicine for the sickness of the world." Love is openness and
41
closeness - both, he insists are growth producing and provide healing.
Man was created a social being and from birth learns to respond to the
stimuli around him. His most profound experiences are always in rela
tionships. The group experience where quality relationships exist will
always be the most influential in his life.
The unique Powers of
Group Experience
Some individuals seek solitude when thinking throu^ a problem.
Others have developed the pattern of seeking out another person to counsel
with while problem solving. The group however has several unique
advantages over both the solitary search and the dyadic discussion.
Dr. D. W. Johnson who has studied and used groups extensively in the
educational setting, both at college and high sciiool levels, has dis
covered almost the identical facts presented above from the work of
M. A. Leiberman. He identifies eleven change factors present in group
experience. However, Johnson does not emphasize the need for quality
relationships so clearly as Leiberman does. His emphasis is based more
40 Raymond L. Cramer, The Psychology of Jesus and Mental Health
(Michigan: Zondervan, 1959), 232.
41 Cramer, op. cit., 232ff.
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upon the simple power there is for change in the group dynamic which he
tends to view as peer pressure rather than powerful or deeply meaningful
42
relationships . An extensive reading of Johnson convinces one of the
influential dynamics built into groups in the educational setting. He
states groups have several unique advantages over solitary contemplation
and dyadic discussion for those who want to grow, develop, and change.
These unique capacities of groups are as follows:
Groups provide a more heterogeneous social setting
in which interpersonal skills may be learned, mastered,
and integrated into one's behavioral repertoire
and they generate a sense of community , belonging,
support, and acceptance, .... groups influence the
behavioral and attitudinal patterns of members
groups may induce and then reduce powerful feelings .
.... groups require the use of a wide variety of inter
personal skills and competencies groups provide
opportunities for participants to understand and help
their peers groups provide a variety of perspectives
that stimulate insight into and understanding of one's
problems and behavior grroups provide sources of
comparison for participants groups provide a
variety of sources of feedback groups provide a
remedial environment for the solution of problems.
.... he concludes, groups provide the constructive peer
relationships needed for healthy social and cognitive
development. Peer relationships are an absolute
necessity for healthy development, and group settings
provide access to constructive relationships that may
be absent in participants' lives.
The group is clearly unique and powerfxil as a behavior change tool
within educational institutions. These same principles are transferable
into the learning situation of any group where growth and change is the
purpose for which the group exists. I would be inclined, however, to
understand the power in terms of relationships rather than in terms of
42 Johnson, op. cit., 441.
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peer pressure. Meaningful relationships reflect the qualities of always
being supportive and caring which I think add additional incentive for
change.
conclusions
The group is a distinct and powerful tool for producing positive
change growth in people. Relationships of quality and depth further
enhance the degree of change possible. The Christian teaching of love,
community, and caring for one another so beautifully enhances the
scientific understanding and experience. In fact the biblical patterns
are the true forerunner of the behavioral sciences which affirm in
practice what the divine author stated. The church has the added
dimension that often is sadly lacking in the secular therapeutic
experience. The God dimension, when added to scientific knowledge and
experience, offers man a way to total wholeness in all relationships ~
to self, the other and to his God. The church must critically use these
scientific truths, casting away any leaves and chaff that exist in them,
and applying what serves spiritual ministry for the kingdom of God.
We can discover an immense amount of truth from the behavioral
sciences. They contain a wealth of knowledge and experience which
relates to and enriches spiritual formation in small groups. The pro
cesses of psychological and spiritual development are not the same, but
they are related. In many cases, one cannot occur without the other.
The task of the leader is to be knowledgeable of both and to help
facilitate each as necessary.
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Some may axgue that insights from the behavioral sciences are
unapplicable since many behaviorists have not been Christians. Never
theless, I believe that all truth is God given, and it can be used to
enhance ministry. And when so viewed, behavioral science offers much
to spiritual formation in groups. The following chapter will illustrate
how "Groups With Purpose" effectively applies insights from the behavioral
sciences to spiritual formation.
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CHAPTER 5
The Contextual Experience of "Groups With Purpose"
G.W.P. 's philosophy and theory has not remained a conceptual idea,
it has been field tested. This chapter relates the story of the develop
ment of the philosophy and methods employed in initiating the program.
The text illustrates that the ministry of G.W.P. incorporates the
biblical and scientific insights gained from the foregoing study.
I begin by outlining the statement of purpose, the working philosophy
and the guidelines basic to this program. The reader is then introduced
to the contextual setting in which the project was developed. Included
in the reiterating of this story of development is the process of
evaluation used to make interim adjustments to the project and to finalize
our approach to ministry. Section three integrates the biblical,
theoretical and practical concepts which are the foundation of the
ministry. I evaluate John Wesley's contribution to our understanding
of group ministry. Finally, a conclusion is drawn regarding the value
and need for continuing integration.
The Statement of Purpose and
Working Philosophy
Following is the statement of purpose and a working philosophy for
G.W.P. that is our present guideline for the program. An understanding
of the actual implementation and developmental philosophy will be
afforded the reader in the following section, "Evidence For Its Validity
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and Practice", and in Chapter 6 where the design for beginning a G.W.P.
ministry is presented.
The following guidelines reflect the final result of several state
ments of purpose and philosophy which were used in the early stages of
the program. Earlier copies are found in the Appendix for the reader's
perusal, (cf. Appendix "B" and "C") Each of them was used in presenting
the plan to the church boards and the congregation.
"Groups With Purpose " Statement of Purpose
and a Working Philosophy
Statement of Purpose
To form groups:
(1) To identify and respond to recognized ministry type needs within
the body.
(2) To stimulate personal and Christian growth in the individual lives
of our people.
(3) To develop a deeper sense of fellowship and coimunity within the
church and to assist in the integration of new people into the body.
(4) To be involved in calling forth gifts in individuals and to develop
lay leadership in our congregation.
(5) To develop outreach groups into the community such as community
Bible studies, friendship groups, coffee fellowship or discussion
group.
(6) To integrate all types of people groups into the church by
ministering to individual needs through group experience.
A Working Philosophy
The formation of small groups is designed to enhance the community
life of the church through covenant groups formed to meet some specific
need.
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"Groups With Purpose" is a diversified approach ministry and there
fore is able to meet a variety of needs in creative ways while always
keeping in mind the biblical model for fellowship and community.
With the individual or individual need in mind G.W.P. will form
various styles of group life in response to various needs rather than
being program orientated and trying to develop one "model group" to
meet all reeds.
All people do not need a group at all times and all groups are not
for all people, therefore we will not endeavour to engulf everyone at
once but only those who have need and desire to be involved. Each group
will have the underlying responsibility to develop leadership for further
groups by having more than one leader responsible (dueil leadership) .
Small groups will not be understood as an end in themselves but only
as feeder groups to the larger fellowship or as a part of the larger body
in action - they will be an arm of the total body.
The Theory of "Groups With Purpose"
G.W.P- is built on a unique theory. When understood and carefully
administered these principles will produce an effective ministry . Our
ministry of G.W.P. at Lemont Memorial Missionary Church (L.M.M.C.) was
directed by the six guidelines discussed below. These gmdelines rise
out of a combination of the stated purpose and philosophy reiterated
earlier in the chapter.
The Six Guidelines of "Groups
With Purpose"
First, all groups will be formulated in direct response to an
identified need within the local body of believers . The name "Groups
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with Purpose" is intended to propagate this first and basic principle.
In practice we have found that when the purpose for meeting is clearly
defined the group very quickly becomes meaningful. Further, almost with
out fail a group formed in response to an expressed need is able to
effectively meet that need.
The second guideline flows out of the first: No two groups will
intentionally be alike. Because respective groups are each responding
to a unique need, diversity and creativity are necessary in group design.
An approach that works well for one group may not work well, or may even
be counterproductive, for another. Kevin Springer counsels that we must
recognize there is not just one kind of small group. He says, "If there
is one common problem in getting small groups to work right .. .it is the
failure to recognize their diversity ."^ G.W.P. was designed as an
alternative to adopting some "canned" or "successful" plan from another
church .
Third, we shall not endeavour to adopt an established program found
elsewhere . A careful study of other group programs indicates success
was a result of designing a program specifically for their needs. Our
success with G.W.P. has been for the same reason. Careful thought
before and concerning the purpose for each group has been the key. We
focused on discovering our needs and formulating our method and our
design for meeting those needs. This does not mean that we would not
incorporate someone else's format for one specific group within our
1 Kevin Springer, Pastor Renewal, Vol, II, #2, (Ann Arbour, Michigan:
pub. Pastoral Renewal, September 1986), 13.
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program. For example, if we had several new mothers within our body
I would not hesitate to form a group around someone 's plan for a new
mother's group. The only criteria would be that it must fit precisely
the need for those few people. In more than one case we used prepared
materials as the outline for a Bible study. G.W.P. does not tenatiously
hang on to the need to be original to the detriment of not engulfing
other valuable materials and ideas. The genius of the program is, any
applicable method can be molded into our creative response to need. In
doing so we do not destroy our covenant to personal design; it is
enhanced. Therefore we encourage uniqueness and creativity but are not
slaves to originality. We draw the line only where it must be drawn.
We will not adopt another program in its entirety because it will not
fit the total needs of L,M,M,C, One of my Board members commented, "With
the individual or individual's need in mind C,W.P, will develop various
styles of group life in response to various needs, rather than being
program oriented and trying to develop one 'model group ' to meet all
needs, " We have been faithful to that statement.
Fourth, all people do not need a group at all times and all groups
are not for all people. Therefore, we will not endeavour to engulf
everyone at any given time but only those who have need and desire to
be involved. People within a congregation will be at various stages in
their spiritual and emotional development. Some stages do not require
group support while others obviously do. We must not lose touch with
the fact that we all need a group sometime but none of us needs a group
all of the time. The type of need people have for a group will also vary.
Also some people tend to need groups more often and for longer periods of
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time than others. Therefore groups will vary in style and duration and
will periodically evaluate the need to continue or disperse. Each group
will disband upon fulfilling its stated purpose for existence. It
follows then that there is no "right" length of meeting for all groups.
When a grief growth group has walked with a person through their time of
healing and the need is met separation is a natural response.
The fourth guideline, as stated above, helped circumvent the natural
fears some people have of being coerced into a group. Early in our program
one lady said to me, "you mean not everyone is expected to join a group?"
When assured her observation was true she stated, "well that 's different
...I feel better already... I don't like all these groups". Approximately
two months later she became a responsive group member. Two years later
she continues to be involved in the same group in which she began, plus
one other. The pastor smiles to himself as he sees her needs being met
and wonders if she even recalls her original fears. When people are
corralled into groups in some super program, they are afraid. When they
know a group is formed to meet their expressed need, their fears are
abated. People like being in groups when it 's the right time for them,
when it 's the right group, and if they are allowed the freedom to decide
the time and the group.
Fifth, G.W.P. is committed to the biblical model for groups which
are bound together by covenant, fellowship and community. That commitment
has evoked three criteria:
(1) All groups centre around a covenant or purpose that is clearly out
lined. Each group is expected to state its purpose for meeting in
terms of goals and time frame. These are not necessarily written
but must be clearly articulated at the inception of the group.
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(2) Fellowship must be an element of every group. Fellowship must be
understood in the deepest sense; no group shall meet only for
intellectual stimulation but shall be, at its core, relational
in nature.
(3) Groups shall always be tied directly to the larger community. While
encouraged to become a small, active, caring community of believers,
they must be mindful that they are only a smaller part of the whole
body. We have accomplished this by maintaining a high worship and
sharing profile in the Sunday worship service. People are encouraged
to share regarding their group and its personal ministry. We praise
God together for what He is doing in their lives. An added element
that endears everyone to the larger community is that many groups
are active and frequently changing membership. This helps them to
realize their constant roots are invested not in the small group but
in the larger community. Leadership chosen from among people loyal
to the larger ministry also provides a safeguard. We have not
experienced any problems of this nature. A ministering community
can have many smaller segments functioning effectively within its
larger walls and by so doing enhance the spirit of community.
This fifth principle is faithful to our founding philosophy which
states, "Smaller groups shall not be understood as an end in themselves
but only as feeder groups to the larger fellowship; or as a part of the
larger body in action. They will be an arm of the total body.
"
Finally, each group will have an assistant leader. The purpose of
this guideline is twofold. It builds a leadership training mechanism
into the entire ministry and is a safeguard against one person becoming
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the sole role model for people. We have had no problem having sufficient
leadership during two years of operation. In fact we have people who are
presently in leadership as a direct result of assisting another leader.
Diversified leadership has helped us draw out other leaders. People who
are in more than one group often find they respond more readily to a
certain leader. This type of relationship produces a variety of leader
types who are able to lead the various styles of groups expected to evolve
from G.W.P. Leadership must also be drawn out by reco^izing that each
person has some potential for leadership. Every person has some gift or
ability born in him by the Creator that needs discovery . The biblical
record as seen in Chapter 2 supports the idea that all have a gift given
to them on behalf of the body. As a person's gift is being exercised he
is at that moment a leader. When this truth is taught and subsequently
lived out in small groups leadership often emerges where least expected.
The Evidence for Its Validity in Practice
Subsequent to establishing a working philosophy and guidelines we
moved into the practical stage of the project. L.M.M.C. served as host
to this endeavour. In the following section I relate the unfolding of the
ministry and the evaluative process that was administered. Included is an
outline of the groups which were successful and those that failed. I
address the problems we encountered and the methods used to resolve them.
There is conclusive evidence that the theories developed were effective
in practice.
The Church Setting
The theory upon which G.W.P. is based has proven itself to be valid
in two years of successful ministry at L.M.M.C. As the story unfolds in
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the following pages it speaks for itself. The unfolding picture begins
with laying the groundwork and ends slightly over two years later. The
actual program begins with the implementation of small groups which con
tinue functioning throughout. I will tell the story of the development
drawing out some facts concerning the validity and finally draw some
conclusions. I shall begin by looking at the contextual setting for
the project.
L.M.M.C. has been in existence for fifty-two years in a rural, stable
farming community. For economic reasons, over the past twenty years
eighty-five percent of the farm families have at least one adult working
outside the farm. This community average holds true in our church body.
Attendance averaged 65 to 75 over the past twelve years. Many of the
younger people who grew up in the church left for college or to pursue a
career. Some married and broke their relationship with the church. In
the past ten years these couples have returned to the community as farmers
or businessmen and have begun to be active members of the church. These
younger people who returned have been exposed to both the larger world
and to various churches. Due to their exposure they have an enlarged
vision of what they expect from the church. They began pushing for
effective and meaningful change. This resulted in a growing distance and
lack of true fellowship between the older people of the church and the
younger couples. Several younger couples were in places of leadership
and needed training and support to give strong, confident leadership.
When we arrived they were seeking guidance for restoring a loving fellow
ship within the church and a more meaningful community worship style.
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Historically the church is rooted in an ultra conservative evangelical
Mennonite denomination. Presently it has no Mennonite ties but past
influence is still obvious. A number of families have attended for two
generaticms. Several of them are interrelated. A study of twenty year
old attendance records reveals very little attendance growth or decline.
The overall average is approximately sixty-five with the yearly average
varying little more than ten or twelve.
I moved to this church in September, 1985, following the retirement
of an older man who had served the church for seven years. It is of
interest to note that I was also pastor of this church twenty-two years
ago as a college graduate. This gave me the advantage of having insight
into the history and character of the church. In the past thirty years
eleven pastors have served the church. The average stay is slightly over
three years with the longest stay being by the last pastor (seven years) .
Nine of the eleven were serving their first pastorate while at L.M.M.C.
and one was a missionary on furlough. The church was looking for a mature
pastor who hopefully would remain for several years and who could bring
some creative change to the church. In our dialogue with the search
committee, and a few selected people before accepting a call, I becarne
convinced that they indeed were ready for leadership into change. I
informed them of my interest in a D.Min. program. They seemed anxious to
have me come, offered support for my studies and gave me a strong vote.
I also informed them of my desire to pursue a project called "Groups With
Purpose" . They understood clearly this was moze than an experiment for me
but that it fit my philosophy of ministry. We struck a covenant to work
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together on this project and we moved to the church in September of 1985.
The project began to unfold one month after we arrived.
The Project Unfolds
To be faithful to the project and its interpretation one must observe
2
the variety of groups and their unique formation and ministry . In
November, 1985 I called a church leadership meeting. The stated purpose
was to gather together those people perceived as leaders by the church.
Some were in official leadership, others were not. We mandated ourselves
to cuiswer two questions: "What are the needs not being met by the church
with its present ministries?" and "What can we do about it?"
iJie most influencial moment in that meeting wets the heart rending plea
of a little old lady on behalf of the young adults (Y.A.) of the chiirch.
She is the mother of seven children, five of them are of the Y.A. age.
She and her husband have been faithful members of the church for years.
All of their children have attended church since their cradle days. After
listening for some time to the discussion concerning unmet needs she burst
into the conversation. With conviction and tears she said she felt our
greatest failure was not meeting the needs of the Y.A.s of the church.
She pointed out that there were many young singles and young marrieds
living in the community who had grown up in the church but were no longer
attending. She also pointed out that we were doing nothing for the Y.A.
2 The material tends to be self interpreting by its very nature and
thus at the termination the reader should have more than simply a story
but also the lessons which it intends to teach. The evaluation of the
program is also built into its process by design. Each group regularly
self evaluates , the C.R.G. periodically evaluates selected groups and
the entire G.W.P. program. Two other main sources used for evaluation
are the interview and the careful attention to ongoing feedback. Both
these methods were used mainly by the project director. The use of the
interview is highly accepted in our modem world as a valid research
tool. The results of the evaluation process are largely built into the
telling of the story with periodic application.
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who were presently in the church (three were her sons) . As she wept out
her story my heart was weeping - then it began to leap as I realized, here
is the making of our first G.W.P. It was the answer to a prayer I had
hardly dared pray. Within days a group of Y.A. sat in our livingroom dis
cussing their needs; only some of them had connections with the church.
We had a twofold purpose: to formulate a list of Y.A. contacts and to
discuss ways the church could meet their needs. Shortly we had a contact
list of forty names. I requested we cut the list to people whom they felt
were true possibilities . They insisted all forty were just that! The
response during the following year proved them right. All forty, at one
time or another, attended some function we organized. A year and a half
later we held a welcome meal for people who were new to the church.
Sixteen couples were part of that welcome Sunday and most of them were
people drawn in through the Y.A. group. Our first G.W.P. had proven
successful. More about that story later.
The second step was to hold a November retreat for the Church Board
and Christian Education Board. At that retreat I presented the beginning
directive statement on group ministry (see Appendix "B"). The concept
of G.W.P. was outlined and discussed at length. The response was very
cautious though positive. My sharing concerning the happenings among the
Y.A. group no doubt encouraged and enlightened their response. At a sub
sequent Church Board meeting the concept and philosophy of G.W.P. was
adopted in principle. It was decided the entire Church Board would be
the Congregational Reflection Group (C.R.G. ). The leadership had expressed
concern about additional committees and felt the whole Board needed to be
in touch with new developments. In this small church that proved to be a
positive factor in implementation of the program.
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The pastor's wife, who has a gift for discerning needs in the con
gregation, was instrumental in forming our second group. She discovered
several ladies living in the same general area who expressed similar needs.
Most of them had husbands who did not attend church. The ladies were
experiencing significant family tensions. They shared the need for a
support group which was soon established. They covenanted to meet weekly
for six months for prayer, Bible study and burden sharing. This group has
now functioned for two years and has met some very significant needs in
the lives of these six ladies (I tell the story in Chapter 6). The
assistant leader whom they appointed has carried partial leadership through
out the two years, often relieving the leader for other ministries ,
The third group was spawned in the heart of a young sensitive house
wife. She had felt "nudges from the Lord for some time" before we arrived
at the church. When she heard about G.W.P. she "felt an increased burden
to start a Bible study for two of her neighbours". She shared her burden
with me one day and said, "Pastor, you don 't know how afraid I am to even
think of leading a Bible study...! am really scared". After further dis
cussion another trained Bible teacher was asked to aid her in choosing
materials and to support her in the initial steps of leading the group.
She would assist from the sidelines because the young lady seemed to have
a real inner need to "do the leading on her own". She felt "the Lord was
leading her to do this". After this shaky beginning the study went well
and both ladies responded to the gospel. One went on to attend the pastor's
discipleship and discovery class, the other has not yet made public her
decision. The beautiful part is that the young study leader later
assisted the older lady who had mentored her in a ladies Bible study group.
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The study group consisted of 17 to 20 ladies. She never got over being
scared but she did become a good leader. At present she is a weekly
support person and prayer partner to a new Christian.
Our "Walk Away" group was formed to aid one special person in our
fellowship. He is a very godly man, respected in the church and the
effective father of five well mannered children. His need was to be
released from the smoking habit. He shared with the pastor that he felt
the only possible way he could manage it would be with group support.
"Every other dozen ways I have tried have failed" , he stated. We offered
the group to anyone who was struggling with some form of habit, however,
noone else responded. We met each night as a group of eight people for
one week and walked through the Seventh Day Adventist "Stop Smoking"
program. He was given abundant care and love as these close friends gave
him almost hourly support. The support was extended over the next couple
of months in a lesser form. This dear brother made a valiant effort and
succeeded for a period of time. However, in the end he returned to his
habit. He stated several months later, "Pastor, in a sense I failed I
guess, but the group didn't fail. I sure know now how much support a
group can give". One of his friends commented to me, "I never knew what
a terrible struggle he had tmtil I walked with him through this experience ,
now I know better how to pray for him. And I'm sure we'll be closer
friends because of it."
In the meantime the growth and ministry in the Y.A. group spawned the
need for three other groups. Several couples began to attend the church
and needed a deeper vnderstanding of the spiritual walk. The pastor
announced a "Discovery and Discipleship" group. The criteria for
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entering the group were three. You must be a new Christian of six months
or less, or see yourself as a searcher endeavouring to understand the
meaning of the Christian faith, or an agnostic but who is open to looking
at the Christian viewpoint. Ten people signed up to meet for three months
on Svmday during the Bible study hour- Every three months the group
evaluated their reason for continuing and ended up meeting for an entire
year. The membership varied some but averaged eight people. Some members
grew significantly while others were noncommital. In the last three
months some class members took turns assisting the leaders and on several
occasions a two person team led the class. At present one of those group
members is teaching a children's class in which she first assisted for
two months. Other group members are dispersed throughout our adult
elective program which began in September of 1987. Three have never
become regular church attenders but are still here occasionally.
Also as a result of the Y.A. group several couples with small children
began attending church. Our nursery was unfinished and they expressed a
need to see it completed. The Steering Committee chose to respond by
forming a nursery committee or group made up of three young mothers and
an older couple who had special interest in children. Their assignment
was to design a plan to finish the nursery, raise the funds and organize
the staffing of the nursery for Sunday services. Ihe group met for
approximately three months in whic:h time they accomplished all three
tasks. As I stood by and watched the older couple hang a new mirror on
the nursery wall she said, "Man, this was the most fun group I've ever
been part of, and look what we did. . .those three young ladies are such
beautiful people thanks Pastor for letting us be part of this neat
group." I couldn't help it, I had to give that dear grandmother a big
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hug, mostly because I saw the result of a carefully planned and led G.W.P.
It had met a real need in people's lives tdiile at the same time fostered
relationships in our fellowship.
Next we formed a group designated "Ladies Morning Out" It was
designed to meet the need for ladies from the church and community.
Ladies from the Y.A. group had discovered interest in Bible study and
fellowship among their non-Christian friends, however several would be
unable to attend because of their small children. The pastor's wife
offered a twelve week course on Christian Womanhood and organized a
volunteer team to babysit the 12 to 15 children involved. This met both
expressed needs; the young community ladies and the church ladies were
blended into one group. Sixteen to twenty ladies studied and fellow-
shipped together while their kids were cared for. This group will meet
each Spring for twelve weeks in response to the request for its continua
tion. Slowly and subtly G.W.P. was moving beyond the walls of the church
to reach inquisitive nonchurch persons.
One of the most delicate adjustments we made in G.W.P. was to change
the format of the mid-week prayer meeting. It was a family oriented group
meeting in the church with about fourteen people attending. Increasing
unrest was evident in the group due to the difficulty of ministry to
people from age 8 to 60 . After much discussion the group decided to change
to a House Fellowship format. Meetings were held in homes with the host
family responsible for the evening. Eight families signed up to partici
pate. Iimnediate creativity emerged as people shared in this ministry.
The format varied from discussion around a backyard campfire to formal
Bible study. A time of singing, fellowship and prayer were usually part
of the evening. In order not to exclude those families who felt they
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could not handle leading the Bible study, the pastor agreed to lead it
when we met in their home. After six months the group was evaluated and
with the exception of one person was deemed to be a success. In the dis
cussion that decenter exclaimed, "am I the only one who feels this way?"
She was amazed that others were satisfied with so little structure. Her
desire is for structure , deep Bible study and intercessory prayer. Her
need and the need of a number of others is now being met as she leads an
inportant group focused around intercessory prayer. Not all groups are
for all people and she helped us see this clearly by her dissatisfaction
with House Fellowship. Our response was to meet her need by forming the
new group. A new group, a new purpose!
The ultimate goal of G.W.P. was to infiltrate the concepts and
experience of the program into every facet of the church. My goal was to
see the adult education department engulf the principles of small groups
into its structure. For fifty years there existed one adult class conducted
in the pews of the sanctuary . I began to break that trend by forming the
Discovery and Discipleship class. Simultaneously I began to speak of the
need to make space available for additional adult groups or classes. In
the C.E. Board I shared several times my concern that we could not meet
the needs of adults in the sanctuary setting. The same concern was shared
with the Church Board. It was a delist to discover that several of the
couples who had attended other churches were aware of the benefits of
small groups for Bible study and fellowship. We often shared on a one-
to-one basis our common interest in such a venture. J began carefully
"planting seeds of discontent" . It was exhilarating to watch the seeds
germinate. Soon there was open discussion cm the Church Board and the
C.E. Board concerning strengthening our ministry to adults. The C.E.
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Board was challenged to make a request to the Church Board for permission
to explore wags and means of making adult space available for small
groups/classes . The respcmse was positive. Several members of the Board
were asked to make the necessary investigations into our needs and report
to the Church Board. The decision was reached that if we did develop such
a program we would need added space. A committee of three was struck to
investigate all possible avenues. After thorough investigation into such
possibilities as moving in a small house, buying a trailer or building
our own building, the decision was made to fully investigate building.
Two significant developments surfaced. Several of the young men who were
new to the church as a result of the Y.A. group were tradesmen. Ihey
pushed hard to "build our own building" . They said, "We can do it, we
have the skills". "If we build it ourselves it will be what we want."
Also the Board heard these comments and took them seriously . One member
said, "I feel we should let these guys go for it. It's a perfec:t oppor
tunity for them to gain real ownership in the church." They appointed a
committee to present to the Church Board a plan for the new building and
a statement of reasons for its need. Subsequently this plan was approved
and submitted to a membership meeting for acceptance.
Itie degree to which the philosophy of G.W.P. was established in
the church is portrayed in the presentation made to the church body by
the committee (Appendix "D") . For our purposes here Section II, b,
illustrated the point. Under the caption "Small Groups Ministry" we read,
"each class becomes a place of ministry and caring - not sinply a teaching
experience. Division for growth has long been a proven principle for
growth and expanded ministry .. .the need for diversified ministry has
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grown - many needs can be met in G.W,p. during the Sunday School hour...
leadership becomes trained in small groups," The entire approach was to
expand our facility to do small group ministry effectively among our
adults. The evidence was that these people had grasped the concept and
were ready to build a building to accommodate the ministry. The meeting
voted to build the building and begin when half the cost of $12 ,000 ,00
was raised. An offering was received at the close of the meeting.
Complete silence engulfed the room as our churdi treasurer counted out
an offering totalling over $6 ,000 .00 . The date was April 30, 1987.
Four and a half months later on September 13, 1987 we dedicated the
building and that sams day began three adult class /groups . 'These class/
groups were organized around fellowship, caring and teaching. The coffee
cup and the teacher's lectern became companions in these classes. When
the decision to build was made my heart was filled with a deep sense of
fulfillment. On that day the church body cemented itself in a very con
crete way to the philosophy of G.W.P. Our goals had been reached, we had
infiltrated every department of the church with G.W.P. concepts and they
were building a monument to that accomplishment. I, and the people were
convinced that G.W.P. in practice had worked in this church. We had been
faithful to our stated purpose, philosophy and guidelines and they were
obviously productive.
The Pastor's Group
As I explain in Chapter 6, the pastor must involve himself in a
group. Ihis is true for two reasons. First and foremost, he needs it
just as much, possibly more than anyone. He is not exempt from the need
for support, love, care and discipline . Much of this he can find within
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his own church. However, when among his own people, idiether designated
or not, he is always the leader. He needs a group beyond his church in
which his is a full participant and where nothing is expected from him
that is not expected from any other group member. Second, the pastor adds
true credibility to his claim regarding G,W,P. if he is a participant.
I let my leadership circle know of my involvement in the group. Regularly
I mentioned it in my pastor's report and on two occasions spoke of it while
preaching.
The pastor's group consisted of five pastors and was formed with a
one year covenant. Guidelines for spiritual disciplines were established
which we all covenanted to follow. Each member reported his faithfulness
or failure in these months. Disciplines varied but included prayer,
fasting, Bible reading and various studies. We also regularly explored
the meaning of covenant and how it affected our spiritual lives.
Initially we met every two months; later it was moved to four times a
year. Each meeting was scheduled for approximately five hours. Members
were allowed one-half hour to share their needs and victories and ask for
help when needed. The group also covenanted to inquire regularly regard
ing other member's spiritual and emotional well being. We promised one
another the freedom to spend a longer period of time ministering to an
individual's needs if that became necessary. We established the concept
that our entire time together in sharing and counseling one another was
at its ^epest level, prayer. Because the Holy Spirit was a part of the
entire process God was acutely aware of our needs and expressions of joy.
Therefore formal groip prayer was usually set aside; however we periodi
cally spent seasons of prayer for a difficult need in erne member's life.
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Our covenant included a promise to pray regularly for one another while
apart. These sessions together have been life transforming. Each person
in the group, at one time or another, shared a most intimate struggle.
With love, discipline and counsel from the group each walked on to victory.
Our concepts of ministry were refined, dedication to God and the ministry
was intensified, disciplines for spiritual growth were effective and the
deepest meaning of covenant was experienced. All members presently view
this covenant as a lifetime relationship. If we should ever be separated
each would attach himself to another group. I agree with John Wesley's
statement reiterated in Chapter 3, that every leader needs a group to
which he can regularly and unashamedly and fully bare his soul. By this
discipline the pastor will prepare himself to be a more understanding
and sensitive leader of others in the ministry of G.W.P.
The Groups That Failed -
or Almost Failed
We cannot claim total success by saying all groups were highly
successful. Some never did become what we anticipated. A look at those
groups will round out our picture of the total program and afford us
opportunity to make some observations.
The first program to come to a less than glorious ending was what we
called a Talent Investment Program (T.I.P.). It was designed with two
purposes in mind: first, to allow people an opportunity to make a sum of
money available to the church for investment, and to offer an opportunity
for people with special skills to build or grow something, sell it and
give the profits to the T.I.P. The donated money was placed in a special
account and individuals were encouraged to take out one or more "talents" -
each talent was worth $100.00. They were to invest the money in some
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profitable project and return the talent plus the gain to the church. In
the first year of operation several thousand dollars were made available
for investment. Only two projects got off the ground. One person raised
a flock of chickens and donated a sizable profit to the church. Several
thousand dollars were invested in cattle and one or two members took
responsibility for their care. However, the loss of a number of steers
ended in a break even situation. The second year the program just wouldn't
fly. Money was again made available by one church member, however, the
enthusiasm was lost. My observation after discussion with several people
was that this group was not a "need" oriented group, nor did it have to do
with "caring". Some thought it was a great and creative idea and could be
exciting if it would fly. However, one man summed it up this way, "Maybe
we should stick to our original philosophy and junk the whole idea". We
did! But I still like the idea, possibly it will raise its head again.
If it does it will not be a part of G.W.P. as it doesn't fit the program.
Two other groups also failed. One was intended as a Bible study and
care group modelled after the one begun for young mothers with children.
This one would be held in a home without babysitting provided. A fine
Christian lady moved into our area and began attending our church. She
had visions of starting a Bible study in her area of the community. She
apparently had taught similar studies in other locations. We gave her the
go ahead and she did begin a group. It never did become successful. The
other group was set up as a Cradle Roll meeting. The intention was to
draw mothers in from the community and church who had newborn or nearly
newborn children. The idea was to have regular visitation contact in the
homes of these mothers, organize mother-baby parties several times a year.
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and make periodic public recognition of the mothers and babies. This
group was turned over to the same new lady mentioned above. The ministry,
to date, has never become what we envisioned. Our failure here seems to
have been twofold. In the first case we failed to establish the clear
need for another ladies group. Some were saying there was a need and the
leader herself had a desire to reach her neighbourhood ladies but we had
no strong indication that they were in fact responsive . Further, in both
cases we turned a group over to someone who was too new to our fellowship
for us to know her nature and abilities. There is no question about her
loving spirit, dedicated life, nor her desire to be an influence for her
Lord. To date we must question her organizational and leadership
abilities . Discussion and observation has revealed she was under terrific
family stress because of her recent move and considerable loss of real
estate. We mistakably put someone into leadership before discovering
their ability and family situation. We allowed her need to lead a Bible
study override the fact that the need in the community wasn't clearly
established. We also failed in giving her the personal support she needed.
Our responsibility to this lady now is to help her have a success at some
level of leadership in the future. Our goal is to aid her in making the
Cradle Roll into what we originally intended.
Some groups fail outri^t by falling far short of the intended goal.
Others cannot be deemed total failures but leadership must accept the fact
that they have not yet arrived. The second type have and are doing some
valuable ministry; they simply need to be strengthened. We have two such
groups: The Deacons Board was formed into a caring group soon after our
arriving on the field. I assumed responsibility for the leadership of
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the group. The number of daacons was soon raised to three with the hint
that soon we could need four. The church membership list was divided
into four groups of people with each deacon and the pastor taking respon
sibility for one group. The intention was to be in regular contact with
these people, by mailing prayer cards, birthday cards or simply a friendly
contact letter. We also set a goal to visit with our people at the rate
of two per month. We established a ministry with the deacons taking
communion to the shutins on the Sunday it was observed in the worship
service. The deacons also decided to be present in the pastor's study
before each worship service to pray with the worship leaders and pastor
Further, we were to begin to meet monthly for prayer and planning sessions.
All of the goals we set out to reach were accomplished to some degree.
The regular prayer meeting with the worship leaders has been successful
and of benefit to our worship. In all other areas the deacons have felt
ove2:whelmed with the need and their inability to meet it. All of them
have had some good influence on several people, however, at present they
all express feelings of inadequacy for the task and some sense of failure.
Discussion and evaluation points up two things. The pastor failed to give
sufficient leadership to the group on a regular basis. All of these men
were new, though willing, participants in this ministry. Therefore they
desperately needed the regular meetings that we planned but were never
able to formalize. The pastor allowed other matters (such as writing a
dissertation) to sap his strength and erode his time to the point this
ministry didn't receive his necessary skilled leadership. All is not
lost however- The deacons are adding one more member to their team and
are ready to regroup and step back into the battle. We have learned one
key lesson from this experience , people who become involved in caring
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ministry need strong, capable leadership and support to continue their
task. The natural burden and vision they carry is not sufficient - they
must be led. The pastor was also reminded of the value in owning his
failure in leadership. He wrote the deacons a letter expressing his
confidence in them and his part in the shortcomings of the group. He
assured them some valuable work had been done by each of them. He made
a covenant with them to go on together. The response has been good.
The second almost failure was the vision for an ongoing retreat
ministry. The intention was to have two or three church retreats designed
for special groups in the church. The first was held in the Fall of 1985.
It was a Marriage Enrichment Retreat with ten couples. The reaction
expressed on our follow-up survey and in several later attempts to
organize retreats were very mixed. One man said, "I think that retreat
began a change which has influenced our whole church, I have never seen so
much accomplished in one weekend. " He had been deeply ministered to and
came alive spiritually at the retreat. As a result he has joined the
church in membership and became a deacon. His life has deepened and he
has been a real blessing to the church. Others felt they had shared too
much and had ruined their image among friends. Some stated it was "a
success and valuable to them" but made it clear any other retreat would
need to be "of a less intense nature". The survey revealed as well that
retreats are not high priority for people in our fellowship at this time.
We learned from evaluation of this experience that we had pushed too
far with people who were not ready to be intimate. Most of them were
good friends and we had surmised they were already somewhat intimate.
However, we discovered that they were not. Their trust level in the
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leaders was somewhat shattered in this given area of leadership and has
never had opportunity to be repaired. Because some were truly helped I
believe there is evidence that at some point this ministry will be brought
back on track as part of G.W.P, It will need to begin with something very
different from a Marriage Enrichment Retreat,
General Problems With the Project
A project with the magnitude of G.W.P. is destined to have tension
areas. Some of these we have already identified in relation to specific
groups. The following section addresses the more general problems
encountered and our methods of handling them.
As the Y.A. group became effective spinoff groups were formed to meet
the growing needs and a great deal of focus necessarily became directed on
that group. Many public announcements were made concerning this ministry
and much energy was poured into caring for these people. The age level
for Y.A. had purposely been left open to personal interpretation. The top
age was stated as being about "35" or "35ish" or, for those who felt com
fortable with that age group. Some couples in the 35 to 40 age bracket
felt left out and a quiet frustration about not being included or ignored
surfaced at our annual meeting and subsequent Board meeting. One faithful
member subtly exclaimed, "I hate the name Young Adults, it 's discrimina
ting". Another stated, "the only announcements we hear any more are about
Y.A. and never about the Youth or W.M.I.
" (Later in the meeting the member
apologized for the intensity of the remark.) Further discussion in less
tense circumstances revealed some real hurts had taken place as Y.A. had
invited some people in the 35 to 40 age bracket to attend and excluded
others. It also became evident that these people felt a need for the same
good times of fellowship but didn't feel they fit. One leader in an
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evaluation meeting stated, "I think the real truth of the matter is that
we are just jealous. I would like to be doing some of these things also.
Maybe we just need to organize ourselves as well as the Y.A. have." The
pastor could see "G.W.P." written all over that statement. We began
plans to organize an "Adult Fellowship" . They met as a leadership com
mittee and outlined a plan to have fellowship Sundays several times a year
to include all families. They will organize Adult Fellowships about every
second month for the people "40ish or over". They also have made plans to
have a function periodically with the Y.A. of the churdi. This plan is
still in the formative stages but does exhibit some real promise.
Our response to this problem also included a half hour presentation
by the pastor in the Sunday Worship service to outline anew the whole
concept of G.W.P. He illustrated how each group has its defined purpose.
Insight was shared concerning how this whole program involves our fellow
ship as a body. He shared the proposed outline for the Adult Fellowship
and their intention of periodic sharing with the Y.A. and in church
fellowship Sundays. The response to these two immediate corrective
measures was effective and the mood changed drastically. Several people
said it was so helpful to again see the entire program outlined. One man
stated "It's so clear when it's all put out in front of us . I see real
wisdom in the changes being made. They are good for our church and are
meeting many needs we were not meeting before." Another lady was heard
to say, "Well, the pastor has had the last word." However, the general
mood of tension changed from this point forward.
Our policy has been to deal quickly and openly with any tensions or
conflict and to stick to our guns when necessary but to back off where
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we are wrong. In this case, and in othexs of lesser problems, we have
seen an increasing openness and ability to deal with conflict. Relation
ships within the small groups have also, in my estimation, enhanced the
ability of the body to deal openly and constructively with conflict
resolution.
The sweeping changes a successful G.W.P . ministry evokes is bound to
bring to the surface what I call the "Aunt Suzie" problem. Aunt Suzie is
in every church. She is bom negative , wears negative glasses, and is
always looking either over her own shoulder or someone else's shoulder
for something negative. She sees negative even in the sunrise and the
sunset. Aunt Suzie is usually no tramp. She may be well educated, have
good ideas and be effective in many areas of her life. However, she has
learned to see negative in everything that is someone else's idea. (By
the way, Aimt Suzie may also be an Uncle Ralph.) If it's new, it's
suspect. He or she claims to be modem and progressive but unbeknown to
her, she is insecure with change unless she initiates it. Aunt Suzie is
not necessarily one person but often a group. L.M.M.C. is normal. We
have our "Aunt Suzie". Our experience with the G.W.P. program taught us
to accept the presence of Aunt Suzie. There will always be someone to
trumpet the negative . I needed to be reminded that Aunt Suzie has her
needs just the same as anyone else. The worst mistake is not to recognize
the fact and allow her to be engulfed somehow in the group ministry.
Honest effort on the part of several people aided us in grappling with
Aunt Suzie or Uncle Ralph. The point to be made is this, hidden in the
corner of our church is the person or persons who feel called to be the
devil's advocate, or God's helper in pointing out the problems. To be
reactive to them is devasting to the fellowship. To allow space for
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their input is commendable - to engulf them somehow within the fellowship
is divine. Come on. Aunt Suzie, we love you with all your wrinkles and
bumps! Usually Aunt Suzie just needs total acceptance by someone. We also
learned that often Aunt Suzie represents not just a personal perception
regarding tension or need, she is the mouthpiece for some underlying issue
that needs to be addressed, not only with her but in the broader prospec
tive. So Aunt Suzie can have definite and valuable input into dealing
with problems if one refrains from being reactive.
The final general adjustment our church had to make was to accept
growth. At a women's conference meeting of our district one of our ladies
stated, "Our church has become so active and has grown so much we just
can't go to everything anymore. That's hard to accept." In Chapter 6 I
share more fully regarding setting the stage for change. However, let me
state here that we have learned that people need time to accept change.
G.W.P. is programmed to cause change, therefore without celebrating the
fact we must quietly help people adjust to change. The ladies comments
were actually a summation of statements the pastor made several times from
the pulpit, "Well, today we have so many announcements you will have to
keep in mind not all of them pertain to you personally", or, "Today I have
alot of activities to tell you about that are happening in our church.
Please remember only a few of them pertain to you. After all, folks,
when a church begins to grow we can 't expect you to attend everything, "
Such leadership aids in setting the atmosphere for change. Some people
reason, "If the pastor doesn't expect me to be at everything it must be
okay," One Sunday a lady commented to me, "Pastor, you're the first
pastor we have had that didn 't expect us to be at everything.
" That was
hardly true but she gave me some valuable feedback. She perceived that
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she had permission to personally sort out where she belonged in the church.
Our people now think of choosing what to be involved in as a way of life.
We had to feed the process, however, to make it happen. After all,
sixteen different groups in one small church in the scope of two and one-
half years demands some adjustments for everyone. Schooling those adjust
ments is part of the entire project.
Celebration of the Positive
Throughout the two years of ministering through G.W.P. we have staged
numerous celebrations. Some were attended by the whole church body, while
others were carried on with only two people present. I believe in being
alert for every opportunity to celebrate any significant event in the
church. Whenever a new group started, or someone became a Christian, or
a task was completed, we staged an appropriate celebration. People in
this way were kept aware of and encouraged to focus on the positive. One
such occasion was the church dinner we put on to celebrate the presence
of sixteen new families in the church body. We gave each of them a nice
wall hanging which they came forward to receive and were given an oppor
tunity to say a word to the whole group. Many expressed gratitude to the
church and its ministry to them. This was corporate celebration. All
throughout this dinner I couldn't help but notice the "little old lady"
who had first inspired us to minister to the Y.A. Written all over her
face, and periodically bathed in tears of joy, was the look of fulfillment.
Following the dinner I noticed her standing off to the side of the room.
Slipping alongside of her I said, "Francis, this has been such a beautiful
thing today. I just want you to know I haven't forgotten who started the
vision for all of this. You have made a tremendous contribution to this
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church." Huge tears streaked down her face as she responded, "It's been
beautiful, I hope we will need other occasions like this." This was one-
to-one celebration. Celebration rewards and encourages people in the
body. It should be done often, both corporately and individually.
G.W.P. builds it into the entire program and encourages it in all group
relationship. Our observation has been that as time has progressed, people
have become more open in their personal encouragement of others as a result
of this kind of recognition ministry. It has become popular to recognize
and encourage a fellow pilgrim.
I have told the story concerning the establishment and the successes
and failures of G.W.P. at L.M.M.C. , including some insights gained along
the way. The integration of the facts gleaned from biblical, scientific
and historical knowledge will further develop the basis upon which this
program was built. The following section accomplishes that integration.
The Integration of Biblical , Theoretical
and Practical Understanding
One directive established for designing the ministry of G.W.P. was to
integrate knowledge and practice from three disciplines: the biblical-
theological discipline, the scientific-theoretical disciplines , and the
disciplines of practical experience. In Chapter 2 of this dissertation I
explored the biblical-theological field. In Chapter 3 Wesley 's practical
application of biblical principles was studied. And in Chapter 4 the
behavioral sciences were perused for truth applicable to this program.
The beginning of this chapter told the story of G.W.P, in operation. The
following study is an attempt to integrate on paper what evaluation shows
were integrated in a functional way by the project. G.W.P. design claims
to have drawn its philosophy, methodology and purpose from the behavioral
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sciences while rema.ining faithful to biblical truth and theological
principles. This dissertation asks "can G.W.P. stimulate spiritual
formation in a local church?" The following study answers in the
affirmative and demonstrates the process by which that happens. The facts
presented in this section find their roots in the foregoing chapters.
Points at Which the Disciplines
Integrate
Love is the primary place where the disciplines integrate. All
humankind understands the need for love. Each of us is aware of when we
feel unloved or have noone on whom to bestow our love. The theologian
and the scientist may differ regarding the source of love, but they never
debate the fact it is needed by all mankind. Life experience teaches us
that those who are deprived of love are always less than what the Creator
designed them to be. Love can only be experienced in relationship to
another human being. The elements of a loving relationship are: mutual
acceptance, support, discipline and meaningful communication. The theo
logical expression of these facts are stated in Paul 's one-another teaching
and reiterated in Peter's doctrine of the priesthood of all believers.
Paul expounds more than two dozen ways we should care for one another out
of love. Peter takes us to a deeper truth that we are in fact to be
priests to one another. This makes us a confessor and burden bearer at
the deepest level. We actually stand in for God and pronounce in an
audible way what the transcendent God desires the penitent to hear.
Jesus taught by word and deed that we are to confront and discipline
one another in love. Paul went so far as to claim that even Jesus learned
discipline by the things that He suffered. He too grew in stature and
wisdom at the hands of life's relationships. The whole biblical record is
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crouched in the understanding of covenant. The Old Testament begins by
establishing a covenant relationship between the Divine One and the created.
The New Testament completes the picture by establishing the fact that
covenant expresses itself between people in a caring body of believers.
Not only is love expected in the larger body but Jesus, Paul and Peter all
illustrate the need for the smaller group. A group in which love can be
expressed through love, discipline, burden bearing, meaningful communication
and functional priesthood. Jesus never expressed the need for small groups.
He simply formed them. He formed the twelve, the seventy and for His own
needs, the inner circle of three disciples. Overriding all of these facts
is the theological principle that this kind of relationship is made
possible and functional only through the Holy Spirit 's presence in the
believer and the body.
There is only one point at which the behaviorist and the theologian
come into conflict at this juncture. The theologian attributes the source
and human capacity for love to God. Most behaviorists , who are not theo
logians, claim the ability to love is simply a learned instinct. It is at
this point the theologian must be careful not to reject the many valuable
insights of the scientist simply because he doesn 't recognize the Creator
as the source of love and ultimately as the Creator. As a theologian I
am well advised to accept all truth as God's truth even if it is expounded
from the mouth and experience of one who does not recognize divine truth.
The theologian 's responsibility is to sift out carefully the truth where-
ever it is found and place it within the framework of his applied ministry.
One might also state this fact as follows. The theologian must never move
from his biblical base, and should never begin his sifting process from
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the scientist's perspective. If the building of his interpretive
philosophy and working theology remains deeply rooted in biblical fact
he will have no fear of adopting the G.W.P. approach and interpreting
all applicable truth and knowledge and allowing it to address his ministry
to people.
If the churchman adopts the foregoing argument he is set free to also
adopt the following facts concerning ministry. The behavioral scientist
as far as his framework will allow, effectively applies the biblical
principles of loving and caring for people with methods that may enhance
and coincide with the theologian's approach. His view of man's make-up
does not include acceptance of a sin nature and this limits his ability
to deal with divine forgiveness, and the ultimate love experience but does
not negate his loving deeply within human experience. All schools of
therapy recognize the need for love experienced in a mutual exchange of
intimacy, acceptance and discipline. All of them advocate the use of the
small group to bring healing to the damages inflicted on people by our
dehumanized society. In Chapter 4 I deal at length with the truth taught
by the behavior scientists concerning the "unique power of the group
experience". With the exception of not recognizing the Holy Spirit's
presence, the scientist's view concerning the value and effectiveness of
group experience is in agreement with the theologians view. Group dynamics
principles are totally transferable from the scientist 's therapy room to
the church 's ministry room. However, the application must be directed by
the theologian's basic commitment to scriptural guidelines. For example
the sex therapy advocated by some therapists which includes extra-marital
intercourse is not biblical application of the principles. To reject the
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application does not negate the truth of the principle. All the behavioral
disciplines beginning with psychoanalysis recognize the value in goal
setting and covenant making to enhance personal growth and responsibility
in relationships. As stated before, covenant is a cardinal theological
truth. At this point integration is clearly evident.
Besides love, there are eight points at which biblical and scientific
theory coincide. Earlier I established that in actual practice G.W.P.
substantiates that the biblical and scientific claims concerning the need
for love do coincide. Further, it has been established experiencially
that the principles and the functional dynamics of loving relationships
are also transferable. As the story was told it became clear that the
application of love and caring between people continuously applied the
methods drawn from both disciplines. Our study has revealed that biblical
truth and scientific theory and methods coincide in the following ways:
(1) The effective use of the small group for personal growth and
enrichment and to administer healing to the fractured person.
(2) The use of covenant and/or goal setting to enhance effective results
in group or personal relationships.
(3) There is value in the use of loving supportive confrontation in
relationships.
(4) Quality relationships are conducive to personal well being or for
effective ministry to people's need. This holds true in both the
group and in one-to-one relationships.
(5-) A recognition that the small group has unique power to create change
or growth in people.
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(6) The advocating of confession and the need for a confessor as a method
to relieve guilt and experience forgiveness. The theologian would
advocate the need to obtain forgiveness from man but also from God.
Many therapists today do encourage the A. A. approach which recognizes
a "higher power", in whatever terms the patient wishes to express or
understand that power -
(7) The understanding that there is a basic human need to be loved and
to love in a reciprocal relationship. The theologian goes one more
step and requires our acceptance of love to and from the Creator.
In personal experience I have learned that many behaviorists do not
respect this concept within themselves or the patient.
(8) Both disciplines clearly accept the fact that man lives in a broken
and dehumanized society and both are bent on repairing that brokenness.
It is clear, both the theologian and the scientist, after having
observed the state of our world, have developed their methods of
administering healing. There are many points at which they converge in
method and practice. G.W.P. stands between the two and draws experiencially
from both disciplines. In doing so experience has demonstrated that true
convergence is possible in practice.
Wesley's Contribution to Integration
Church history has gifted us with the legacy of a man who effectively
worked at blending human knowledge and theological truth with profound
results. John Wesley demonstrated that he was a man ahead of his time.
In his eighteenth century style he took the biblical principles and the
principles of the behavioral sciences, before they were born, and wonder
fully blended them into his practical ministry. In G.W.P. I have drawn
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deeply fxom his understanding and practical application of biblical truth.
I find no personal conflict with Jchn Wesley's biblical interpretation as
illustrated in Chapter 2 where I discuss the biblical basis for G.W.P.
He applied most of the principles we discovered. However, I have moved
one step further in the creative application of biblical and scientific
truth. I have eliminated adherence to one set of rules which guided the
Wesleyan movement and injected flexibility and creativity as a criteria
for responding to people's needs. As eluded to in Chapter 3, I believe
Wesley was very innovative and creative in the early stages of his ministry .
He created the society and the class meeting in response to expressed needs.
He later moved a step further in creativity when he formed bands for a
deeper ministry to those who expressed need for such a group. At this
point Wesley's creativity begins to wain. He established rules of order
which became the sole guidelines for all groups and were virtually unbend-
able. It was at that point that he buried his creativity . G.W.P. refuses
to destroy its creativity in such a manner. We develop each group with an
individual design to meet the varied needs of our complex society.
I draw this model first from Jesus' style. He formed groups of the
twelve, the seventy and the three, all in creative response to a present
need. And from the apostle's creative respcmse in Acts Chapter 2 where
they establish Spirit-filled deacons as administrators of the common food
bank. And further from the lessons of the behavioral scientist who in
group therapy orchestrates a variety of groups with different criteria for
meeting the needs of each group. At this point I come to Wesley's defence,
though he hardly needs it! m his eigftteentfi century society we must
remember there was not the diversity that is present in twentieth century
society. Also the authoritarian frame of reference in both the society
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and the church of his day is no longer a fact today. Possibly the fault
does not lie with Wesley but with his successors. He creatively responded
to the needs of his day in an effective way. His followers should have
imbibed more deeply in the principles from which he operated rather than
in the product which he produced. Frankly, they should have adjusted to
the times and made the creative changes that were necessary to continue
being effective in a changing society. Rather they held rigidly to a form
that seemingly lost its effectiveness . Possibly the form was no longer
relevant. My observation is that the theory and practice of the behavioral
sciences have been developed in a creative way to respond to the emerging
needs of our present society. If the theologian can just as creatively
integrate the discoveries of these disciplines into his theologically
based ministry to people he will enhance his effectiveness. Wesley was
a careful student of human behavior. Therefore he would have welcomed
the insights from psychology and the various therapeutic schools. He
would have integrated any truth he was able to learn from them into his
practical theology. In our day he would create numerous groups to meet
the needs he would discover in our society. The principles of Wesley
have been a guiding light in this project. As I understand those
principles and his method of response to human need I have applied them
in G.W.P. but I have updated them to our time and brought them in line
with the additional truth and knowledge available to us.
Conclusion - Integration Comes
Home to Roost
For me the integration of biblical and scientific truth has come hone
to roost during this project. Fifteen years ago, while a seminarian, I
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worked for nearly two years in a psychiatric center. I was deeply
involved in leading group therapy, doing both psychodrama and religious
drama, leading religious discussion groups with patients, counselling on
a one-to-one basis and participating in staff evaluation of the patient 's
needs. During those two years I became increasingly convinced that if
the church was doing its job most psychiatric institutions would be out
of business. I felt that the church had in its hand all the necessary
ingredients to help the sick get well and the healthy to stay healthy and
grow as people. Every program the institution offered was based on a
caring, supportive philosophy. The only ingredient missing was a true
commitment to the divine influence on human experience. I concluded that
if the church would stop running in fear from the truths found in the
behavioral sciences and engulf where possible their practical methodology
she would be enriched. I determined to be part of that process. The
culmination of that decision expressed itself in the integrative process
which established the program we now call G.W.P. It has effectively drawn
its resources from the Bible, the behavioral sciences and the practical
historical lessons offered the student. In so doing we have proven the
hypothesis that G.W.P. can bring spiritual formation to people's lives,
both individually and collectively, and in the process bring renewal to
the church.
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CHAPTER 6
A Design for Beginning A "Groups With Purpose"
Ministry in a Local Church
The experience of the people of L.M.M.C. with G.W.P. illustrates the
value of a solid start for the program. It must build upon carefully laid
groundwork. Essential to its success is a sound approach to establish the
minis try .
Because of their exposure to other kinds of small group promotions,
most people possess some notion or feeling about small groups. For many
"small group" conjures up a negative response. To counter this a sound
biblical basis for G.W.P. must be established. Potential participants
need to understand the uniqueness of G.W.P. and be led to anticipate the
good things the ministry will afford them. In order to ensure the
successful initiation of this ministry, I address three salient areas of
concern: first, the approach , or setting the stage; second, the launching,
or formulating the groups; and third, the total project , or how to keep it
going.
The introduction of any new program or ministry always speaks of
change and threatens the status quo. Therefore , leaders must carefully
plant seeds for the new program. Avoid emphasizing "new idea" or "change".
Preach, teach and carefully talk about the dynamic benefits of the ministry.
Plant and water the seeds where they most likely will germinate. Demon
strate the need for the program whenever and wherever possible. Identify
the unmet needs within the church vAiich G.W.P. could meet. When the seed
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begins to germinate and when others begin to orchestrate the vision for
the ministry, only then take concrete steps toward implementation.
Kurt Lewin, in his theory of change states that one must "unfreeze"
the present behavior or frame of reference in order to introduce newness
or change. The initial work the leader does to prepare the people to
accept change is the basis for an actual move into the change,^
The Approach - Setting the Stage
Three natural platforms exist from which the pastor should launch
G,W,P,: the pulpit or teacher's lectern, the various leadership meetings,
and the many one-on-one relationships in which he is involved.
The Pulpit and the Teacher's Lectern
Through authoritative preaching and teaching the leadership must
convince the people of the following facts and principles. The roots of
G,W,P, lie deep in both biblical and theological teaching. Rootage is
also found in scientific and historical soils. This was Jesus' style of
ministry and Paul lived and preached the "one-another" concepts basic to
G.W.P. The Apostle Peter clearly outlined the biblical notion of the
priesthood of all believers , which this ministry incorporates. The early
church established itself around small group ministry. All people according
to the behavioral sciences need the love and care which small groups give.
Only in the smaller group can a person receive the care, support and
ministry necessary to live a well-rounded spiritual life. Historically ,
small groups have met the needs of people as seen in John Wesley's methods,
1 Kurt Lewin , Readings in Social Psychology Article, "Group Decision
and social Change " (Eds. Newcomb, Theodore M. , et al.. New York: Henry Holt
S Company, 1947).
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The pastor can further enhance authenticity regarding the program by
candidly sharing his own experiences of growth and ministry in small
groups. He should let it be known that he also needs the caring ministry
of a group.
Two facts must be kept in mind at this stage. One, be careful to
"let it soak". People need time to absorb the concepts. They need time
to accept this teaching as a valid component of their biblical knowledge
and church framework. Second, seed planting should be done without ever
talking about G.W.P. The pastor at this stage is simply endeavouring to
build into the psyche and spiritual understanding of people the truth
regarding the need for such a ministry in the church. Allowing people
the opportunity to reject G.W.P. is of paramount importance. When the
truth has been taught and assimilated the people will more readily accept
the program.
Leadership Meetings
Every time a pastor is involved in a leadership meeting, he is inter
acting with people who are potential activists in sharing his vision for
G.W.P. Whenever appropriate the vision concerning the need for a caring
small group ministry should be brought to their attention. The pastor
should endeavour to send the leadership on a search for methods which
would respond to their new understanding of the need for small groups.
Effectiveness will be enhanced by the pastor collecting several key
leaders around himself in a small group. Together they could experience
the reality of the principles he has been expounding. Wherever interest
is discovered among the leadership efforts should be made to aid those
leaders to experience small groups. Some unannounced, experimental,
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informal, carefully-chosen groups led by the pastor would be valuable
models and give interested people a concrete frame of reference for the
whole concept.
In L.M.M.C, I observed interest among the Church Board members. I
organized a "dream session" in which the Church Board could ask "what
groups in our church might be effective?" and "what type of group do I
think I might be interested in?" I asked the Christian Education Board
to spend some time thinking about "what would be needed for a facility to
accommodate adult groups?" (At that time we had no room for additional
Sxmday School groups.) In both cases the dreaming and wondering became
exciting as we considered various possibilities . I began having sharing
and ministering times at the outset of many meetings and then commented
that we were in fact a caring group. As stated in Chapter 5 , we
eventually built a building to house adult class/groups with an emphasis
on teaching, sharing and prayer. The roots for that vision were established
by careful seed planting at meetings almost two years earlier
As with preaching, the leadership contacts must be understood as
seed-planting times, as times of watering, and as times of nurturing the
concept of G.W.P. Soaking time is necessary . Let the vision grow and
don't try to reap a harvest before it's ripe. Not all seeds will germinate.
However, some will spring forth as it is watered by teaching and preaching.
Leadership meetings have proven to be a key place to get people dreaming
the dreams necessary to accomplish the ultimate goals of a G.W.P.
ministry.
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One-to-One Relationships
A tremendous amount of teaching and vision-sharing takes place in
meaningful one-to-one relationships. I overheard one of my people say
several months ago, "Pastor Virgil shared with me his vision about...".
The response, "Wow, I wish I could talk to him about that. " In subsequent
days I joyfully responded to that wish. Two people now shared my vision.
G.W.P. will be born in a local church not only in response to good clear
teaching and seed planting in leadership meetings , but the ultimate
response is often realized in one-to-one relationships. People indi
vidually buy into the whole idea and in turn become personal propagators
of the vision.
When we presented the idea of a G.W.P. ministry to the Church Board
in a retreat setting three very enlightening comments were made that prove
the effectiveness of this kind of seed planting. One lady said, "Pastor
Virgil has been sharing with me about the idea of G.W.P. and I am con
vinced it is needed in our church." Another, "I don't understand all the
dynamics of what Pastor is explaining but after we talked about it over
coffee, I felt his real sense of vision about this and I support the idea
fully." The third comment was "I have never been in a G.W.P. but I'm
convinced from our pastor 's preaching and our personal conversations that
it is biblical and we need it."
One day while driving with one of my parishioners he said to me,
"Pastor, what is this G.W.P. idea I'm hearing about?" Further conversa
tion revealed that a Sunday afternoon visit to his home by some of his
church friends introduced him to the whole concept and he liked it.
One-to-one sharing not only propagates the idea but also produces
propagators of the concept.
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Our launc�ing of G.N.P. here at L.M.M.C, utilized preaching, teaching,
leadership meetings and one-to-one relationships to get the job done .
While I have not had the opportunity to test this method of launching
G.W.P. in any other church, my calculated projection is that this method
would be the most effective method in any church. It's a method to which
human nature responds. The basic thrust is to simultaneously utilize
these three approaches to keep the concepts, philosophy and need for
G.W.P. before the people who will eventually be asked to accept the program:
preaching/teaching in the leadership meetings, and capitalizing on the
one-to-one relationships . In actual practice this approach proved to be
effective in launching the ministry of G.W.P-
The Launching - Formulating the Groups
Following the careful preparation of the people for a new ministry,
the launching should be accomplished rather quickly. Time lag kills
enthusiasm. If proper preparation has been done, the launching should
move smoothly through three stages: Church Board approval; establishing
a Steering Committee; and the formation of the first groups.
Leadership Approval
At L.M.M.C. we moved through two administrative boards for formal
approval . This approach was used because I sensed in both cases a
growing support for the concept. I presented it to the Christian
Education Board and the Church Board for sanction. This produced support
from a large number of the leadership team. JTiis approval was called for
only after we carefully studied the philosophy and statement of purpose
outlined in Chapter 5.
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Experience with this project has illustrated how advantageous it
is to gain the wide support of leadership. Because we allowed time for
thoughtful consideration and general acceptance, and, for final approval,
we moved into the launching stage with ease. I advise, when launching
such a program, never circumvent the leadership, be it formal or informal.
This would be disastrous. The influential people of the church must come
along with the idea to make it succeed.
The G.W.P. Steering Committee
Following approval by the key leadership a Steering Committee is
established. The pastor should become the chairperson of this Steering
Committee. He needs to foster and continuously interpret the vision,
which is still in embryo, in order to protect it from being aborted.
There may come a time when another well-trained disciple of the pastor
could become the leader however, not at this crucial time. Dr. Paul Cho
pastors the world's largest church built on a small group concept. He
advises the pastor to never give up leadership. He believes many churches
have failed in small group ministry because of relinquishing this leader
ship. He says that
A lot of groundwork needs to be laid before the system
can be implemented. I believe the pastor needs to commit
his energy and leadership to lay the groundwork; and even
after the program is rolling he needs to remain the obvious
leader.^
This Steering Committee must be given the power and freedom to act in
formulating new groups and developing the ongoing ministry. It needs the
2 Paul Yonggi Cho, Successful Home Cell Groups (Plainfield N.J.:
Logos Int., 1981), 109.
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freedom to creatively respond to needs which present themselves without a
great deal of red tape. For example, at one point one of our men confided
in the pastor that he had been fighting the smoking habit for many years.
He had tried numerous times and in various ways to kick the habit but to
no avail. He suggested that perhaps a support group would be the answer.
We were able to quickly form a "walk away group" for people who wished to
walk away from debilitating habits in their life. Within one week the
group was in action. Such freedom to respond creatively is necessary for
G.W.P. to be effective. The only control necessary is that the committee
function within the philosophy and guidelines of G.W.P. The Steering
Committee has two tasks: identify the needs of the church, and formulate
an appropriate group to meet those needs.
Because G.W.P. philosophy states that a group will only be formed in
response to an identified need, the Committee becomes the key to effective
ministry . We use three methods to identify needs: the survey; the inter
view or dialogue with key people; and the art of listening.
The survey is the easiest tool to use and should be used as a last
resort or at least later in the process. Problems may arise if it is used
in the initial stages of the development of the program. First, many
ideas for groups are suggested and false hopes arise concerning the
formation of a particular group. This unrealized hope causes a negative
response to the whole program. Secondly, it is difficult to determine if
a real need is being presented on the survey. People tend to respond
rather superficially and with little insight emd the Committee has limited
opportunity to understand the depth of the request. Later in the process
we found the survey to be of more value because people had observed the
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groups in process and were wiser in their expectations , Surveys passed
out to key people on boards or committees are more productive than ones
handed to the whole congregation.
The interview or the conversation is by far the better way of
identifying needs. To interview a group of people within the body often
identifies needs that are present. Such groups are the Ladies Aide, the
Youth Group, a board, or some individual who expresses personal need, or
a perceptive and sensitive person within the church. Interviews or
informal conversations were the methods we used to identify the needs
that led to the formation of many of our groups at L.M.M.C. throughout
the first two years of the ministry .
The most effective method for identifying needs in the church is the
art of "listening" or "hearing" the needs of people. The leadership must
develop "a nose for need" says Dr. Leonard DeWitt, past president of the
Missionary Church. When interviewing him I asked the question, "How do
you discover the needs your people have for a group ministry?" "The
whole church, but especially the pastor and leaders must develop a nose
for needs where we can literally smell out the needs of our people. It's
a spiritual 'sixth sense'", he said. I believe that the longer we minister
through groups the easier it will be to discover the needs in the body.
Small groups that are effective make people aware of the needs of others.
This awareness will infiltrate the whole body and everyone will become a
person with a nose for need. The Committee, above all others, must work
at developing an awareness, a sixth sense if you please, to "smell out"
the needy people who could be helped by some form of group. When the need
is identified by the Committee it is their responsibility to establish a
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group to meet that expressed need. The pastor will be a key person in
identifying needs, some of which will arise in his personal counselling
and fellowship contacts. He is also the key person in giving guidance
to the formation of appropriate groups to meet the needs.
The success of the first groups is basic to the success of the entire
program. As the church perceives the value of the initial groups and as
they observe individuals being ministered to and needs being met they will
rally behind the entire ministry. The key is to launch one or two pro
ductive groups, and allow their accomplishments to speak for themselves
as they "do the work of the ministry". Nothing sells like success! Let
the whole body know what is happening by well chosen times of celebration.
Soon many will be waiting to be involved in a group.
Our first two groups were an outstanding success. In fact, after two
years they both are continuing to minister. Both of them fostered other
groups as people understood their effectiveness . They have both withstood
periodic evaluation and then established a new covenant to continue. Both
were effective because they responded to clearly identified needs. While
the story is told in detail in Chapter 5 I briefly reiterate their
beginning. The Young Adult Group led the way. In a leadership meeting
called by the pastor to brainstorm about needs in the church, one little
old lady, the mother of seven children, tearfully shared how our church
had for years been failing to meet the needs of the young adults of the
church. Five of her children were in this age bracket. Several of them
were wayward and had given up on the church. She pointed out that many of
the young marrieds and singles who had grown up in the church were no
longer involved and many were far away from God. As she wept out her story
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many of our leaders wept with her as they were reminded of their failure
to meet these people's needs. My heart also began to weep. But it began
to leap as I saw the seeds being planted for the first G.W.P. Within a
week, ten young adults sat in our livingroom and drew up a list of forty
people vAio they felt were potential people for this group. Eventually
most of these people responded by attending the group. More than a dozen
of them responded to the gospel and many are now effective members of our
fellowship. We formed two other groups to meet the needs of those people
in the Young Adult Group who required special ministry . The group was a
success because it was formed in direct response to a need and was designed
effectively for and by those people. No other group has been formed since
with the same guidelines upon which this group was built. Uniquely
designed for an expressed need, it was most successful.
The pastor's wife formed and led the second group. She identified
a group of married ladies during her visitation who attended church alone
and who lived in the same general area. They purposed to become a sharing,
caring, supportive group with the prayerful hope of reaching some of their
families . In one family the teenage daughter became a believer (her
actual decision was made iAiile watching a television program) . She is now
on our Youth Executive. Her father experienced spiritual renewal, joined
the church, and is a regular attender of one of our adult Sunday School
groups. As I write, those five ladies are together at the local hospital
caring for one of their members whose husband is dying from cancer which
was diagnosed only two months ago. The joy is that he too renewed his
vows with the Lord, and made things right with his wife and family. He
will die a believer. This ladies group was cemented together by prayer.
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Bible study and caring for one another, and they saw needs met and
prayers answered. This group was a success because they organized
around a specific need and set out to meet that need in a creative way.
Most of these group members are also now members of other groups in the
church. This initial group served as a point of entry for each of them
to other groups.
Launching the first group properly is the key to success. To do it
appropriately means forming a group only in response to an identified
need. In our case the first two groups were a vastly different nature.
One centered around Bible study and close caring; the other was only able
to cautiously mention having a "religious talk" in some informal setting
away from the church in its initial stages. Both groups brought people
to the Saviour, met real needs and spawned interest in other groups. Our
experience suggests that groups formed upon the philosophy of G.W.P. will
work effectively.
The Total Project: How It Works and
How to Keep It Going
Subsequent to laying a healthy groundwork and the proper launching
of the project as outlined above, comes the maintenance of this ministry.
G.W.P, is perpetuated by a careful reinactment of the same process which
launched the project. In fact, it is kept fresh and alive because of its
creative nature. Because each group must be original and unique to be
faithful to the philosophy of G,W,P,, the leadership cannot fall into the
trap of simply endeavouring to reproduce success by carbon copy.
Steps to Success
Simply stated, the total project is composed of three steps: the
approach - setting the stage; the launching - formulating the initial
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groups; forming more groups or keeping it going. Chapter 5 in stating
the purpose and philosophy of G.W.P, indicates guidelines for the ongoing
ministry. They are:
(1) Groups shall be formed only in response to an identified need,
(2) Each group shall define its own purpose and length of covenant,
(3) Each group shall continue beyond its covenanted time only after
redefining its purpose and covenant.
(4) Each group shall endeavour to have a leader-in-training (an assistant
leader) .
(5) Each group shall be unique and creative with no intention of being
exactly like any other group.
The thrust of the ministry then becomes a continuous process in which
the Steering Committee, with the help of anyone in the body, identifies
needs within the body to which a group could minister. Following this
discovery the Committee designs a unique group to meet that need.
Appropriate leadership is then appointed and the group set on its way.
The group itself will, under the direction of its leader, formulate its
own statement of purpose and length of covenant. This process is the core
of the ongoing ministry - find a need, form a unique group to respond to
the need and set it free to operate and minister. The Committee holds
the responsibility to check with leaders concerning their mandate and to
be sure they reevaluate when the time of covenant has been completed.
The Committee should never allow a group to continue on without a new
covenant or stated purpose. We have had groups covenant for as brief a
time as one week and as long as for one year. Often the groups have
renegotiated their covenant and continued for another term which is
acceptable and valuaMe.
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Some groups, because of their nature, should be closed while others
are open to the public. For example, we have a house fellowship designed
for families. Anyone is welcome in this group and it varies in attendance
from 12 to 32. Our Walk Away Group was set up with eight people and after
launching was not open to additional people. I am involved in a support
group of five men which is a closed group, it is unadvertised and is
closed to other people, all by choice. The purpose of each group has
dictated its design. This part of the philosophy of G.W.P. must always
be kept clear. It must become as "acceptable" to be a participant in a
closed group as in an open group.
Conclusively , I claim this format is key to the continuation of
G.W.P.: keep on identifying needs, and continue forming groups to meet
those needs. All of this demands leadership. Where do we find the
necessary leadership and how do we train them for effective ministry?
Leadership for the Groups
Experience has taught us that there is a lot more leadership around
the church than we usually expect. After all, mothers and fathers are
leaders of their kids, farmers are leaders of their workers, businessmen
lead their organizations, and many youth naturally lead a pack of kids at
school. These are all people with potential leadership for G.W.P. Some
groups will need semi-professional people to lead them because the nature
of the group demands it. If the Committee designs a group to do therapy
which tends to work at character change, a professional is required. If
the design is a caring ministry for a group of ladies, a big-hearted
sensitive lady can capably lead the group with very little training. In
fact, life has trained her. We simply need to see her gifts, put her in
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charge and watdi her grow. Our experience has been that many people have
abilities and gifts that can be used in a group setting with the right
exposure and encouragement.
Dr. Gary Collins has long been an advocate of using laymen to help
other laymen. In respect to counselling he says, "A Christian approach
to counselling must acknowledge the increasing influence of non-professional
approaches to people helping." He points out that there are some dangers
but claims there is little debate about their general effectiveness . He
says research has demonstrated that peer counselors (one-on-one and in
small groups) can be very effective in helping people with their problems.
He further states that "there clearly is a biblical precedence for lay
people to bear one another's burdens, show compassion for one another,
3
weep with those who are weeping and help each other".
Shortly after World War II Maxwell Jones wrote a book entitled The
4
Therapeutic Community in which he emphasized the inportanae of treating
people within a context where everyone from the psychiatrist to the
cleaning lady was a therapist. His contention was that we all have some
thing to offer in the healing and helping of people. Collins in his book.
How To Be A People Helper,^ states "The assumptions of moral and milieu
therapy were first stated in the Bible; although for some reason Christians
have failed to follow the scriptural model. As a result the church has
neglected its role as a therapeutic helping commxmity ." These men each
3 Gary R. Collins, Helping People Grow (California: Vision House,
1980), 344-45.
4 Maxwell Jones, The Therapeutic Community (New York: Basic Books,
1953} .
5 Gary R. Collins, How to Be a People Helper (Santa Ana: Vision
House, 1976}.
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underscore the basic principle on which G.W.P. leadership is chosen. We
all have some leadership ability and simply need to hear the directions
in scripture (Ephesians 4, Romans 12, and I Corinthians 12) concerning
our gifted community and entrust caring back into the hands of the body
rather than making it- a professional pastoral task. Collins closes his
book on people helping with this challenge, "Hopefully many more Christian
counsellors will have the courage and the creativity to carve out a
counselling orientation that really works because they are based on solid
psychological research and on the divine biblical revelation of the holy
Q
omniscient God." G.W.P. is, I believe, a response to that challenge in
its method of raising up leadership.
In order to advance lay involvement and raise up leadership we
require an assistant leader to be part of each group. The assistant
begins as a helper and a co-leader. As time goes on they are asked
periodically to lead. The leader is encouraged finally to be absent once
in awhile to give the assistant an opportunity to lead without support.
This we have found to be an effective way of growing leaders. Succinctly
stated, we find leaders from within the body and school them as they work
alongside of experienced leadership who are already in action. At present
we have a young lady leading a Sunday School group who started out in a
discipleship group and gradually demonstrated her teaching ability. She
started by assisting the leader of the discipleship group once in awhile,
then she went to assisting in a group, now she is leading. All this
evolved within one year.
6 Collins, op. cit. , 351.
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Because we have various types of groups and because we regularly use
assistants in these groups we are producing a variety of leader types.
The Committee and leaders of groups should always be alert for people in
groups who show tendencies towards leading and draw them carefully into
places of leadership. The behavioral sciences have discovered that in
many clinical settings lay people can effectively lead groups. Being
part of a group often draws out leadership in people . Our church found
that one of the exciting by-products of G.W.P. was emerging leadership
throughout the church. In the second year of the operation of G.W.P. in
our church of one hundred people a leadership meeting calculated that
thirty people were in new places of leadership tOio had not been there
one year ago. Not all of this of course is due to G.W.P.; however, when
a church adopts the principles entrenched in this ministry the exciting
fact emerges that it produces and perpetuates leadership development
throughout the church .
Regarding leadership, G.W.P. adheres to five basic principles:
(1) Every person has some potential for leadership (all are gifted in
some way) and therefore are able to give some form of leadership
within the body.
(2) Groups tend to draw out leadership in people and are the best place
to foster it.
(3) The biblical concept concerning gifts and body ministry underpins
Hie leadership concept of G.W.P.
(4) Learn by doing. Lead at the level you are able and this will bring
growth .
(5) There is adequate leadership (in the people within the body), if we
allow ourselves to see it.
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Formulating- the Groups
People observation and personal interviews or conversations are the
main tools in discovering needs and formulating groups. Therefore a lot
of concrete tools are unnecessary . I have found the book. Interviewing -
Principles and Practice, by Stewart Cash (Wm. C. Brown Pub. 1974) helpful
in sharpening my interviewing skills. However, it has been our experience
that with encouragement and practice the laymen in lea<^rship are able to
be sensitive in identifying needs around them. This happens in both
their casual and formal relationships.
As the program developed, more and more people were "hearing" and
"seeing" needs and from these insights we developed groups. Also, we
periodically had a leadership meeting to brainstorm or dream about new
groups which were necessary to meet present needs. For example, in a
joint meeting of the Church Board and the Christian Education Board we
spent some time doing such dreaming. One lady expressed the concern that
she perceived our church had swung to increased emphasis on fellowship to
the exclusion of intercessory prayer. She raised questions concerning
the switch from prayer meeting to hoi3se fellowship a year earlier. Her
need was to be involved in regular intercessory prayer. She felt others
in the church were in the same space. I let it soak for about six weeks
in which time two other people expressed a similar need. Siibseqtently I
called in her home and asked if she would consider leading a group
designed solely for intercessory prayer. The purpose would 2>e to
intercede on behalf of the church and individuals within the body. I
shared with her that two other people bad expressed the same need. She
readily responded and we drew up a set of guidelines for this new G.W.P.
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If we believe in people being gifted and insightful concerning needs,
and if we give them an opportunity to express those needs, and if we
respond to their concerns, very few surveys looking for needs will be
necessary.
Later in the program we periodically used a simple survey to pick
up on needs of people who we missed or who were hesitant to express
their need. It contained two simple questions :
(1) If you have any personal needs you feel could be met by being part
of a group, list them.
(2) Do you know of someone else in the body who has needs we should be
meeting by some G.W.P.? Please list them.
This method was not very productive but one group resulted. One person
expressed concern for the shut-ins who are part of our body but who never
received communion or body fellowship. What could we do? Our response
was to form the deacons into a group along with their families. Under
the leadership of the pastor they were trained in the administration of
communion and now do so with shut-ins on the afternoon of the same Sunday
we observe it at the church.
Three methods, then, should be used in discovering needs within the
church which groups could meet:
(1) The personal interview or conversation where need is expressed.
(2) The creative dreaming or brainstorming session with leadership or
a selected group.
(3) The simple survey passed to the larger group.
Each group is expected to identify the purpose for meeting and to
form a covenant. We have not demanded each group put this covenant in
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writing because some people seem hesitant to sign such a covenant. We
learned through a survey conducted following two years of ministry that
only one person said he was unclear regarding the purpose of his group.
The leader should always keep the purpose before the group once it has
been clearly understood.
We have learned that the strength and effect of the covenant is
rooted in the fact that the group was formed in response to a need. If
people's needs are being met the covenant tends to stay clear in their
minds. Some people felt more comfortable with such terms as promise,
goal, purpose or intention. We used such titles where it set people at
ease, however leadership must keep the concept of covenant relevant.
Our study in the behavioral sciences made it clear that when a covenant
or goal was clearly defined production was always better. We learned
that sdone fact in G.W.P. For our ministry we must however be adaptable
and allow for the group to decide how they will express their own
covenant or goals.
Testing the result of any people ministry is a most difficult task.
G.W.P. is no exception. However, we have used four methods. First,
members of each group evaluated themselves at the close of their
covenanted time of meeting. These evaluations are done in a group dis
cussion session where the leader guides the group through a self evaluation.
The main purpose is to arrive at a decision regarding termination or
continuation of the group. This method is of great value to the group
itself but the results are difficult to put into scientific research.
This type of interview or self evaluation by a group is increasingly
accepted in the world of science as valid data. It is a form of
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interview and often proves to be a valuable research tool when evaluating
personal growth.
Second, with some groups we used a written survey to understand the
value of the group and the insight gained by participants . Attached as
Appendix "E" is a survey or questionnaire used in the pastoral covenant
group of which I am a part. In the Yovmg Adult Group the Steering
Committee regularly reevaluate their original statement of purpose and
change or reaffirm it as their guideline . These times have always been
very valuable in testing the results of the group. In the act of
reaffirming or changing the statement of purpose they were evaluating
the success of the group. In actual fact they never changed it to any
extent because of their perception that the group was highly successftil
and was meeting need and fulfilling its purpose. This in my notion is
the most valuable proof available of success.
Third, once a year we asked twenty selected people to fill out a
survey to understand the effect of the G.W.P. program on the entire
church. The one used after two years is found in Appendix "E" (Two)
as a sanple of what can be done.
Fourth, because the church is a Spirit-led body she must depend on
the Spirit-led discernment of her leaders for continuous interpretation
of how the ministry is going. As a church body we cannot take this fact
lightly. Because of its commvinity body life thrust G.W.P. will tend to
develop this gift of discernment in people. Gifted, trained and discerning
leadership at L,M,M,C, convinced me of the validity of such a claim. If
our people are able to discern needs and understand how to meet them
effectively , they are also capable of calculating how effectively those
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needs are being met. My one caution here is that the pastor or a few
lea^rs should not make this judgment alone. The judgment should
regularly be made by the people to whom we are ministering. Each group
must do self evaluation and they must decide whether their needs and
purpose for meeting are being met. The self evaluation of respective
groups blended with the evaluation of discerning Spirit-led leaders will
produce the depth of evaluation needed to make G.W.P. an effective ministry.
Conclusion
This chapter outlines the process used to develop a G.W.P. ministry
in L.M.M.C. Leadership carefully set the stage for change and the
acceptance of a new program by following the principles set forth. Sub
sequent to laying careful groundwork the launching of the first groups
proved to be relatively smooth. These initial groups met the identified
needs and set the stage for many new ventures. The method which sustained
the program was a faithful adherence to the response-to-need-rule we had
established as our criteria for formulating new groups. Ongoing
evaluation of the entire program by the leadership , and separate group
evaluation by their respective members proved to aid us in remaining
effective . I believe this approach will work for any church that adheres
to this proposed design for a G.W.P. ministry. The following chapter
endeavours to substantiate this cleiim.
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CHAPTER 7
Conclusions and Projections
Four areas of study contributed to this dissertation: the biblical
record, the behavioral sciences, John Wesley's use of the small group,
and the practical project. J presented from each study valuable lessons
and evidence concerning the validity of the concept of "Groups With
Purpose". This chapter states the lessons learned, reiterates questions
and problems that were encountered in the practical project, and
addresses the remaining questions and issues. I will also att&apt to
establish that this ministry is reproducible in any church.
Principles Discovered and Lessons Learned
The scriptures place covenant caring at the very center of ministry.
The idea of covenant was established in the Old Testament but came to
fruition in the New Testament. Jesus and Paul are the key proponents of
community life and illustrate by teaching and ministry style that the
small group is at the heart of their kingdom work. Often care of the
people in the early church was demonstrated by a creative response to
the needs. In Acts Chapter 2 the elders responded in a characteristic
mode when they heard the hellenistic Jewish widows complaining of unfair
treatment in the daily giving of food allowance ; they responded by
appointing a group of Spirit-filled men to care for them. They also
experienced small group ministry as they went from house to house breaking
bread and fellowshipping together. In this style of caring the elders
fulfilled Paul 's teaching concerning the need to love and care for one
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another. In caring spiritual ministry they became priests to each other
as they actualized discipline and forgiveness within the body of believers.
They reached for their highest potential by being knit together in small
cells of caring disciples as each exercised their spiritual gifts for the
good of all. At the core of the biblical record is the truth that
meaningful relationships are necessary in order to reach God's ideal for
htmiankind.
Research in the behavioral sciences revealed that at many points the
truth found in scripture and in science tend to coincide. The behaviorist
is a proponent of the need for meaningful relationships in our fragmented
society. All therapists, with the exception of the psychoanalyst,
recognize the fact that healing and personal growth in the client is
drastically elevated where an enhanced relationship is established between
client and therapist. As well, evidence shows that the person who con
tinues growing is the one who establishes additional meaningful relation
ships in his larger world during and following therapy. The use of
covenant enhances the therapeutic process and is widely accepted as a
viable method of establishing and maintaining goals in group process.
We discovered that the scientist rates small group therapy very high
in terms of a useful method for producing growth. In the small group
pointed feedback, discipline, corrective suggestions, personal affirmation,
and unqualified acceptance are possible in a manner not usually found in
the larger world. In a safe environment people are able to take fragile
steps towards wholeness as they simultaneously learn to care for another
person in a give and take situation. Finally, scientists have discovered
in the small group process a unique power, found in no other form of
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therapy, to provide the incentive and support for personal healing and
growth. I concluded that the behavioral sciences have provided the
churchman with many practical tools to aid them in applying the biblical
ideal of personal ministry to one another.
It is possible for a body of believers to incorporate the methods
of small group therapy and at the same time remain true to the biblical
principles. Our mandate is to recognize all truth as God's truth wherever
it is found. We must sift the chaff from the wheat and thereby adhere to
our divine mandate to follow divine principles in all areas of life. The
behavioral sciences emerged in response to the expressed need in our
society for intimacy and interpersonal relationships. They developed
extensive insight into human behavior. The church needs to incorporate
this scientific knowledge into its biblical basis for ministry in order
to reach our complex world. Science and scripture converge at one very
critical point of truth; the small group is the place where a person is
most likely to arrive at his highest potential.
The effectiveness of a small group is contingent on the fact of love
being present. The scientist and the theologian both recognize that the
brokenness in our society is best healed by actively applying love in a
small commxmity of individuals. Each discipline therefore has developed
its own unique group response to this brokenness; both have also reached
beyond dealing simply with brokenness and use the small group setting to
minister to the society as a whole. The scientist first developed group
therapy to heal the sick and later discovered its potential for enriching
the life of the average person. The scientist's small growth group has
invaded every segment of the secular business and industrial world with
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its power to enrich the life of the individual and the corporation. The
challenge to the theologian is that the biblical claims arise from the
same understanding as the scientist 's. The covenant caring community
develops the life of the believer and urges him to his highest potential
as love, fellowship, discipline and acceptance are cultivated. In such
a community the ailing are brought to wholeness and there is potential
for enriching the life of everyone involved. The church body, however,
possesses one additional resource for change. Recognition of the divine
creator and sustainer of mankind provides potential for the active presence
and power of the Holy Spirit within the body and indwelling the individual.
The theologian informs us the love of God shed abroad in the heart of the
believer strengthens the ability of that person to truly love fellow
human beings. With this active power at work, all truth, both biblical
and scientific, becomes a resource for personal growth. The caring
community is central to biblical truth and a guiding light to modern
therapeutic practice. We can broaden both by a careful blending.
I have shown that in theory and practice the biblical and scientific
disciplines tend to coincide at several points. Both use small groups as
personal growth tools and to bring healing to the fractured person. Each
views covenant and goal setting as viable methods in upgrading results in
group or personal relationships . They each advocate the use of loving,
supportive confrontation in relationships. The behavioral scientist and
the theologian utilize the small group for creating quality relationships
which are conducive to personal well being and for meeting various personal
needs. They also share the recognition that the small group has unique
power to create change and growth in people. Both accept the validity of
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confession and the need for a confessor as a method of releasing guilt
and experiencing forgiveness. The theologian would advocate the
additional need to obtain forgiveness from God as well as man. Many
therapists however do encourage the A.A. approach which recognizes a
higher power, in whatever way the patient chooses to express or under
stand that power. Most important, the scientist and theologian agree
that there is a basic human need to love and be loved in a reciprocating
relationship. The theologian advocates a further step in requiring we
accept the love of a creator who is the source of love. Both disciplines
clearly accept the fact that man lives in a broken and dehumanized
society and is bent on repairing that brokenness. These two helping
professions, in addressing the brokenness, has developed its own methods
for administering healing. G.W.P. stands between the two and draws
experiencially from both disciplines.
Groups With Purpose also benefits from insights provided by John
Wesley. Wesley was a man ahead of his time. I noted how he injected his
eighteenth century practical theology, theory and practice with many of
the ingredients of modern scientific methods. He confirmed in practice
the notion that the group is powerful for growth and change by the way
it affected the life of his followers. The ideas of group discipline,
caring support, covenant and fellowship were all practiced in his
societies and class meetings. Research into Wesley's theology and
methodology confirmed many of our findings in the behavioral sciences
and biblical record. He provided practical evidence it is possible and
advisable to apply the truth and methods of science and scripture where
they coincide. I conclude that the ever-practical Wesley would experience
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very little difficulty, if he were ministering in our world, in applying
to his ministry the scientific facts available to us today. I concluded
that to be applied in today's diversified society Wesley's group ministry
would require some adaptation in method but not in principle. His
creative response to need would allow for that necessary shift. Wesley's
methods supplied us with a guiding light for the initial development of
the concepts and philosophy of G.W.P.
The practical project taught us valuable lessons as we endeavoured
to integrate into actual practice the insights gained from the foregoing
research. We discovered that the careful attention given to the initial
stages of the project paid great dividends. Because considerable time
was spent preparing people for change we experienced very little
opposition or reaction to the project. Preaching and teaching were used
in developing a clear understanding of the underlying principles of
G.W.P. Also, one-to-one contacts were very effective in laying solid
groundwork from which to launch the ministry . Obtaining the approval and
support of the key leadership within the body is essential to a successful
launching. Initial success with one or two groups produces a ready
response to other ventures. Flexibility and creativity in the formation
of groups enhanced the project and stood out as one of the key factors in
making the project a success. Each group was developed as a unique
response to identified need as people in the groups designed their own
method of ministry. For example, the house fellowship developed as
people within the Wednesday evening prayer meeting redesigned their own
group to better satisfy the needs.
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We learned four basic principles that substantiate the validity of
this method of ministry. First, as the project progressed there was
evidence that the awareness level regarding need in the congregation
rose substantially. Leadership and other laity increasingly brought
suggestions forward for responding to the needs of people. The open
encouragement of one Christian by another became more evident. One
person commented that "the level of fellowship and reaching out to
others is so much more evident than a couple of years ago. " Another
agreed: "One of the benefits of G.W.P. has been the way people seem
to see the needs of others so much more quickly than before. "
Secondly , we learned from evaluation that small group relationships
brought spiritual formation to many individuals and thereby enhanced
spiritual formation in the church body. Ninety-five percent of the
people surveyed at the conclusion of the project identified areas in
their lives where spiritual formation had taken place. One young convert
of eighteen months summed it up succinctly when he stated, "There is so
much cLbout the Christian life I don 't understand yet but the change and
growth in my life and my wife's is so wonderful, we feel such contentment
and peace and just want to learn more about the Christian way. We have
noticed such a warmth and closeness in the worship service that we could
never have understood before.
" He shared with me that when they were
forced to miss the fellowship for several weeks in a row he felt they
were deprived of spiritual nurture they needed. Another couple were at
the verge of separation when the church began ministering to them. They
are not the example of the perfect marriage yet, but have obviously grown
immensely in their Christian experience. In interviews they claimed
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spiritual formation had taken place for them in marriage, home life,
relationship to children and the regular attendance at worship. They
commented that the support and unc^rstanding of others in the church had
been a factor in this growth. A coimunity lady attended the group study
on "Christian Womanhood" . Her excitement about it spilled over into her
home as she shared and studied regularly with her unbelieving husband.
As she revealed this fact to the group she was forced to conteirplate "I
wonder how much spiritual formation is being accomplished in him, maybe
he will see the light and accept the Saviour." There is support for the
claim that many experienced spiritual formation as a result of their
participation in G.W.P.
Third, abundant evidence validated the foundational claim of G.W.P.
that groups formed in direct response to an identified need tend to be
very effective . Each group that we formed in such manner was productive
and in most cases succeeded in its purpose. The groups that floundered
were not formed within our designated criteria. A case in point is the
Talent Investment Program. It was stated by one of our leaders that the
group did not conform to the need-meeting requirement and advised us to
drop it. Leadership had no question regarding its unique and creative
concepts but agreed it did not speak to some identified need. We also
endeavoured to establish an additional house fellowship within the body
to draw in people whom we felt should be involved. The effort failed and
it became evident that the need was just not there. While the evidence
cannot be portrayed as conclusive we are able to claim that whenever we
formed groups in direct response to identified need they succeeded and
where they were not formed with the same criteria they failed. G.W.P.
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G.W.P. succeeds when needs are clearly identified and groups are formed
to meet those needs.
Finally, we uncovered the principle that when lay ministry is
returned to the center of Cliristian ministry leadership tends to emerge.
Lay leadership became a by-product of G.W.P. As pointed out in Chapter 5
a number of people rose through the ranks into leadership as their gifts
were allowed to emerge in small groups. This underpins the biblical and
scientific claim that individual growth and development takes place
effectively in small groups. It supports the biblical call for recognizing
that each one is gifted and the gift is given for the good of the body.
When people are exercising their gift, whatever it may be, at that moment
they are a leader. We learned that when we look for and allow leadership
to emerge in small groups it builds and develops a team of leaders more
able to administer the grace of God throughout the entire church body.
One of the key methods of calling forth leadership, or other gifts in
people, became the conscious celebration by the leadership of that growth
or accomplishment. This was done publicly and personally on many
occasions. This kind of celebration solidified and encouraged growth
and claimed leadership potential wherever it surfaced.
Questions and Problems Encountered
G.W.P. like any other ministry encountered problems and face
questions along the way. Some we were able to resolve; others remain a
quandary and await possible answers as the program continues in L.M.M.C.
or is administered in some other church.
The first difficulty which surfaced related to leadership. The
demands placed upon the director of the project and the committee are
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intense, its creative nature calls for more than a continual orchestration
of a learned method. The method itself requires an unending supply of
creative ideas for the continuous establishment of new groups. While
this forms the genius of the ministry it also could result in its down
fall. We were fortunate in having a number of people from within the
body respond very early in the program with creative leadership. This
emerging leadership eased the load somewhat, however, as people began to
see the potential for more groups, leadership demand grew. Self discipline
is required by aggressive leadership to establish groups only as leadership
emerges. At one point problems resulted when we moved some into leadership
who we later discovered were not ready. In addition to the need for
leadership for the overall program and the respective groups, the growth
of the church resulting from the successful groups required even more
leadership. The natural result of successful groups is expanded ministry
in other areas of the church. Expansion of any kind demands leadership
development. A case in point was our need to provide oversight for the
building of additional space to accommodate growth and new ministries.
A G.W.P. ministry model makes heavy demands for leadership.
We encountered a second difficulty in the negative feelings toward
groups by a few who had experienced poor group life in some other setting.
While a careful evaluation of the criticism, revealed a totally unjustified
comparison of G.W.P. to other groups formed with different methods and
purpose the negative feelings were present. One person stated in a survey
that it would be impossible to ever feel good about G.W.P. because of past
negative encounters. That person had also felt rejected by a group in our
program. For most people negative feelings dissipated quickly as they
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experienced a positive group encounter. Others may never let go of their
negative feelings because they obviously serve some personal purpose. Our
response to this very small pocket of negativism has been an endeavour to
be sensitive to it while at the same time not allowing the few to control
the whole. Leadership must address negative response and try to bring
healing. However, we learned in practice we must press on with those who
are willing participants and benefactors of the program. We could not
wait till every wagon left the traditional circle and lined up before
heading for new horizons. This leads us to our third observation.
Not everyone responds to group ministry. Some have needs that are
best met by some other method, therefore the church must also keep those
needs in focus. Because G.W.P. places an unusual demand on leadership
there is danger that strength needed for other ministry will be poured
into this one effort. We found it necessary to regularly address this
danger and guard against it. We didn 't always succeed. One board member
pointedly reminded the pastor that "the regular attenders were also in
need of his ministry and care". His observation was that my time and
strength was being drained away by deep involvement in the lives of new
people to the detriment of fellowship and ministry with "the regulars".
His observation was correct and the pastor took steps to correct the
problem. Groups are not an answer-all and are not for everyone, and they
do create added presstire on leadership, therefore one must consciously
keep a balance in ministry involvement.
Two areas surfaced in my personal leadership which required restraint
and caution. I am by nature a positive and aggressive leader and generally
anticipate that others will quickly share my enthusiasm for an idea or
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program. When negative attituds of any magnitude persist it is easy for
me to bring undo pressure to bear on people. My personal growth point
came in this project when I accepted this side of myself more fully and
shared it with my own peer group. I set goals to cbal with it in a con
structive way by inner personal discipline and by confronting the negative
issues openly but graciously . The same restraint is necessary for me
with regard to allowing those who are unusually slow to accept change the
space they need to adapt. This program in its initial stage is built to
prepare people for change, however I must regularly recall the fact that
though jnost people respond, others need special care and accommodation.
The rapid growth of these groups and the church in general tau^t me
valuable lessons in these areas of my leadership.
In conclusion I note that during the project we were blessed with a
minor number of problems . None became insurmountable and most were cared
for by quick and loving attention once they were recognized and under
stood by the leadership. It cannot be assumed that a G.W.P. program in
another church would find the same fertile soil.
The Remaining Issues and Final Argument
Two issues remain unanswered. One centres around the need for
creative leadership addressed above. To enable the program to reach its
majdmum potential there is a constant need for creativity in the formation
of groups. Human nature is such that one tends to look for one final plan
which can be effectively and continually reused. G.W.P. in its design
guards against falling into such a pattern. In doing so it dictates the
nature and type of leader required. This model of ministry has only been
tested under one leader who has a wide experience in group dynamics and
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ministry. Therefore we can only conjecture the implications if other
leadership were in place. My experience suggests that if I had not
possessed a very diversified background in group understanding and had
experienced the demand for constant creativity in group formation it
could have been overwhelming. The consolation, however, is that there
is much literature available to the inquisitive mind and many oppor
tunities for training. Further, I am confident that the best place to
learn group understanding is to become part of a group. Leadership would
be well advised to draw themselves into a group for corporate learning
and experience as the first step towards capable creative leadership and
where possible draw from the expertise of someone within the area who has
experience in facilitating groups. Most people are more adaptable to
group life than we are generally led to believe. Man is first a communal
creature and desires to live in meaningful relationships i One should
approach the whole issue from this positive vantage point. Scripture
teaches us that all humankind are gifted towards interaction and leader
ship. Another reassuring factor is that as the G.W.P. ministry develops
other creative leadership will emerge and help sustain the program. This
question remains for some other leaders to answer as they experiment with
G.W.P.: can the program be established and sustained without the input
of a creative type leader who has considerable group experience?
The final unanswered question is: can G.W.P. be adapted to any church
regardless of size? Limited testing prohibits giving a totally informed
answer, however, some calculated conjecture is possible. My sense is
that G.W.P. is adaptable to any size church because of the nature of its
guidelines and philosophy . The ministry is not composed of a list of
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easy do-it-this-way~and-you
' re-sure-to-succeed plans. The key concept
is twofold in nature: G.W.P. must be designed solely in response to the
expressed need in a given church, and the groups formed must be creatively
designed to meet those particular needs. It follows then that any church
adopting this approach to ministry will not be a carbon copy application
of G.W.P. Every new church designing a G.W.P. ministry will be involved
in creating something new, unique and of their own design. The issue is
this - they must adopt the principles and guidelines which formulate and
steer the process and not endeavour to reenact the program of L.M.M.C.
The principles , if carefully adhered to, will guide a church into a
unique, locally engineered G.W.P. ministry.
Earlier in this study I strongly rejected the often popular method
of endeavouring to find and adopt the "perfect program for our church".
Other churches who carbon copy G.W.P. as the perfect program for their
church will fail. However, there is enough evidence available from
this study and project to support the adoption of the principles of the
program. If this is done it will likely succeed. The name itself,
"Groups With Purpose", becomes a guideline for a personalized response
to the local need. Although still to be validated by other pastors and
church leaders, I am convinced G,W,P, is adaptable to any church of any
size when the principles and guidelines are the sole guiding light,
I base this conviction on the following information: biblical
teaching concerning community supports the principles and guidelines of
G,W,P, Further, principles and methods discovered in the behavioral
sciences that produce growth in people merge effectively with the biblical
principles and methods. And again, John Wesley provided ample evidence
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that the basic concepts of G.W.P. are workable. Also the practical
project of G.W.P. at L.M.M.C. provides sufficient evidence to warrant
the claim that this form of ministry works in practical application.
Finally, I am convinced that it could work effectively in any church if
the principles were scrupulously applied. This researcher now must
await the opportunity to prove these claims in some other adventuresome
church. Until that time comes, I look forward to the continual use of
G.W.P. at L.M.M.C. As new needs surface, we will devise additional groups
to enrich the lives of people. No doubt, these future experiences will
continue to teach us more about small-group ministry. G.W.P. has put us
on an exciting journey!
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APPENDIX "A
Rules of the Band Societies Drawn
up December 25, 1738
The design of our meeting is, to obey that command of God, "Confess
your faults one to another, and pray one for another, that ye may be
healed. "
To this end, we intend, -
1. To meet once a week, at the least.
2. To come punctually at the hour appointed, without some extraordinary
reason .
3. To begin (those of us who are present) exactly at the hour, with
singing or prayer.
4. To speak each of us in order, freely and plainly, the true state of
our souls, with the faults we have committed in thought, word, or
deed, and the temptations we have felt, since our last meeting.
5, To end every meeting with prayer, suited to the state of each person
present .
6. To desire some person among us to speak his own state first, and
then to ask the rest, in order, as many and as searching questions
as may be, concerning their state, sins, and temptations .
Some of the questions proposed to every one before he is admitted
among us may be to this effect :-
1. Have you the forgiveness of your sins?
2. Have you peace with God, through our Lord Jesus Christ?
3. Have you the witness of God's Spirit with your spirit, that you are
a child of God?
4. Is the love of God shed abroad in your heart?
5. Has no sin, inward or outward, dominion over you?
6. Do you desire to be told of your faults?
7. Do you desire to be told of your faults, and that plain and home?
8. Do you desire that every one of us should tell you, from time to
time, whatsoever is in his heart concerning you?
9. Consider! Do you desire that we should tell you whatsoever we think,
whatsoever we fear, whatsoever we hear, concerning you?
10, Do you desire that, in doing this, we should come as close as possible,
that we should cut to the quick, and search your heart to the bottom?
11, Is it your desire and design to be on this, and all other occasions,
entirely open, so as to speak everything that is in your heart without
exception, without disguise, and without reserve?
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Any of the preceding questions may be asked as often as occasion
offers,- the (five)* following at every meeting:-
1. What known sins have you committed since our last meeting?
2. What temptations have you met with?
3. How were you delivered?
4. What have you thought, said, or done, of which you doubt whether it
be sin or not?
(5. Have you nothing you desire to keep secret?)*
The fifth question does not appear in editions of the Rules
after 1779-80. See Frank Baker, Union Catalogue, 55, if57.
For a copy of these Rules see:
David Lowes Watson, The Early Methodist Class Meeting (Nashville :
Discipleship Resources , 1985) , 200 -1 .
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APPENDIX "B"
Some Directive Statements on Group Ministry
For Assisting the Church Board in
Understanding the Concept
1. There are many group methods available to us with materials and
training programs which have been effective in various places.
2. The success of any plan has been its response to a local need and
type of leadership.
3. The easiest way is to choose such a plan and adapt it to our
immediate needs if possible. However, in the long term investment
it may not be truly what we need and only frustrate our finding
God's leading for our congregation's needs.
4. Possibly a "Groups With Purpose" (explained below) approach could
best meet our needs.
5. "Groups With Purpose" is not an easy approach and calls for more
innovative leadership, diversified leadership training, a commitment
to short term groups, a constant evaluation of church needs, and
commitment from several to assist in leading,
6. "Groups With Purpose" demands a local well defined philosophy and
statement of purpose and function.
Some Thoughts on Group Philosophy
The "Groups With Purpose" approach simply says we will not develop
one overall style of approach or type of group but will develop groups
only in response to recognized need. This demands then that we see a
group only in existence as long as it fills a specific need. When the
need is met it would be disbanded. It also demands that we have a
person, or better a group of persons, diligently searching out areas of
need for ministry.
We must also accept that not everybody wants or needs a group all
the time but all may need one sometime.
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This approach demands that we accept the closed grovp concept as an
okay approach to ministry. It will call for a constant teaching of the
body regarding our various groups designed to meet a need. A selling of
the idea "digues are normal and good" - Jesus had one. It also pre
supposes that all present group type ministries within the church will
come under the wing or influence of the "Groups With Purpose" in order
to blend our work with the entire ministry of the church and thus guard
against overlapping or missing needs.
One underlying directive will be that we see this approach to be one
that will help develop the total leadership potential of the church in
that various groups deal with many areas of life and would always demand
special leadership . Also we would always have a trainee involved in an
assistant role to learn and become ready for periodical leadership.
A. Few Ideas For Groups
1. a grief growth group
2. a marriage enrichirent group
3. a parents in pain group
4. a people in retirement group
5. a new people absorption group
6. group for engaged couples
7. group for lonely singles (or not lonely singles)
8. group for unwed mothers
9. group for searching sinners
10. group for the handicapped
11. group for new believers
12. *
13.
14.
15.
* you list a few... What group would you use?
Proposal Presented to a Later Board
Meeting for Discussion
I would like to propose:
1. That we appoint a committee and that they be directed to develop
a philosophy for group life in our church to be presented to the
Church Board for consideration .
2- That we be free to circulate a survey among church people simply
asking them for suggestions of the types of groups they would feel
would be beneficial to the church, in general, and themselves, in
particular. (Note: We did not do this as we felt it would raise
false hopes.)
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3. That if the Church Board feels comfortable with this approach in
general that we begin to talk openly of "Groups With Purpose" and
design ways to begin educating our people to understand and be
ready to accept it as part of the church.
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APPENDIX "C
Small Group Philosophy, Statement of Purpose and
Responsibilities for Church Board and Christian
Education Board Consideration
(Board Retreat, November 1985)
Name
The name will be "Groups With Purpose".
Purpose
1. To stimulate personal and Christian growth in the lives of
our church people.
2. To enhance fellowship among believers and assist in the
integration of new people into our church family.
3. To be involved in calling forth and training lay leadership
in the local church.
4. To identify and respond to recognized ministry type needs
within the body.
5. To be a resource group able to respond to the leadership of
existing ministries in the church and aid in meeting their
needs through group life.
6. To, where possible, be an informal outreach arm of the church,
i.e. community Bible studies, visiting, or discussion groups.
7. To be a clearing house between all present small groups in
the church and co-ordinate further development in this area
of ministry.
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XXX. Philosophy
The formation of small groups, to work alongside of existing
church programs, will enhance the one-to-one ministry of the
church and therefore will focus on the needs of the individual
more effectively.
"Groups With Purpose" is a diversified approach to ministry
and therefore is able to meet a variety of needs in creative ways
while always keeping in focus the Christian mindset.
"Groups With Purpose" will promote lay leadership and there
fore broaden our ministry base.
Because we are endeavouring to promote a sense of direction
and Christian loyalty in participants , all groups must formulate
around a covenant stat&naent. With the individual in mind each
group will be formed in response to an identified need rather than
becoming program orientated.
All people do not need a group at all times and all groups are
not for all people, therefore, we will not endeavour to engulf
everyone but only those who have needs and who choose to be involved.
Because small groups demand various types of leadership we must
develop gradually as such people become available and are ready to
give leadership.
IV. Committee's Responsibilities
1. Provide ongoing oversignt and direction for all "Groups With
Purpose".
a. help formulate an acceptable covenant statement for
each group including a statement of responsibility and
a termination date.
2. To identify areas of "need" and
a. evaluate the feasibility of integrating it into the
"Groups With Purpose" ministry, or
b. channel the need into existing programs within the local
church .
3 . Leadership
a. Provide leadership training and development as needed
for "Groups With Purpose".
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b. Appoint leadership for all groups.
c. Provide ongoing leadership supervision to all "Groups
With Purpose".
d. Where possible, involve a leadership trainee.
V. Budget
To develop and administer "Groups With Purpose budget.
VI. Accountability
1. In the developmental stages the Committee will be responsible
directly to the Church Board.
2. Keep a file of development and working documents.
VII. Committee Size and Structure
1. Three members, including one Pastor and two laymen appointed
by the Church Board.
2. Chairperson to be appointed by the Church Board for initial
one year term. (Should be Pastor for first year, at least.)
3. Committee have freedom to use others as resource people as
they deem necessary.
****************
A List of Possible Groups for Church Ministry
1. A group of some of the "new" couples of the church and several of
the old "standbys" to consider the needs of total fellowship of the
church and to develop some fellowship within the group itself.
2. Two Bible study and core groups: to meet the needs of a numijer of
people who desire closer fellowship and Bible study applied to
their needs.
3. Young Married Group: to assist in deepening the Christian commitment
of each couple and become a small covenant group for caring and
fellowship.
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4. Yearly Couple's Retreat Group: a one weekend retreat to encourage,
instruct and develop caring between the participants .
5. A Grief Growth Group: designed to bring support and aid in adjust
ment to anyone who has suffered a deep loss by death or some other
major change in life.
6. A Community Religious Discussion Group: for those on the fringe
of the church who are not comfortable within the worship or
education structure but would come in at this level.
7. Leadership Group: a group of selected people who show potential
for leadership - to study leadership and the mission of the church -
to experience support and caring and then become leaders in given
assignments while being supported by this group.
8. Worship Discussion Group: a group to discuss the morning message
and worship service with a view to making life application.
9. Other groups as new needs develop.
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APPENDIX "D
Understanding The Need for Adult Classroom Space
I. Space
a. We must recall we lost the use of the old church which we had
planned on using for added adult Sunday School space.
b. We need ground level space for older adults.
c. We have no rooms at present available for adult Sunday School
classes.
1. The basement is needed for growing children's space.
2. We cannot mix adult and children in the same area.
II, Philosophy of Ministry
If we are to understand the need for adult space, we must
understand the present day vision for adult ministry in Sunday
School .
a. Adult Sunday School is one of the keys to church growth by
families. If we win and disciple adults, we win families.
b. Small Group Ministry: each class becomes a place of ministry
and caring - not simply a teaching experience.
1. Divide for growth has long been a proven principle for
church growth and expanded ministry.
2. As the church has grown in the past two years, the need
for diversified ministry has grown. Many needs can be
met in "Groups With Purpose" during the Sunday School
hour.
3. Leadership (S.S. teachers) become trained in small groups.
At present we have enough teachers ready to teach up to
four adult classes.
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4. Several months ago the C.E. Board recommended to the
Church Board to investigate some way to meet the adult
needs for added classes.
III. A Transition Time, A First Step to a Larger Vision
a. We need to take a step now to prepare us for a larger step a
few years later.
b. To take on a large building project would mean a long delay
and loss of ministry in the meantime.
c. We feel a large project at this time is not feasible; more
growth is needed first.
d. The building is not temporary - only its use. There are
lots of possibilities: youth center, VBS, Kids Klub,
fireside room.
TV. A Feeling of Ownership
We presently have a large number of people who are standing
ready to do the job of building. They will gain ownership in our
church through this project.
V. God's Vision?
We need to each prayerfully ask the Lord if this is His vision
for our church for now. If it is, let 's go for it. Your committee
and the Board believe it is what we should do.
Your Building Committee,
on behalf of the Church Board.
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APPENDIX "E"
Three Evaluation Outlines
(One)
Pastor's Covenant Group Response Form
1. Identify at least three spiritual insights you have come to by
being a member of this group.
2. List the new insights you have arrived at regarding the benefits
of covenant in the group.
3. In what ways/areas has spiritual formation coms to you in the group?
4. What group dynamics played a role in the group?
5. What were the key disciplines required in this group that were
helpful to you?
6. What role (if any) do you feel a facilitator needs to play for
such a covenant group to be effective?
7. Did the group aid you in developing abilities/ideas for leading
such a covenant group in your church?
8. Will you endeavour to be involved in such a covenant group in the
future as an aid to your own spiritual formation?
9. Additional Comments:
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(Two)
"Groups With Purpose" Evaluation Sheet
Please answer each question as briefly as possible. The research
will be the most valuable if you are honest and frank in your responses.
There is no right answer. Some answers will sinply reflect your opinion.
Please try to answer all questions.
* When commenting, please put the group number by the answer or below it.
Use the back for added space.
1. Which "Group With Purpose" were you involved in? (please circle)
1 . East Ladies Fellowship
2. House Fellowship
3. Irene S Marilyn's Bible Study
4. Walk Away Group
5. Adult Sunday School group/class
6 . Young Adult Group
7. Marilyn Budd's Bible study
8. Other group (name)
2. As you understand the group or groups you met with, what was the
purpose of its formation? (for each group you were involved in) -
Was the purpose clear at the beginning?
3. What needs were met or partially met for you by this group?
4. Did this group make you feel more an effective part of the church?
How?
5. In what way do you feel this group helped you to grow as a person or
spiritually that could not happen if we only had Sunday Worship?
6. In what 3 ways do you feel "Groups With Purpose" has helped our
church?
7. Do you see any ill effects from "Groups With Purpose"?
8. What other type of groups do you feel you could benefit from?
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(Three)
"Groups With Purpose" Retreats
If you were part of a church retreat, please cowplete the following:
(a) Marriage Retreat (b) any Board retreat
(show by letter (a) or (b) which answer applies to the question.)
1. Did the retreat meet a need in your life or help you to grow in
any way at the time?
2. What lasting effect did this retreat have on you?
3. Would you ever attend such a retreat again or encourage someone
else to attend? Why?
4. What effect did this retreat have on our total church life?
5. What type of retreat would you like to be a part of in the next
year?
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APPENDIX "F'
Some Suggested Groip Covenants
Group Covenant �1
As a group member, I covenant to be an active participant both
in giving and receiving in the group process. I covenant to attend
regularly for a period of three months at which time the group will
determine whether or not it will continue meeting. The group is a
closed group and any sharing will be kept confidential among its
members. Any group members shall feel free to share at whatever
level they feel comfortable for growth and ministry.
Name:
Group Covenant #2
As a group participant I covenant to attend this group regularly
for three months for fellowship, personal growth, Bible study and
prayer. I will endeavour to both minister to others in the group as
well as reach out for personal ministry . All sharing by individuals
will be kept confidential to the group. The group will be a closed
membership until such time as the group decides to expand its ministry .
Name:
Group Covenant �3
As a regular group participant I covenant to meet for three
consecutive months, to keep all sharing confidential , to minister to
other members where possible, to function as a closed group, and to
meet regularly.
Name:
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